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Feedback	on	Cenacle	118	|	December	2021

From Kenzie Oliver:

Reading Charlie Beyer’s prose-piece “Kasper 
Hauser and the Chicken,” I felt like I connected 
most to the chicken. I can see the similarities 
among the chicken, Kaspar, and the Matron, and 
how each is in a different kind of cage. 

Also, as someone who grew up on a ranch, the 
idea that a well-off guy in the Pacific Northwest 
would have a hobby farm, well, this passage 
made me giggle: “The son ‘discovered’ farming  
. . . . He named the cows ‘Groceries,’ ‘Silage,’ and 
‘Gandalf.’ Although un-cool, he did occasionally 
butcher a steer . . .”

* * * * * *

From Charlie Beyer:

Ace Boggess’s short story “Shadow 
People” casually shows us the underbelly of a vast 
but hidden and marginalized  society around us. 
A reminder that our entitled lives live in parallel 
to an aggrieved host of millions in the shadows. 
They are ignored, not even believed in, until they 
spook up by stealing our TV or selling crack to 
our kids. This is great writing that carries you to 
the end with wonderful metaphors. Thanks, Ace, 
for bringing us to that other dirt-bag world. 

In “Suicide (Thinking About It),” Kenzie Oliver 
raises a taboo subject with objectivity and bravery. 
Who would think—other than those who have 
put their head on the chopping block—that this 
would make them feel “forever young”  and put 
an end to isolation. Seemingly irrelevant words to 
the calm and collected but, to the minds who have 
wandered, a perfectly logical avenue of thought. 
Suicide is the open sore that is kept covered in 
layers of shirts, but still it aches and festers. 

* * * * * *

From Nathan D. Horowitz:

I never thought about kissing Tamara Miles until 
I read in “They Say the Stars Have Music, Too”:

Whomever	I	kiss	now
will	find	his	arms	are	vines,
climbing	every	night
the	luminous	scale
to	try	and	reach	me

—at which point I thought, Wow, and Lucky	the	
one	who	does. 

* * * * * *

From Tamara Miles:

“Often, we had some idea in our heads, and we 
put it into words that we thought expressed it, 
only to learn that others had interpreted it very 
differently,” Nathan D. Horowitz explains in 
From	 the	 ElectroLounge	 Forums:	 As	 Artists,	What	
Best	Supports	You? Like all the voices of this issue: 
cacophony, polyphony, and occasional harmony. 
They are, as Timothy Vilgiate writes in Rivers	
of	 the	Mind, the “Nodding Flowers . . . cosmic 
jesters, angels of death, agents of remembrance 
and forgetting. Transdimensional, unfixed in 
time, dead and undying.”

I nod along with the other flowers.

* * * * * *

From Timothy Vilgiate:

I loved seeing Jo Monea’s art, very eye-catching, 
and goes well with her poetry. “The Spectrum” 
and “Play” both have a very wholesome and 
profound energy about them. 
 

* * * * * *
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From Jo Monea: 
 
Coupled with reading Jimmy Heffernan’s 
“Dialogue on Imperfection,” I’ve been reflecting 
upon the root of the divergence as of late—the 
reason why in many parts of the world we live in 
disharmony with ourselves, and with the planet. 
Why	 did	we	 get	 so	 hungry	 for	 power	 and	 control? 
Where	did	not-enough-ness	come	from? I feel part of 
it is the shift from honoring the planet, as a being, 
to viewing it as an object to be chopped up for 
resources. But	where	did	it	all	begin?

Tamara Miles’s poem “Dado’s Breakfast”: very 
sensory—sensual—tastes, smells, touches—
sound pervades. There’s a jazzy rhythm to it—
mirroring feelings and experiences. No	apples	.	.	.

And also her poem “Ecosystems”—wow—just—
wow. Tamara, you are gosh darn outta this world!

Judih Weinstein Haggai’s poem “The Channeler”: 
this one goes deep. No cutting, just going.

* * * * * *

From Ace Boggess:

Jo Monea’s “Good Morning!” really resonated 
with me. Its soothing transition from Buddhist 
meditation into the weightlessness of a space 
walk were images I could feel, despite not having 
participated in either. 

That’s one of the primary things I look for in what 
I consider a good poem: a sense of connection to 
the strange. Monea pulls this off marvelously. I, as 
a reader, left the poem feeling lighter and happier 
for that. 

* * * * * *

From Sam Knot:

I sat in a beautiful graveyard and read Raymond 
Soulard Jr.’s latest Many	 Musics. I ended up 
writing a poem in the margin, feeling inspired by 
the ways of his world.

I loved Jo Monea’s poem “Good Morning!” It 
has the feeling of waking up the morning after a 
trip, refreshed, and super pleased to greet the solid 
starshine of mundane reality.

Martina Newberry’s poem “The Odor of Never 
Ending Pretence” really grabbed me, by force at 
first, but somehow she managed to turn it into a 
hug, which I am grateful for.

* * * * * *

From Jimmy Heffernan:

I was quite naturally drawn to Martina Newberry’s 
poem “Still.” As someone with health issues, I am 
unfortunately forced to forego many of life’s little 
pleasures—like, say, a chocolate sundae (to name 
perhaps the most innocuous example). 

She and I are clearly both strong, but similar in 
the longings that press and resonate against our 
souls, as we contemplate how nice it might be 
to dip, just one more time, into a vice of bygone 
days. 

I almost melted as I read the poem, as it struck a 
chord that is both deep and, irritatingly, almost 
always on the surface. At least I know I’m not the 
only one.

* * * * * *

From Judih Weinstein Haggai:

Tamara Miles’s “They Say the Stars Have Music, 
Too”: What a luscious,	fabulous poem. I just love 
the images, the flow:

Concerto—blackberry	whole	notes
ripen	in	the	obsidian
and	burst.

And how the loving, compassionate final stanza 
of Martina Newberry’s poem “The Odor of Never 
Ending Pretense” attempts to assuage the shock 
and hurt of living in these times:
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I	say	these	things	to	you,	in	the	guise
of	a	poem,	because	I	am
your	friend;	because	in	the	cold
brevity	of	these	times,	I	will
try	to	warm	you	with	a	
small square of reassurance—
very	little,	I	know,	but
better	than	nothing	at	all.	

* * * * *

From Colin James:

Sam Knot’s use of the word “twonk” took me back. Being originally from the UK, of course I am 
familiar with the word, but looked it up anyway on my favorite urban slang website (which I have been 
stealing a lot from lately). 

It says there that it is a combination, in essence, of the words twat, plonker, and wanker. Made me feel 
nostalgic . . .

* * * * *

From Martina Newberry:

I immerse myself in The Cenacle over and over again, and it pulls me out of what could be an everlasting 
fear and dread of what’s to come in this world. Its contributors’ words remind me that words matter. 
They count. They can heal, help, comfort, enliven. 

A thousand blessings on all of your sweet souls for the beauty you work toward and accomplish.

* * * * * *

Tamara Miles
Judih Weinstein Haggai
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From	the	ElectroLounge	Forums

Dialogue Between Martina Newberry 
& Raymond Soulard, Jr.

Published	on	electrolounge.boards.net

Post by Raymond on Mar 1, 2022 at 8:45am

Hi my lovelies,

So this is new to here. A dialogue between just two of us in these Forums. I proposed the dialogue 
to Martina because she is one of my favorite people and writers, and we live on opposite ends of the 
continent. So these Forums and, of course The Cenacle, are our “meeting places”—at least for now.

So, that all said, I will address Martina now . . .

Hi Martina,

This is the start of our dialogue here. As you can see above, I start it with no vast scheme, just a wish 
to talk to you here, and see what happens. And I mulled it over since last we chatted and would like to 
start with this: What	is	your	earliest	childhood	memory? I will share mine below to get the ball moving.

But first to also say: this is not an interview. You can ask as well as answer. You can lead sometimes and 
I will follow, or better yet we will hold hands and go together, chattering away, in the White Woods of 
my mind, or the Los Angeles of yours, and see what occurs. In short, even-stevens to this all.

OK,	here	goes:

I was about five years old. My family had moved from an apartment to a house for the first time. 
Then, there were my parents, me, & my younger brother Michael, three at the time. This all was in 
Connecticut, south of here. It was around 1969. Oh,	that	I	could	have	been	18	and	at	Woodstock!

Anyway, I seem to remember that we got McDonald’s food that first day, and that I met the kids in the 
neighborhood who I would know for nearly a decade. Black kids, black neighborhood. I’d guess how we 
could afford it [in one fucked up aspect of this society, white neighborhoods tend to be more expensive 
to buy houses in]. Also, the government was more helpful to first-time home-buyers then.

I met Lisa, maybe five too or six. Or seven. And her younger siblings, twins, Kevin and Kimberly. They 
became my closest friends, along with others in the neighborhood who I met along the way. There 
was an empty lot nearby, where we played baseball, football. Sometimes just play in the street, Jackson 
Road, where few cars came.
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Eventually, I made friends at my school. White kids usually. Would bring ’em home to play in my 
neighborhood, and my black friends would say, “Who is that white kid you brought, Ray?” Friendly to 
them. Just not one of that neighborhood’s tribe—like I was.

By when I had got to be 13 or so, and it still hurts me to remember this, my friends had discovered, 
over time, race, & racism. How	could	they	not	in	AmeriKKKa? They were black, my family was white. 
This came to matter—this came to be difference between us. There were incidents. Someone soaped my 
family’s station wagon with some cruel message.

My parents, turned out, were what I would call “social racists.” Meaning, what they had known in their 
youths were all-white neighborhoods, where other races were assumed to live in their own. They moved 
us to a white neighborhood in another town. I hated the fuck out of it. And the high school I went to 
tore me to shreds. My family was lower-middle-class. Things went badly.

But, that is for some other story. What I like is thinking about that first day, 5 years old, meeting new 
kids, new home, McDonald’s. I think I had a tricycle. Color was color, not “race.” Kids were kids. Balls 
for throwing. Nickels for ice cream. The fucked up politics of adults was still a far distance, for a few 
years, as we played hide-and-seek, jump rope (girls & boys), and came in for dinner at dark.

* * * * * *

Post by Martina on Mar 1, 2022 at 1:41pm

Hey Raymond!

What a fascinating memory you’ve shared! Our first brushes with racism are always memorable, although 
I love that the original memory was about finding friends. I go back and forth as to whether “kids” are 
still “kids” anymore. Sometimes they seem like a bunch of “mini-mes” of their parents. That could just 
be me, of course.

My	first	clear	memory:

I was about four or five years old, living in Upland, California. An only child—terribly near-sighted, 
painfully shy. My parents were older than most kids’ parents. I had no friends and my grandparents 
were dead (except for my Dad’s dad, who spoke no English and lived in Ohio). 

The woman next door was about seventy years old. She had a lovely little white cottage-y house, and 
grew all kinds of fruits and veggies in her spacious back yard.

One day, I was sitting in my own back yard, reading a book (I could read pretty well before I went to 
school). My mother was hanging clothes on the clothesline.

“Miss P” leaned over the back fence, and asked my mother if I could come over for a tea party with her. 
My mother said “yes,” and I went over to Miss P’s house. 

She had teacups and a teapot in a “cozy,” and a plate of pastries on the kitchen table, plus a stack of 
books next to where I would sit. The pastries were berry tarts and apricot cookies—berries and apricot 
from her garden—and the tea was warm apple juice with a cinnamon stick. There were cloth napkins. 
Most adults back then asked me why I was so quiet, or where were my pals, or why I was so pale, etc. 
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But Miss P asked me what books I liked to read, and why did I like them, and did I ever work in a 
garden? She talked to me about Alice	in	Wonderland and asked me would I be Alice if I could. 

She said the books were for me to take home, and read, and take care of for her. One book was A	Child’s	
Garden of Verses; another was Grimm’s	Fairy	Tales. I don’t remember the others, but there was quite a few. 
I remember carrying them very slowly back to my house, because it was a heavy load (or seemed so).

When we were done with tea, she took me to her back yard, and we picked some apricots and 
pomegranates and a bowl of string beans to take home—along with a jar of homemade jam—to my 
mother. She had me come visit many times after that. 

Two or three times a week, I would visit her for “tea,” and we would talk. Sometimes we’d go out and 
water the garden or pull weeds. She was so sweet, and like a real grandmother to me. She always made 
me feel important, and a lot less lonely. I ended up calling her “Grandma P.”

We lived there about three years, and then moved to Ontario, California, and I never saw her again. 
Jump forward a bunch of years. Her biological granddaughter, Marilyn (a nurse) helped deliver my 
daughter. She remembered me because I was called “Marti” then, and she said her grandmother talked 
about me over the years.

It’s a beautiful, gentle memory, and I often revisit it. It still makes me feel less lonely, and very loved, 
and very lucky to have had her in my life.

Oddly, I’ve not written about her previously. I don’t know why. Are	some	memories	too	sacred	to	produce	
poems? I don’t really know the answer to that.

* * * * * *

Post by Raymond on Mar 1, 2022 at 2:24pm

What you wrote was a poem, Martina, wow. The vividness of your memories, the small details. I could 
almost see a kind of illustrated book of those remembrances.

Sounds like Grandma P was your door into books, or very much encouraged you at least.

Funny to say: but my grandmother was too. My mother’s mother. We called her “Mémé” (meh-may), 
which is French-Canadian for grandmother. From my dad, who loved her like she was his too (his own 
beloved mother had passed while he was still a very young man).

She worked in thrift shops in her retirement years, and would bring me books every visit. Lots of Hardy	
Boys	Adventures and Bobbsey	Twins. These got me to writing, as much as all else. Also, being lower-
middle-class, long before computers were anything but what you saw Star	Trek	reruns, pens and pencils 
and paper were my way of artistic expression. Just kind of happened.

My Mémé read biographies and, as a kid, these seems to me grownup and uninteresting. Years later, I 
found biographies of writers and artists and took to them real quick. Maybe	a	touch	of	her	sweet	influence	
too?

* * * * * *
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Post by Martina on Mar 8, 2022 at 10:21am

I’ve been reading a bunch of biographies of writers and artists—a BUNCH! Something that struck 
me is how many of these folks had parents, relatives, friends who supported them money-wise, almost 
throughout their lives—right up to the point where they became famous. Interesting . . .

But, then there were several who just didn’t get along with family ever. So, there you are . . .

I’m not sure what to think of this except that comfort helps creativity, or maybe it doesn’t. What do 
you think, Raymond?

* * * * * *

Post by Raymond on Mar 8, 2022 at 5:01pm

I think there is no sure bet of anything helping or not. Money can help alleviate the stress of working, 
yet too much time can lead an Artist to laziness, and to disconnectedness with the most of the world 
that, frankly, works!

Also, dependency on family or patrons can be a double-edged thing.

And look at the greats. Van Gogh painted in near-poverty, and in an asylum near the end of his life. 
Rilke passed from one rich patroness’s castle to the next. Kerouac was a roaring lion when young and 
near the margins, and yet fame rendered him fat, impotent, drunkenly stupid.

Art	is	work. It can be easy or hard, can come quick or drip-drop slow. But it needs time, practice, and 
some kind of life around it to support it. Overdose killed Hendrix at 27. Monet was painting till old 
and barely able to see.

I can’t think of any guidepost in this for anyone, except Rilke’s comments in a letter. These are high-
minded, but they surely resonate with me, in days when I’ve had pennies in pocket, and in days with 
dollars:

Go	into	yourself.	Find	out	the	reason	that	commands	you	to	write;	see	whether	it	has	spread	its	roots	into	the	
very	depths	of	your	heart;	confess	to	yourself	whether	you	would	have	to	die	if	you	were	forbidden	to	write.	
This	most	of	all:	ask	yourself	in	the	most	silent	hour	of	your	night:	must	I	write?	Dig	into	yourself	for	a	deep	
answer.	And	 if	 this	answer	rings	out	 in	assent,	 if	 you	meet	 this	 solemn	question	with	a	 strong,	 simple	“I	
must,”	then	build	your	life	in	accordance	with	this	necessity;	your	while	life,	even	into	its	humblest	and	most	
indifferent	hour,	must	become	a	sign	and	witness	to	this	impulse.	Then	come	close	to	Nature.	Then,	as	if	no	
one	had	ever	tried	before,	try	to	say	what	you	see	and	feel	and	love	and	lose.	Don’t	write	love	poems;	avoid	
those	forms	that	are	too	facile	and	ordinary:	they	are	the	hardest	to	work	with,	and	it	takes	great,	fully	ripened	
power	 to	 create	 something	 individual	where	good,	 even	glorious,	 traditions	 exist	 in	abundance.	So	rescue	
yourself	from	these	general	themes	and	write	about	what	your	everyday	life	offers	you;	describe	your	sorrows	
and	desires,	the	thoughts	that	pass	through	your	mind	and	your	belief	in	some	kind	of	beauty—describe	all	
these	with	heartfelt,	silent,	humble	sincerity	and,	when	you	express	yourself,	use	the	Things	around	you,	the	
images	from	your	dreams,	and	the	objects	that	you	remember.	If	your	everyday	life	seems	poor,	don’t	blame	
it;	blame	yourself;	admit	to	yourself	that	you	are	not	enough	of	a	poet	to	call	forth	its	riches;	because	for	the	
creator	there	is	not	poverty	and	no	poor,	indifferent	place.	And	even	if	you	found	yourself	in	some	prison,	
whose	walls	let	in	none	of	the	world’s	sounds—wouldn’t	you	still	have	your	childhood,	that	jewel	beyond	all	
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price,	that	treasure	house	of	memories?	Turn	your	attentions	to	it.	Try	to	raise	up	the	sunken	feelings	of	this	
enormous	past;	your	personality	will	grow	stronger,	your	solitude	will	expand	and	become	a	place	where	you	
can	live	in	the	twilight,	where	the	noise	of	other	people	passes	by,	far	in	the	distance.

* * * * * *

Post by Martina on Mar 10, 2022 at 11:30am

I agree, Ray, that there isn’t really a guidepost(s) pointing us to whether being comfortable or not is a 
gauge for Art. I’ve written when I was terrified, sad, sick, comfortable. So, there you are. Writing has 
saved my life on occasion.

I agree, too, with Rilke that “belief in some kind of beauty” can save the artist. It’s maintaining that 
belief and nurturing it that is sometimes near-impossible (for me). Our friend Judih has fully embraced 
that belief, made it part of who she is. It’s why I so love her poems and her.

For me, the saving grace of living “in the twilight, where the noise of other people passes by, far in the 
distance” has helped me search for that beauty and work hard at believing in it. The static and chaos of 
the last 6-8 years has harmed the creative spirit in so many artists. Quiet, discipline in writing every day 
whether I believe in it or not, and more quiet has worked for me pretty well. I continue to rely on it. I 
like being around people, but I find interacting with them isn’t good for my writing—especially now.

I think I will write until I drop. I can’t seem to do otherwise, but the faith in myself as a poet wanes 
daily, and I often write in spite of that. But, nothing is set in stone. That could change overnight, yes?

And, taking my vitamins doesn’t hurt!

* * * * * *

Post by Raymond on Mar 10, 2022 at 3:51pm

I never assume anything I will write is going to be good. I have to earn it every time, with attention, 
craft, care, ferment, luck. But I trust that it can work out, if I bring those things to bear.

I think the worst noise to shut out is one’s own self-doubt, mixed with inattention, mixed with laziness, 
mixed with a kind of trumped-up sense of futility. If one must make Art, one must. Like the person 
who has to create fancy dinners, or run for touchdowns, or mastermind new science. Like flowers have 
to bloom. Like lions need to roar. Like clouds need to rain. Like days need to glow, and at night all 
them perty stars.

It is a gift, plain and simple. As life is, but like a bonus for some people. There are so many things I 
am unable to do. I can’t throw a winning touchdown in the Super Bowl. I can’t know what it’s like to 
paint like Monet, or play like Coltrane. I am not a girl, or a dog, or a White Birch. I didn’t dance at 
Woodstock. Or hang around with Kerouac. Or groove with the Transcendentalists, or Dr. Leary’s high 
crowd at Millbrook. I can’t go see The Beatles in concert. Etc.!

But I can do what I can do, & see how that is over time. Can give it my attention, and see what comes. 
I know how far I’ve come in my Art. Got my notebooks back to when I was hardly nothing to know. 
Just a kid with a pencil, an old binder of paper, no money in pocket, books giving me dreams, & some 
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time with no real doors on the horizon.

As you, Martina. As Judih would say, or anyone here, or many others, you can write poems like a 
brilliant demon-angel. Shiny,	hard,	vulnerable,	funny,	brilliant	fucking	poems. They matter. You matter. 
Together—you and your brilliant poems—what	a	potent	good	thing	in	this	world	to	behold!

Doubt seems to be part of the deal with you. You tend to write poems close to your exposed heart & 
memory. There’s no real daylight between your depths and your pen.

So be it. And doubt needs be welcomed to the party too. As	long	as	it	behaves	somewhat. As long as it 
drives you to prove again to yourself that you can write with the best of them. 

I have to believe you have a moment, I hope many, in amongst the doubts, where you let yourself feel 
the delight of a really	good new poem. Smile wickedly. Nod. Fuck	yah. Then let the doubts back in, feed 
them their soul-kibble.	Saunter	on.

* * * * * *

Post by Martina on Mar 14, 2022 at 11:37am

“I have to believe you have a moment, I hope many, in amongst the doubts, where you let yourself feel 
the delight of a really	good new poem. Smile wickedly. Nod. Fuck	yah. Then let the doubts back in, feed 
them their soul-kibble.	Saunter	on.” Definitely words to live by, and definitely what happens.

I think your own work is so strong that it’s obvious that you “earn it every time, with attention, craft, 
care, ferment, luck.” It is why we love your writing so much.

I am infinitely grateful for the gift of writing. If I sometimes doubt its staying power, or its validity, or 
its beauty, it may be my way of never taking it for granted. Not sure why I am filled with doubt, but I 
write on and on and on, and I am always hopeful. Maybe my gift is dissonance: 

Dissonance	/	(if	you	are	interested)	/	leads	to	discovery.
―William Carlos Williams)

My mentor and friend and brother and teacher, Larry Kramer, told me: “I know you’re unsure of 
yourself—downright scared sometimes about your writing. Do it anyway. It’s in the ‘anyways’ that 
poetry shows itself.”

Do the circumstances of the world today daunt you? I read a poem by a friend the other day that 
expressed great anger over the situation in the Ukraine. She was furious, and her anger went through 
me like being stabbed with an icicle. I loved it that she was able to harness that anger. Maybe that’s 
something that poets and writers fear: that	they	will	release	something	they	cannot	harness.

I love this Shakespeare morsel: 

When	heaven	doth	weep,	doth	not	the	earth	o’erflow? 
If	the	winds	rage,	doth	not	the	sea	wax	mad, 
Threatening	the	welkin	with	his	big-swoln	face? 
And	wilt	thou	have	a	reason	for	this	coil? 
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I	am	the	sea;	hark,	how	her	sighs	do	blow! 
She	is	the	weeping	welkin,	I	the	earth: 
Then	must	my	sea	be	moved	with	her	sighs; 
Then	must	my	earth	with	her	continual	tears 
Become	a	deluge,	overflow’d	and	drown’d;

What think you?

* * * * * *

Post by Raymond on Mar 14, 2022 at 12:16pm

Methinks you are right. The world is a scary place, in little ways & moments, & in the bigger ones. 
The other day, KD slipped on the bathroom floor, some water. Didn’t fall, no injury, but it got me to 
thinking of that old adage about how most injuries occur in the home. Little	things. If she had been 
hurt, not so little.

Bigger things. I think Putin has had his sights on Ukraine a long time. Not the some of it he already 
took, but the rest. And I get the feeling he will bomb it back to rubble end to end, if necessary. The land 
is, in his mind, Russia’s. Is Russia. So he makes his move, unsupposing the world will care or counter, 
as it has done little to his previous invasions.

Why	different	this	time? Maybe because the trend in the world is somewhat toward authoritarianism. 
Trump tried it. Others have recently too, are. But, weirdly, and takes too long, there is a push back. 
The problem with despots is they do not draw a line, and stay to it. They	always	want	more.	They	always	
want	the	rest.

Some of this is about money too. War is profitable, but there are other kinds of profit to be had too. 
And the countries of the world are very entangled, such that they tend to rise or fall in tandem. Maybe	
the	strong	resistance	to	Putin	in	Europe	is	because	NATO	is	just	on	the	other	side	of	Ukraine?

What	about	the	US? Ask someone a year ago to find Ukraine on a map. I don’t know if I could have. It’s 
far away. It usually does not make a lot of news.

But . . . Putin, Trump’s idol, does this, and fuck me if the American reaction isn’t: more	of	this?	We	voted	
this	out!

Ramblings. I’m just saying this was coming. And I can say this: I	am	down	in	my	deepest	bones	grateful	
that	Joe	Biden	is	president.

* * * * * *

Post by Raymond on Mar 21, 2022 at 9:38am

So this quote was something you added to Facebook, Martina, and I would be very interested
in wrangling with it a bit.
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So that you don’t feel on the spot, I’ll say this is one of the hardest parts about living the many years. 
Knowing there are people walking around somewhere who used to be in my back pocket, and I in 
theirs. Why, right now, Martina, I live about half a mile from a friend who I was tight as fuck with for 
twenty years. He walked away. I tried to get us talking again, a couple of years ago. Got a polite “not 
interested, best wishes to you.” Yah,	that	sucked.

And has happened before. Friends, family, lovers, etc. Relationships are live things, mysterious, how 
they blossom, how they can fade. Even revive, occasionally.

Another long-time friend, this one on your coast, met him when we were living out in Pacific Northwest. 
Kept having annual visits even after returning to Boston. Last few years, especially since COVID, the 
bottom has fallen out. Contact has dwindled to nothing.

Here’s the thing: if someone else walks away, and you did nothing to cause it, it’s on them, not you. 
And, as time passes, no word, you need to stop waiting. This is hard. But it becomes time to “bury” a 
friendship. Not saying how this works, but I have begun thinking in these terms, and they weirdly offer 
some . . . comfort? Closure? I’m not sure.

’Nuff from me. What do you think?

* * * * * *

Post by Martina on Mar 21, 2022 at 1:04pm

I agree with you, Ray. I am sort of OK with an honest burnout of a friendship. It happens, I know. 
Interests change, locations change, physical issues change—

I understand that. I think that particular quote was, for me, really understanding that this or that 
person never really saw me as being a valuable asset in their lives, when they were so precious to me.
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I think that, at my age, I ought to be able to be ready for anything, but there are some bad surprises 
that never fail to turn me into a slack-jawed doofus, feeling her way through life with a blindfold on. 
Being shown that I am, and always was, a big bowl of nothing to someone I have treasured and kept in 
my heart, was a huge electric shock.

The opposite of love is not hate—it’s indifference—which is a very tough pill to swallow.

Now the upside to this—and there is one—has a few parts:

1. Someone not good for me is out of my life.
2. I learn to be more other-centered; to watch someone’s behavior and not put my own filters over 
them. Believe what they do, not what they say.
3. I remind myself that, being an only child, I am always looking for “family.” And “family” doesn’t 
mean they have to love you back.
4. I learn to be happy for the times I did think we were close. Conversations, outings, silliness shared—
that sort of thing was fun for me, and I need to embrace that and let the rest go. It would be foolish 
to long for and dream of a fine meal I once had, long ago. Time to learn a new recipe, find a new 
restaurant, taste some new foods.

“That was then, this is now” is one sticky wicket.

* * * * * *
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Raymond	Soulard,	Jr.  

Notes from New England
“Please	accept	this	ragged	purse

of	high	notes.”

The	following	continues	the	series	originally	called	Notes from New England,	begun	in	issue	24-25	(Winter	1998),	
then	revived	in	issue	59	(October	2006)	as	Notes from the Northwest, &	appearing	since	issue	75	(October	2010)	
under	its	original	title.	It	is	intended	as	a	gathering-place	for	observations	of	various	lengths	upon	the	world	around	
me.	It	will	be	culled,	like	much	of	my	writing,	from	my	notebooks,	&	perhaps	these	thoughts	will	be	expanded	upon	
sometimes	as	well.

Dream Raps, Volume Eleven

Smile.
Wake	up!
Happiness   

—6 x 36 Nocturnes, V,	#35,	2001. 
 

Volumes	One	to	Ten	of	Dreams Raps	can	be	found	at:
http://scriptorpress.com/dream-raps.pdf

* * * * * *    

I’m in Elliptical City

This story happened some time ago or, possibly, some time hence. It’s one of those kinds of stories. You 
see, I’m living in Elliptical City. The locals call it E.C. by day. And I’m at a kind of a coffeehouse. I think 
an open-mic performance night. It’s dark in here. It’s strange & close. And, at one point, my eyeglasses 
become entangled in some kind of a soft tape. A woman sees my dilemma, & takes them from me to 
fix. I nod to her. 

She departs to go up on stage. I think she’s going to perform a poem. But her poem is not words. She 
stands erect, all nine foot of her, waves her arms about like a bird, opens her mouth slightly, & out come 
colors, many many colors. 

They come out in different varieties. They fill the air. They dance around us in this dark coffeehouse. 
Soon, she is all colors wavering up there on the stage, all nine foot tall of her. It is a moment of beauty, 
& mystery &, when she’s spent, her colors dim, & they fade from around this dark coffeehouse, & 
from her too. 

And then she’s gone, & I take off my glasses, & I look at them. And now they have a slight colorful tint 
to them, by way of memory. 
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I look at the clock, since I don’t have a watch, & the clock says I’m late. I rush out of that coffeehouse in 
E.C., & down many streets with my map in hand, until I come to the Elliptical City Transit (Ec	Tetera 
by nickname!), which is filled with buses to places, & I must get somewhere. 

I am an editor, you see. My clothes are patched, but my notebooks are thick in my bag, & I have places 
to go to. Got my little jar of 2, of course. Just a little left, saved it for this trip. I have to get to the Great 
Liberry to do my most important research. 

I find the right bus, the roofless one. I’m the last one to get on. I sit in the last seat, next to two other 
people who are snorin’ & slobberin’, but they’re not unfriendly to me. 

I look through my notebooks thoroughly. I want to prepare to arrive at the Great Liberry. One does not 
show up half-intentioned, as it will affect what you find. You see, when this roofless bus gets me there, 
when I arrive to the Great Liberry, I am going to do some of the deepest researches I’ve ever done, into 
the Dreaming. For I’ve learned, in one way & another, that there are Sleepers who travel the Dreaming, 
trying to cause change with good ripples forward. They find it harder to change things the farther back 
they go, because history weights heavy upon any ripple. 

Then there are these Scholars who advise them. Scholars who calculate the ripples. They look deep 
into history, & see where it might be changed toward the better, the kinder, the more generous. And 
they send the Sleepers to those places, with advice on what to do. Move	a	book	 slightly.	Smile	at	a	
stranger.	Fall	off	a	bridge,	with	witnesses.	

And then there are simply the Tourists. Now you can wonder such how a great operation like this is 
funded. It must cost bajillions of dollars to pay for such a project, to try to heal history, as they are. Well, 
these Tourists, they’re the patrons. They pay to travel through the Dreaming, to view time & space from 
new perspectives. They pay to be at key & crucial moments in time, when documents were signed, & 
evil men were slain, & trees were planted, but they can only watch. They’ve become like traces, perhaps 
some in history call them Specters, but they’re merely Tourists from the far-flung future, when the 
great project has been created to heal history, via the Dreaming, before the world ends, at least for 
people-folks. 

And I am going to the Great Liberry to read more & more about this. If my intentions are good, if I’m 
focused, if I hmmm well, I will get into the part of the Great Liberry that will bring me to the books 
to read, to tell me all I need to know, or all I could wish to know, or even just one or two more little 
things in the large story. 

I extract very carefully from a hand-made book I keep in the inmost pocket’s pocket’s pocket of my 
green plaid jacket a folded up piece of paper. I keep my important papers in this book, like my notes 
on the Sleepers. Oh, & some on Gate-Keeper & Mentor too. 

Unfold the paper carefully for the slobberin’, snorin’ fellows to see:

Ask for Schola’ Sanchez. 
He is the Liberrian.

I	don’t	know	if	he	used	to	be	a	Scholar,	like	the	ones	I	am	studying, I explain slowly to them. But	he	is	a	
Liberrian now	anyway.	They vaguely nod at me.
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I smile bright as a dancing Creature. Those	are	my	instructions	for	when	I	get	there.	Ah!	I	am	so	excited!

They smile at me, & go back to their slobberin’ & snorin’ rest. 

* * * * * *

There is, Down, at the Heart of the World, a Great Tree

There is, down, at the Heart of the World, a Great Tree. This Tree has six roots. Where do these roots reach 
down	to?	What	do	they	root	in?	These are my questions. And another:	Is	there	solid	earth	of	some	kind	down	
there	into	which	these	roots	root?  

The trunk rises up, & its many branches have grown & traveled to many places. Have become lesser 
great trees that are beheld in wonder themselves, by those far above the Great Tree. Where	do	they	reach	
toward? Is	there	a	far	end,	a	far	tip	of	the	farthest	branch?	

The Heart of the World is shared by Many Worlds. Thus, the Great Tree is the Great Tree of Many 
Worlds. Would you know wherefrom, you would seek down to this Great Tree at the Heart of the 
World, of the Many Worlds, & you would know better, but you would not know all. 

And there came a Festival, celebrated on Many Worlds, in many ways. Worlds that, while they share 
the Great Tree at the Heart of them, had lost connection amongst each other in other ways. And 
this Festival was one where they grew closer together again. Because it was a Festival in many forms, 
on Many Worlds, but it was one Festival. One Great Tree, one Heart of the World, one Heart of the 
Worlds. From	many,	one.	From	one,	many. 

Look what’s rising, as Festival goers from Many Worlds cross into each other’s homes. 

Look what’s rising, in that Great Filld, where worlds cross by many wonderful threads. By using these 
threads, left here & thereabouts, by way of invitation, you can travel from yours to another’s, & someone 
from there can come to yours. 

Look what is rising, right in the center of that Great Filld, in reaction to all of this. Rising higher & 
higher & higher. Tis	a	lesser	Great	Tree!

To know that I am I, & also that I	 am	we, & that these truths stand braided in all beings, is to 
understand, such as one can, that everywhere is home, & everyone is brother & sister & other.  

Come	to	the	Festival!	Hurry!	Come	to	the	Festival! You’ll get your thread to travel other worlds. If you 
come to the White Woods, you’ll get a nice bowl of Rutabaga Soup, flavored with mushrooms. 

You’ll be shown how. You’ll feel the roots down below you, reaching deep, & deeper, to unknown, or 
maybe unknowable, depths. And then you will feel, if you reach up, the branches of the Great Tree 
reaching ever on, ever out, ever in. 

Come	to	the	Festival,	my	friends!	Come	to	the	Festival!

* * * * * *
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There Are Many Ways, Many Paths, Many Worlds

There are many ways, many paths, Many Worlds. It’s all true. And, happily, the worlds & paths & ways 
have opened up to each other again. As in times long past. The Festival has opened the worlds to one 
another again. 

And	it	took	you	a	while	to	figure	it	out,	didn’t	it? I mean, what originally happened is that you were on 
the roofless bus, & you’re headed home from work, & you were very tired. It’s a big bookstore. It’s just 
so big. Some shifts, they’re quiet, & some you just run around left & right. All sorts of customers. 

And it’s good. They look for all sorts of books. Popular ones like Aftermath & The	Tangled	Gate. Peter	
Pan, of course. Controversial ones like Nazi	Jailbait	Bitch.	Even, once in a while, scholarly ones like 
History	of	the	Six	Islands.	By the end of the shift, you’re just plain tired, & you get on the roofless bus, 
half-asleep. The Driver greets you. Wearing his busman’s uniform & hat. You sit in the very back seat, 
tucked amongst your book-bag, your hat, & gloves, & whatnot, & you just fall asleep. You just fall 
right asleep. 

Now your stop is just about at the end of the line. It’s the second to last stop. But the last stop is far 
beyond your stop. And you know this because when you first started taking this roofless bus, coming 
from that bookstore job, you almost missed it. And the Driver said, buddy,	you	don’t	get	your	stop,	it’s	a	
long	way	on	to	the	last	one.	Less’n	you	want	to	sleep	it	off	on	the	Beach.	

Well, that’s what happened. You missed your stop. You were sort of slouched down in the seat. And the 
Driver had other things in his mind. He was looking forward to the Festival himself. Had	you	heard	of	
the	Festival? Oh, maybe, you hear about things. But you wouldn’t know thing one about how to get 
there. 

Well, you woke up, because the roofless bus had stopped, & the Driver was shaking you.	Wake	up,	
buddy,	wake	up!	Are	you	going	to	the	Festival	too?	We	gotta	hurry	to	transfer	for	the	Festival!

Well, you look around, & this isn’t the city anymore. The roofless bus is deep in the White Woods, 
& they are strangely glowing, many, one, & none colors, however that may be. You’ve not been here 
before, preferring the familiar ways of E.C. And the Driver’s changed out of his busman’s uniform. He’s 
looking more casual in blue jeans & lumberjack shirt. Wearing a 2 necklace. And he’s got a kind of 
floppy hat on. Looks ready to party!

Come	on,	man.	Come	on.	It’s	OK,	he says.	I’ll	show	you	the	ropes. So we depart the roofless bus. He blocks 
up the tires. Takes the key. Safety	first!	 he says with a wry smile. 

He brings you through the Woods. No paths to be seen, until you come to a certain tree. Not really 
any different than all the others. All beautiful, they are, this one too, no sign. After a while, though, 
you hear a distant Laaa! 

And up comes the strangest conveyance you’ve ever seen. It’s kind of like a bloo-&-pink Trolley. But 
it’s not like any kind of trolley you’ve ever seen. The door opens, & there’s this strangely wonderful 
bloo-&-pink Piglet Creature behind the wheel. Hop	on	board,	passengers!	Make	sure	to	buckle	in,	cries 
this strange Driver merrily. 

Safety	first! you both say. You’re learning the ropes now. 
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And this Trolley just takes off on its tracks, rolling & unrolling underneath its wheels. So you can’t see 
any ahead or any behind, but they’re definitely down below. Trolley goes careening through the White 
Woods for a long, long time. And then stops. 

Happy	Festival,	passengers!	the bloo-&-pink Creature Driver calls. 
Are	you	coming?	I ask friendly.
More	passengers	to	get	before	I	have	my	turn,	the bloo-&-pink Creature Driver says, with a warm, tricky 
smile. She & your Driver friend throw friendly winks back & forth.

Now your floppy-hatted Driver friend takes you by the hand, leads you into a large clearing. Oh	my	
gosh, so	many, you say, but he leads you safely through the crowds. And you don’t remember later half 
of what goes on. But there seems to be some kind of a stage-platform at one end of this Great Clearing, 
& performers of all different kinds. There are beings made of Buzz. They are beings made of Bells. Like	
a	Talent	Show? 

And then you’re being fed a little Soup that you’ve never tasted the like of before. And you’re being led 
into a place of colors. And now you’re in a great big place beyond what you can imagine. Fill	the	Filld!	
is the cry, as you find a thread in your hand, & you do not quite comprehend that. What	a	beautiful	
tree	in	the	center	though!

And then you’re led along again by someone to a great old house, like one you remember from your 
youth’s dearest dreams. And it seemed as though you’re passed from hand to hand. You’re in a Reading 
Room. Holding a necklace. You go through a door. You’re taught to hmmm beautifully beyond what 
you can imagine. 

And you come at last to a prairie. How	did	you	end	up	on	the	prairie?	You were just in a bookstore, five 
or ten minutes ago. And there before you now, you learn, is the Great Prairie Press Palace. And you 
approach, & there are many kinds of doors, & you choose one at random because it seems like that’s 
what all this is about: choosing. 

You go through a door of endless colors, with a smile on your face. And what happens next, you can’t 
even imagine to wonder to know. Happy	Festival!

* * * * * *

Dreamwalker wakes . . . but not really . . .

Dreamwalker wakes, but not really. Again. It’s like he comes to, as though he was just drifting off, even 
though he knows none of that is true. But here he is, in the warm home of an older woman he does not 
hardly know, yet she feels dear to his heart in some way he cannot understand with words. 

And she is again teaching him from the frailest, most tattered of ancient books. But	are	they	words	she	
speaks?	Do	her	lips	actually	move?	What	is	he	learning?	She smiles upon him, like some kind of recalcitrant 
student, & he smiles back, guiltily, wishing he understood better. 

Someone else seems there, too, sitting in a corner, witnessing this lesson. Like a Brother of his, yet he 
doesn’t remember him either. But he recalls from earlier in the evening they were together in an old 
old coffeehouse, & the Brother was angry. Something about love, being deeply in love. And the street 
outside was crowded, loud. He’d never seen this place like this before. The only thought he has to 
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himself right now is: how	to	get	back	to	that	Cave,	or	on	to	the	exit?

But he keeps this most deeply to himself. Since he’s a visitor, it seems, he’s shown to a small chamber, 
the warm bed, many blankets of course. He gets in, gets under the covers. Does not undress. He’s not 
sure why. But it’s best not to undress. 

And somewhere deep in the many sweaters, shirts, jackets he seems to have on him, he pulls out, 
from a very hidden pocket, a hand-made book containing a tied-together collection of index cards & 
photographs. These are his memories, since he seems to have lost his own otherwise. Memories, dreams, 
whatever he can pull together, he’ll put down on the index cards with his stubby pencil. It is how he will 
remember them. It	is	how	he	will	find	them	again.	

* * * * * *

This Philosopher

This is the way it began to be told about this Philosopher. After that upsetting trip down to the Beach of 
Many Worlds, & some kind of traumatizing encounter with a “computer table,” his friends got together 
& raised a subscription that he may be able to do his philosophizing work. Maybe even become the 
Great Author of philosophical tomes that he yearned to be. Some wondered at all this, but it seemed to 
go well. You may wonder though: What	was	his	work?

Well, at first, he watched his little black-&-white DüMönt TV, with an Antennar 100Q, in his 
Philosophizing Chamber, which you could also say was a small room in the Pensionne in the Village, 
hosted by Aunt, who’s also one of his patrons. Just down the hallway from that weird golfing fellow.

So he began thinking about football teams he saw on the little TV, like that great old tight end he used 
to enjoyed watching. Now got to wondering about them, in a philosophical manner. Like: what	 if,	
instead	of	being	built	to	run	&	tackle,	they	were	built	to	fly?

And then he adjusted his Antennar 100Q, borrowed from a fellow Pensionne dweller, that weird golfer 
actually. Nice enough fellow, he supposed. And now he watched those dancers on the little TV, & he 
thought:	what	about	them	doing	even	more	rising	up,	than	always	just	landing	from	their	dancings?	

And these things interested him for a while, & he wrote them down in his vast & strange hand-made 
notebooks. But then, see, he began to really mull into his philosophizings. He tried to draw back, & see 
it big, & then draw deep in, & see it small. 

And he thought: well,	 now,	 if	 I	 took	 the	 various	 bric-a-brac	 about	me,	 I	 could	 possibly	 conjure	 up	 a	
substance called 2.	And	sometimes	it	will	be	the	number	2,	&	sometimes	it	will	be	T-O,	&	sometimes	it	will	
be T-O-O.	Ah, there’s something.	And	sometimes	it	will	be	a	pill,	&	sometimes	it’ll	be	a	paste,	&	sometimes	
it	will	be	a	steam.	Sometimes	it	resides	in	a	jar,	sometimes	in	a	bowl,	sometimes	on	a	necklace,	or	a	bracelet,	
or	a	ring.	And,	as	2,	it	would	address	many	questions,	such	as	I + not I.	As	T-O,	it	would	address	enhanced	
action,	as	in	to	dance	even	higher,	to	fly	instead	of	run.	And,	as	T-O-O,	it	would	be	even	something	else.	
Dancing	higher	still!	Flying	further,	more	&	less,	both!	

And his friends, who had created the subscription to support him, eventually came round to see how 
he was doing. They brought him nicely covered bowls of Rutabaga Soup, to make sure that he et once 
in a while. Even Philosophers must do so. 
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And he sat with them, & he told them all about 2, T-O, T-O-O. And he showed them, the guy 
amongst them, there were many girls, there were a few Creatures, but there was a guy amongst them, 
he’d been the first, & he showed him first, & then the rest. 

And so the Philosopher demonstrated with him how it worked. Handed him a jar, handed him a bowl, 
put a necklace around his neck. They begin to engage in 2, T-O, T-O-O. All	drew	closer.	All	floated	far	
away. 

Aunt stood in the doorway, smiling. She knew that all were delighted by the beginnings of this 
Philosopher’s long work.

* * * * * *

Gate-Keeper & His Mentor

You know how I’ve been researching the Gate-Keeper for so long? Where	did	he	come	from?	What	is	he? 
Not the kind of things that you can go to your usual kind of fine library & find out. 

But, you see, I have a friend. His name is Schola’ Sanchez. He is a Bear Creature who is the Liberrian 
for the Great Liberry at the Heart of the World. Schola’ Sanchez is a fine fellow & he understands how 
long I’ve been researching the Gate-Keeper, to understand, & to tell. That’s all I want to do. I	want	to	
tell. Do	you	understand	me? I think you do. Thank you. 

So Schola’ Sanchez, one fine time, he came to see me, while I was sitting at the Driftwood Table, in the 
Bungalow Cee, working on my notes, trying to figure this & that, not doing very well. Labyrinthine, 
Many	Musics, Dream	Raps, I don’t know. 

Well, Schola’ Sanchez came right up to me, where I sat at the Driftwood Table in the Bungalow Cee, 
working on my notes, & he offered me a kind smile, & a friendly paw. And he led me, by one way, & 
another, to the shore of the Wide Wide Sea, where waited the great green-&-golden Calgary the Sea 
Dragon, of so many famous songs & stories!

So Schola’ Sanchez & I winded our way right up, from tail to back to shnoggin of that fine Calgary the 
Sea Dragon. He had us buckle in with Safety Scales. Safety	first! is our motto, one & all. And we thwup-
thwup-thwupped	away, long & long & long over the Wide Wide Sea, until we came to where it was time 
for Calgary the Sea Dragon to swoop & soar suavely up-up-up! & then down-down-down! ker-splash!	

And	deep,	deep,	deep,	deep,	deep we now go. Safe as could be, with this Calgary the Sea Dragon, until 
we—ker-splash!—come right out the bottom of the Deep Deep Sea to the sky above shore of the 
Deeper Deeper Sea, & there was Abe the Ancient Sea Turtle, on the Beach of Many Worlds!

We had a nice visit with him. Probably a nap. Maybe said hello to his Imp friend, who lives in a tooth 
cavity in Abe’s jaw. She cackled us friendly. Schola’ Sanchez told Abe what we were bound for doing. 
Abe nodded & agreed it was the thing right now to be bound for doing. Get	along	my	friends!	Hurry,	
hurry! he cried merrily.

So we did. Boarded Calgary the Sea Dragon again, dived down deep again, into the Deeper Deeper Sea, 
& come to the well-known dry tunnel into the Cave. Thence mysterious place where the White Woods 
& Great Liberry become one & the same. Not too far from that Great Tree, that’s for sure. 
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And Schola’ Sanchez, a lovely Bear Creature, a bear of powdery gray beauty, & a big smile, & a fine 
Scholar’s cap on top, to show he is a Scholar (or used to be, since he is a Liberrian now), he brought 
me to the researches I needed to do, & this is what I learned. 

I learned Gate-Keeper had a Mentor. He was a strange-looking fellow, very tall, long coat, was a dark 
man with pale eyes. He had a knit cap upon his head. Hey, I wear those from time to time too! Striped 
was his. White spiked teeth, maybe	make	you	fear?	I’m not sure if you should. Warm brown hands, tall 
white boots. 

This was Gate-Keeper’s Mentor, this was who taught him. And helped him, too, when he came back in 
later days, to his old home-world, because he was on a mission to help this home-world, help its folks 
move to the beautiful world where they wanted to go. Colorful,	mysterious,	calm,	&	sweet. 

They went together. Far from the settlements that they both knew familiarly, unhappy settlements,  
near their crashed spaceship, never very developed. Nobody wanted to live there. But they did, as 
seemed like no option. But Mentor, knowing Gate-Keeper’s wish to move them, nodded & knew it was 
time to bring him to the yellow building. 

The yellow building was a far far trip. Far off in a part of the world none of the rest of their people knew 
about. It was tall. It was crooked. It was yellow. You could say it was yellow of sickness, but I tend to 
think it was more the yellow of sad thought. 

And there was someone inside, someone who guarded the yellow building, but was also a prisoner 
there. Both. Strange. And what happened was, Mentor showed the Gate-Keeper how to deal with this 
guard-prisoner. It was not to elude her. It was not to fight her. It was to do the one thing that nobody 
had ever done before or rarely. And it was to open both hands out, for her to sniff. It was to hmmm in 
a very special way. And she went from guard or prisoner to who showed them how to reach the roof of 
the yellow building. Had any been there but her & Mentor? I don’t know. 

And now they’re on the roof of the yellow building. The three of them, & Mentor pointed in the now 
darkened sky of their long travels. He pointed to a certain shining image in the sky. Bigger than the 
stars, well enough to see very thoroughly, & said, that,	my	friend,	is	our	true	home.

* * * * * *

Lilianna & Hobo Jones

Now this is the strange twisting story of Lilianna & Hobo Jones. Hobo Jones was the most advanced 
Robot-Man ever built. Intended to save the world. Now this might have come about a little too late in 
things, but it was an awfully good try. 

You might think: well,	Lilianna	was	probably	the	lead	scientist	building	him,	the	inventor,	or	maybe	she	
was	someone	that	Hobo	Jones	fell	in	love	with.	Being	the	most	advanced	Robot-Man	ever	built	in	the	world,	
might	he	not	have	feelings	in	his	heart? Maybe. I don’t know about any of that. I don’t know if any of it’s 
true really. 

Hobo Jones & Lilianna met somewhat randomly. He was given the run of the Facility while they were 
building him. He knew he was a Robot-Man. And he knew he was built with the intention that he 
save the world. She was working at the friendly little market in the Facility. I mean, even your fancy 
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scientists, your brilliant-genius types, need a pack of chewing gum now & again, maybe a cup of coffee. 

And she worked behind the counter. Doesn’t mean that was the whole & sum of her story. But that’s 
where she worked. And Hobo Jones, sometimes called Hose Jones, having the run of the place, he come 
in one time & they got to talking, as folks do. And it turned out that they shared a favorite book. Peter	
Pan by J.M. Barrie. 

It was the strangest thing in the world, that they both had dreams about flying off to that Island with 
Peter Pan & the Lost Boys. What	a	thing	to	share! Their friendship began there but, let me tell you, there 
was a lot more to it than that. 

* * * * * *

In the Circuit

Have you ever ended up on a bus that you found you could not get off, per se? Well, you could get off, 
but you found that you just had to get on again, to continue along, in the Circuit of the bus that you 
were on. And so you could get off, for reasons, & then you would get back on, & ride along. And it felt 
exhilarating, mysterious, hopeful. Ride	along.	Get	off. 

It wasn’t one of those new fancy kind of buses where you let the Robot-Man know you want to get on 
& off. No, you had to pull the cord. And it went: errrrrrr! Sometimes it didn’t, & you’d have to wait 
for the next stop. But it worked most of the time. And there was no air conditioning, of course, but 
you could pull the windows open a bit, when they didn’t stick. And the seats are kind of sticky, because 
it was hot. Even though outside it was cold. And it didn’t have a roof most of the time either, so there’s 
that.

Oh, & you avoided that one seat that wasn’t really there. It was more like a hole. I mean, it was a hole. 
And if you look down into the hole, it was hard to know what was down there but it didn’t seem to go 
down just	to the bottom of the bus, tell you that much. 

So, anyway, one time I got off the roofless bus, I lucky found this Great Clearing with all sorts of fun 
activities going on. There was this Talent Show going on. And there was this one tall woman singer. Her 
hair sort of lit up like the Moon. That’s what I thought. 

Well, OK, I didn’t really think it. The guy next to me with the horn on his head, from the roofless bus 
too, he says, that	lady	singer,	her	hair	lights	up	like	the	Moon!	Her	sister	sings	these,	like,	rainbow	poems.	
You	should	see	her	too	at	the	Festival	too!

And she was playing a banjo. And the banjo was bigger than her. So she had herself kind of wrapped 
around the body of this banjo & she was sort of plucking with her arms reaching on all sides. I think 
she had a few extra fingers. And then her hair lit up like the Moon. That was fun. 

Later on, back on the roofless bus, there’s a party going on. I think everybody’s here, everybody who’s 
riding the Circuit. It doesn’t happen often. Usually one or more of us are off at one of the stops, at 
Talent Shows or whatever. But we’re all here, & it feels like a big party. And we’re just enjoying ourselves 
to no end. Maybe some T-O mixed up & being shared around. Like they say: We	all	drew	closer.	We	all	
floated	far	away. 
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I was sitting next to the guy with the horn. It was sort of in the back of his head, but he could kind of 
adjust it a little bit. It was kind of like if you comb your hair, one way or another, you can kind of move 
it around your head. He could kind of move his horn around his head. And he said to everybody, say,	
last	stop	I	was	at,	I	was	at	this	guy’s	hovel,	&	we	were	watching	this	real	old	TV	with	a	weird	antennae	like	
a	coat	hanger.	It	must	have	been,	like,	200	years	old,	if	not	more,	&	we	were	watching	this	old	crooner	on	
the	TV	as	we	were	sharing	this	bag	of,	um,	some	kind	of	strange	food	he	called	ChocoSmacks. Them’s the 
facts! says	he.	At	least	they	were	better	than	these	really	weird,	like,	protein bars,	I	think	he	called	them?	Just	
made	me	burp.	Everyone laughs.

And	the	crooner	on	this	ancient	TV,	he	was	singing, kiss me once, & kiss me twice, & kiss me once again. 
It’s been a long, long time. Then	like	his	crazy	neighbor	lady	started	pounding	on	the	wall	or	something,	&	
he	says,	Excuse me, I have to go to the bathroom now. Good night! Like,	huh,	what?

Well, everybody in the party digs that story, it’s pretty good. You see, we’d all become kind of collectors 
of the adventures we have. And I swear the Circuit gets even deeper. I ask the guy with the horn, he 
seems to be the veteran in the bunch, I ask him what I’ve been wondering. Is	this	the	same	Circuit,	man?	
Are	we	going	around	in	the	same	circle? 

Well, he moves the chawin’ tobacca’ from one of his cheeks to the other of his cheeks, while he’s 
thinking about this. Chaw	chaw	chaw. Spits out, & then he says, naw,	the	Circuit	gets	Deeper,	every	go-
round.	It	gets	Deeper,	Cap’n.	

* * * * * *

Dreamwalker & the Frail Ancient Book

Dreamwalker looks as closely as he can at the frail ancient book in the older woman’s hands, & he 
notices there are two places on the cover where it seems to be cut out. She’d just been reading to him 
about the long ago Great Violence. 

It	was	 everywhere, she read. There	was	 a	 kind	 of	 perpetuating	 force	 that	made	 it.	 So,	 nowhere	 at	 ease,	
nowhere	far	from	it.	It	was	a	rupture,	a	constant	movement	of	violence.	But	then,	it	concluded,	not	by	choice,	
not	by	will	but,	as	all	things	seem	to	do,	it	began	to	end.	

And though she never has before, she now hands Dreamwalker the frail ancient book, & she smiles 
at him, a smile she has never before, & one he cannot deduce as being without mirth or without 
something else. Look,	look.	See. She hands him the frail ancient book, & he makes to open it up. She 
shakes her head. Look,	look.	See. 

He realizes that the cutouts on the cover are a place for eyes, & so he closes it again, & he places his 
face very gently against the frail ancient book, so that his eyes can look into the cutouts. And he sees 
that there’s something there now. A gentle rising, swelling, & falling through the Many Worlds, that is 
a remnant, a memory, a scar of that Great Violence. And it is ill at ease. And things could go one way, 
or another, regarding it. 

He gently raises his face from the frail ancient book, & looks at the old woman, her no longer smiling. 
And she says, you	must	find	your	Brothers. 

* * * * * *
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In the Ago, or the After

Maybe this story takes place in the ago, or the after. In some ways, they will resemble each other. Maybe, 
in some ways, they won’t. 

In short, it is Saturday. We are together in a movie theater, so I’d say after. She quizzes me with lovely 
turquoise eyes about why this theater & not the other one. And I say, because	of	its	track	record.	Maybe 
this is an after, not so much ago. But I’m not so sure about that. 

The movie is animated, after a fashion, dark & thick & vivid. It is a strange, flowing narrative, rolls to 
the edge of the screen, & seems to roll a little bit further, & that is after. It’s about a sort of tadpole, 
nearly eaten by a dog in a pond. Has kind of a wiry little frame, antenna poking off in all directions. It’s 
a very strange tadpole. Scrawny, but tough. 

That dog, I don’t know if he wants to eat the tadpole, or just play with it with lots of teeth. It’s hard to 
say. Tadpole gets a little chewed, but gets away. 

And the theater fills up full & gets very loud, that’s ago & after, I’d wager. Down at my feet, I notice a 
small bloo-&-pink Creature. My Beloved again lays her lovely eyes upon me, quizzing a second time. I 
pick up the little bloo-&-pink Creature, & settle her in the crook of my arm, comfortably. Smiles me 
a tricky thankee.

The narrative gets thicker. Is	it	more	than	one	narrative?	Is	it	more	than	one	screen?	Are	we	still	in	this	movie	
theater? 

It gets louder, & louder, & louder, & louder, & I think: you	know,	maybe	I	confused	the	track	record	of	
this	&	that	other	theater.	Maybe.	

* * * * * *

The Photograph

Now you’ve heard stories of Hobo Jones, sometimes called Hose Jones, the most advanced Robot-Man 
ever built, intended to save the world, & of his friendship with Lilianna, who ran the friendly little 
market at the Facility where Hobo Jones was created. 

And, for the longest time, their conversation was light. Talk of Peter Pan & Captain Hook & Tiger 
Lily. Sometimes they simply liked to listen to music together. When Hobo Jones would come into the 
friendly little market, Lilianna would have the white-faced pink cat radio playing all sorts of old tunes. 
She liked The Jazz, she said, & Hobo Jones could see why. It made him feel jittery inside, but in a really 
really good way. She usually had the Dreamland Jazz station tuned in but, when it got too fuzzy, she put 
on SpiritPlants Radio America for awhile.

Then one time, things took a turn. And they took a turn for the following reasons. You see, Lilianna 
had carried with her a secret into working at the Facility. Now she wasn’t trying to bring it down or 
sabotage it. She was no assassin, mind you. But she had a question. It had to do with a photograph she 
carried with her. 

She would wear those kind of long, old-fashioned Amish dresses. Not so much for the style of them, 
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but because they contained many pockets. She was a fan of many pockets. It’s where she kept her 
pencils, & her little notebooks, & her novels, & all sorts of things that she might need during the day. 
She was told when she was hired that she was not allowed to bring any kind of bags into the Facility. 
But she could bring things in her pockets. Being smart, & wily, she sewed several of these dresses with 
even more pockets to bring with her into the Facility. 

And one day, she drew from one of these many pockets a photograph, a black-&-white photograph, 
which she showed to Hobo Jones. She said it was a black-&-white photograph of a black-&-white 
person. I’m	not	kidding	you,	Mr.	Jones, she said. 

And Hobo Jones took the photograph from Lilianna’s hand, which was colored somewhere between 
orange & yellow right now, & he studied it closely. 

Then he said, may	I	do	some	further	studying	on	this,	Miss	Lilianna?	

She nodded. 

* * * * * *

It Was a Fragile Group, Wanting to Accomplish Something

We’d been traveling for a while. It was a fragile group, uncertain, wanting to accomplish something. But 
it’s funny how what that was changed over time. It grew amorphous, higher, more fragile. 

You started off by saying: I	love	this	world,	I	want	to	do	good	by	it. 
And then you shift to: how	can	I	do	good	by	it? 
And then you shift to: what	do	I	have	that	I	could	use	to	do	good	by	it?
And then you shift to: what	good	does	it	need? 
And then you shift to: what	good	would	really	help? 
And then you shift to:	what	good	would	matter	anyway,	over	time?	

We’d travel these White Woods for a while. I couldn’t tell you how long, none of the others could either. 
They weren’t like other places, they weren’t uncertain, unsteady. There was something here that was sure, 
though none of us knew what. 

And when we heard the sounds up ahead, we were hopeful & fearful. But, as we came closer, they were 
obviously the sounds of celebration. A	Festival?

Cheering, laughter, many kinds of tongue were being spoken, when they did not sing, & we came, 
slowly, creepingly, unseen, to the very edge of a Great Clearing. 

It was filled with all kinds of beings, some more familiarly shaped, some not. Some dancing on the solid 
ground, some up in the air. Some it seemed both. Some seemed neither. And, way at the far end of this 
clearing, we in our hidden shadows espied a great stage &, on it, great performances. 

I’m trying to remember now throughout this time what exactly we saw, but it’s like one was shaped 
like a White Tiger, one like a White Bunny hopping through the air. There were Bears. There were 
Winged beings. There were beings made of Buzz. There were beings made of Bells. There were beings 
that seemed clustered, many to a stalk, & others that seemed quite alone. 
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But it was all so friendly. It was all so wonderfully various & friendly, & the music swirled about us, 
tickled us, warmed us like a blanket, a good warm brown blanket, maybe with kind Bears upon it. 

And then a kind paw touched my terrified elbow, & a lovely little face raised me up, raised the others 
up too. Brought us into the clearing. Brought us through crowds that smiled & danced & sang to us. 
Brought us to a great Kettle, & gave us each a bowl of wonderful Rutabaga Soup. And brought us closer 
so we could watch, & stand among what seemed like a bajillion new friends. 

Hope in the world, that night & always. Hope in the world there is such. Maybe we can learn how to 
be the Travel Angels we’ve wanted to be.

* * * * * *

The Friendly Little Market

Hobo Jones slides the black-&-white photograph into a slot in his torso. He begins to whir & whir 
& whir, which probably means his advanced Robot-Man machineries are studying this photograph 
closely. His eyes begin to spin & spin	& spin, & all of him gives off a strange hmmm. 

Lilianna has seen this before. It’s how he does his work. She knows to be patient, & wait to see what 
happens. Then his eyes stop spinning, he stops whirring, & hmmming. The photograph pops back out, 
which he then hands back to Lilianna.

And he says, he	is	traveling	to	the	Island.	He	is	carrying	many	plastic	bags.	Some	of	them	contain	small	vinyl	
records	that	he	values.	Some	of	them	contain	magazines	of	poems	&	pictures,	of	which	he	is	fond.	One	of	them	
contains	something	that	.	.	.	I	do	not	know.	But	I	think	the	answer	is	somewhere	in	this	Facility,	if	you	would	
like	to	accompany	me,	Miss	Lilianna.	

She nods, she smiles, she takes his offered arm, the crook of his elbow.  Leaves the friendly little market 
with a sign that says, Back	Soon. Off they go.

* * * * * *

Flipping Channels in My Mind

This was long times ago, many many turns of the calendar back. I lay, relatively comfortably, in the 
darkness of my ZombieTown hovel. I was sort of curled around the wires poking out of the mattress 
upon which I slept. Move my blankets around too. I had it all worked out. Eyes closed, it was quiet, for 
once, in the building in which my hovel resided. No crazy neighbor lady tonight.

And I was flipping channels in my mind, as I was wont to do. Without coin in my pocket, nor friend 
to my name, I had channels to flip in my mind. No Antennar 200 needed. Haha!

First channel, there’s some kind of complex office with tiny little Cenacles, fulla tiny little poems & 
pictures, bundled together with their associated Jellicle Literary Guild audio cassettes, tiny little ones, 
& other things. A strange & delightful array. Goodness	me,	what	does	that	mean? I could not begin to 
tell you. 

But I flip the channel, that’s the deal. In the Village, there’s a computer that assigns people-folks to 
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tasks, uses shiny, silvery punch-sheets. Everyone has to take a turn at the computer table, to get their 
assignments.

I try to sabotage the system in an attempt to muck up things, & manage to escape unnoticed. I think 
it will all get crazy, & I don’t know if I succeed, because I flip the channel again. 

The President & the rebel leader on the TV & in the newspapers square off grimly but, at a very private 
party, they can be seen talking, laughing, raising glasses, & one could ask the through-line from public 
enmity to private congeniality. Kind of a strange game, like Sprites	&	Imps, in which moves are being 
made on multiple levels towards the end of clicking an unknown result into place? Not a victory for 
one, defeat for the other so much as a collaboration? The subtle messy kind that does not play well for 
crowds staring dully at boxes, but does keep the world from blowing up? Click! 

This one takes a while to come into view. Oh, it’s bookstore I used to work at a long long time ago but 
it’s all kind of reshaped, & dusty, & dank, & there seem to be dead critters lying about the floor. And 
this Tramp comes up to me with crumpled bills in his paw, & says, I	need	quarters!	I	need	nickels!	That’s	
all.	Quarters!	Nickels!	And then he hands me a grubby couple of bills, & I try to sort it out in the cash 
register machine &—click! 

The old Scholar gentleman had given his long wild literary presentation on the Great	Grand	Braided	
Narrative	[Gr.	Gr.	Br.	N.,	for	friendly], & we sat at the kitchen table, & he had a single sheet of one 
typed poem to show for it all. And I was about to ask him how he had organized such a massive literary 
presentation, & kept it all together. And he looked kindly at me with his crinkly wise eyes. Dirty beard. 
Smiled his tooth & said, click!

* * * * * *

A Strange Compound

This is the story of a young man who lived near a strange Compound, weird people coming & going 
by day & night. And he knew some of what was going on there, because he worked there sometimes, 
somehow it come to be. And he knew that there were people who ran the Compound, & then there 
were others who were run, as it were. 

The young man fell in love with an orphan girl he met there, one of those who was run, & they became 
friends. He would teach her useful skills that he had learned from all his years living at the edge of, & 
often within, the White Woods. He knew how to fix things better than almost anyone else.

And he taught her these things, which made her more valuable to those who ran the Compound, at 
least for now. But then, within these more obvious skills he taught her, which he knew they would 
approve of, he taught her how to read & write, which she’d never learned in all her years. He taught her 
how to make Art from the skins of tree bark, colors found in blooms. And they would not have liked 
any of this at all. 

And then one time, as they sat under their favorite White Birch tree, which was located in one of the 
countless interior courtyards that made up the seeming endless Compound, someone spied them kissing. 
It was the lightest, sweetest, merest, most wonderful kiss either one of them had ever experienced. And 
neither one of them had ever experienced any kisses before. 
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But one of the Compound guards saw them. And he came over. He sort of wilded over, his arms flailing 
left & right. He looked like a kind of a man & a tornado mixed up in one weird package. And he 
came over with a great stapler & a small gun. And he started shouting in a language neither of them 
understood. But anyone can understand when they’re being threatened. It doesn’t matter what the 
words are. 

There were others in the Compound too, who were neither being run nor running. They were the 
Dwellers. Perhaps they lived in the Compound before it was taken over, & they were watching from 
hidden corners, shrouded windows, unseen doors. 

And a sympathy grew up amongst them, to act on behalf of this young man & this girl. They weren’t 
sure yet what it would be that they would do, or how in the world they would do it, but this feeling 
grew up, & this feeling wasn’t going anywhere. 

* * * * * *

Exhausted, So Not Much

Exhausted, so not much.	Someone	famous?	A	multi-colored trail	to	follow?	Something	missing?	I	didn’t	
know,	what	this?	Lie back, think again. Kind of a swirling dream. Don’t remember what.	But	it’s	like	
there	was	colored	water,	many	colors,	running	side	by	side.	Sometimes	they’d	mix	together,	sing.	Hmmm.	
Shift	around.	Group	here	&	there.	Nudge	up,	poke	low.	

Deep	in	the	earth	is	something	valued,	twice,	triple	deep,	around	a	stone	room	full	of	strange	secrets.	Errrrrrr! 

I roll over completely. Close my eyes. Flip a channel. There’s got to be something left. I’ll	find	it, I vow, 
right now. Something	about	a	Robot-Man,	&	the	company’s	making	it.	Some	kind	of	super	Robot-Man,	
they’re	saying.	Won’t	be	ready	till	2022,	or	possibly	3225.	

Eh. I try one more time. Day’s calling, gotta get along to the bookstore. Maybe a little bit left. There’s 
this	band	called	Supernova.	They	live	on	a	commune	called	Supernova. OK, let’s see where that goes. 

So	I	meet	the	band,	at	the	commune.	They’re	friendly,	a	little	strange.	Show	me	around.	It’s	a	big	place,	very	
green.	Lots	of	trees.	

What	do	you	do	all	day?	
We	practice, they say in a group voice. 
OK, that’s kind of strange.	Practice	what?	
Practice	for	everything. 

Oh,	now	this,	what	is	this? This seems like other weird situations I’ve seen before. 

But	you	know,	the	trees	in	this	land	sure	are	pretty.	They’re	not	up	to	some	wacky	scheme.	I	bid	goodbye	to	
Supernova,	walk	on,	among	the	trees,	&	they	get	thicker.	Ah, here we go.	This	is	something	worth	knowing,	
worth	doing.	And	I	come	to	a	Great	Tree.	I	step	back	a	few	steps	to	see	it	better,	&	a	few	steps	more.	And	I	see	
its	branches	form	a	crown	around	it.	

All right, that what I’m going for. I close my eyes tight. I’m	going	in. And	the	tree,	it’s	a	beautiful	tree,	&	
at	first	it’s	quiet	as	trees	are,	when	you	don’t	know	how	to	listen,	&	even	if	you	do	listen.	But	sometimes	trees	
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are	quiet.	And	sometimes,	when	you	start	to	work	your	way	in,	work	your	way	in	a	little	more,	they	gets	a	
little	less	quiet.	

You know what to do. Hmmm. Maybe	that’ll	work.	Maybe	it	won’t.	Go	a	little	further	in,	&	a	little	further	
in.	Now	I’m	deep	in	all	right.	This	is	good.	I	don’t	know	what	this	is.	I	don’t	know	what	any	of	that	was.	It	
was	all	kind	of	silly,	fatuous,	whatever.	But	this	is	a	good	channel.

I’m	going	further	in,	my	friends.	You	can	come	along,	if	you	can	figure	your	way	here.	There’s	room,	if	you	ask	
kindly,	&	you	know	how	to	make	it.	You’ll	get	here	too.	Just	close	your	eyes,	pay	attention.	It’s	all	there	to	be	
found.	It’s	all	there	to	be	discovered.	Somewhere	in	you,	you	already	know	how.	I	didn’t	start	with	any	more	
than	you.	But	here	I	am.	Where	I’ve	told	you	I’ve	come.	If	I	can	make	it	here,	well	you	can	make	it	here	too.	

So that’s what I encourage. It’s something you ought to do. 

* * * * * *

The Facility

Hobo Jones, sometimes called Hose Jones, the most advanced Robot-Man in history, made to save the 
world, & his good friend Lilianna wander the Facility in which he was made. Now you may wonder 
if it’s a good idea for this Robot-Man to wander the Facility freely but, you see, there is no outside of 
the Facility. It was made for there to be no exits. In fact, the only time the Facility will open up, in a 
manner that few at this time know, is at the moment when Hobo Jones is sent to save the world. That 
moment has not come yet.

So he is free to wander in this Facility with no exits. As for Lilianna, you may wonder: does	she	live	in	the	
Facility? Tis so that she works at the friendly little market. But there are other questions that are simply 
not answered yet. And maybe anon. 

But for now, they are walking along one of the Facility’s many endless hallways with the strange glowy 
light, but no fixtures to be seen. It’s almost an Indiglow, Lilianna has thought more than once, when 
she has walked down them, to & from her job at the market. 

They are carrying a black-&-white photo of a black-&-white individual. And though Hobo Jones has 
said he would help her to find out more about this picture, Lilianna is thoughtful as they walk along, 
girl-hand in Robot-Man-hand. 

She says, sometimes	all	of	this	feels	like	my	poetry	magazine	back	in	school.
Why	is	that,	Miss	Lilianna? Hobo Jones asks. 
Well,	there	were	poems	slooping,	from	afar,	to	near,	&	away.	It	was	like	a	strange,	multi-colored	trail	of	
them.	Like	poems	&	pictures	braided	in	one.
That	sounds	like	a	strange	poetry	magazine,	Miss	Lilianna.
Lilianna nods. It	was	very	strange.	But	the	trail	of	poems	slooping	from	afar,	to	near,	&	then	away,	it	was	
very	pretty,	&	very	musical.	It’s	as	though	the	poems	sang	in	some	way,	as	they	arrived,	&	as	they	left.	And	
although	they	were	unique	songs,	when	they	arrived	from	afar	to	near,	when	they	left,	they	sang	together	in	
chorus.	It	was	strange,	Mr.	Jones.	I	do	agree.	But	then,	well,	you	know	we	don’t	have	all	that	anymore. 

Hobo Jones did not know all the details, in truth, of how the world had gotten worse & worse, until it 
wasn’t possible to live above ground anymore & the only way to travel from one place to another was via 
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long trails of sealed shipping containers, traveled from one to the next, without stopping. You couldn’t 
stop. You were told to keep	moving, & there might have been a container along the way, every once in 
a while, for sleeping, or to get some food. But you had to keep	moving. 

Lilianna was lucky that she made a friend, he was kind of a philosophical janitor back at her old school, 
& he had got her the friendly little market job here, or else she’d still be moving from sealed shipping 
container to shipping container. Half-starved, half-crazed, no hope really. But now she was in the 
Facility with Hobo Jones. 

It’s	down	there,	Miss	Lilianna.	That	door.	Let’s	hurry.

* * * * * *

Door of Endless Colors

Door of sunlight, door of mist, door of endless colors, door of dark, door of music, door of wood. 
Which	one	will	you	choose	of	these	entrances	to	the	Prairie	Press	Palace? 

Now I don’t know if this will help, but I heard a story of this guy who chose the door of endless colors. 
Now he wasn’t sure exactly how he’d gotten here. He wondered if he’d taken a wrong turn. Sure, I guess 
if you call the wrong turn ending you up in a magical place like this, with options like these? You call 
that a wrong turn? Sure. 

And he too could not decide what door to choose. So what he did was, he closed his eyes, & turned 
away from the doors, & then he spun round & round & round. And then, without thinking, he 
stopped, & he pointed, & he was pointing directly at the door of endless colors. Nodded, sorta hiked 
up his courage, & walked through. 

Now what he came to was a black-&-white scene. And there was a crowd of folk. Different kinds of 
folk. Some perty folk, some looking like the hard-working folk that support the perty folk. All friendly 
though, raucous, laughing, not a not-equal amongst them. 

And they were sitting on this couch, & they were sort of spilled onto the floor, & in front of them was 
a DüMönt TV with an Antennar 1000. A color DüMönt, no less. And they were all gathered round, 
watching something, laughing, pointing, jostling each other. 

Well, this fellow marveled at his luck & he kind of hustled in at the very corner of the crowd. And he 
saw they were indeed watching a television show that he eventually figured out was called Full	Nexters. 
And he kept saying, Just	look	at	that.	Living color!	And he wasn’t sure what all this meant. 

So they were watching this color television show, & yet all around them was mostly black-&-white, but 
then he found, as he watched deeper into it, he didn’t care. It didn’t matter. I mean, it was important, 
it was a fact, or maybe two facts, but it wasn’t important that he understand why. It just was. As they 
say, tis	so.

Of course they gave him a job. Started him very humble. Just holding wires, moving ladders, lifting 
objects when instructed. Sometimes someone needed a little bit of whispering upon the skin. Things 
like that. 
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But these folks saw his talents. Soon, he was finding his way deeper into this world &, wherever he’d 
come from, it didn’t matter. He wasn’t going back. He was where he belonged. 

And he thought: one	day	too,	I’m	going	to	be	in	living color.	I	vow.	Right	now!

* * * * * *

Lonely, Down a Lovelorn Path

Lonely,	down	a	lovelorn	path. It was like that. Sometimes the words would make sense to Dreamwalker, 
sometimes not. He knew that at one time he was able to step in & out of dreams, like other men a field 
of lilies & grass. Squeeze & shape them to a chunk of wisdom, a word, a message, from what knows 
this world & blows best through its ways. 

But he wasn’t doing so well with that right now, & he knew it had to do with remembering. This was 
still happening in a clumsy way. It was like, to find his Brothers, he had to find himself. He had to 
remember some things. He had to remember himself. 

He’d long left the old woman with her frail ancient book, & its visions of a long ago Great Violence, 
& warning that it might still echo, even now. And he didn’t think himself fully awake, as he walked 
through these White Woods, some version or vision of these White Woods. He had no direction, no 
plan, not really, when he heard somewhere nearby: Pssst! 

And he turned toward the sound, & he saw a tree, maybe even more beautiful than the others, with 
a ladder circling it, urging one to climb. Which he did, Hekk stick slid into its slim shoulder bag. He 
climbed up & up into this tree, & beheld its beautiful colors from within, till they danced & they sang. 
Hmmm. Laaa!	Cackle! 

And he crawled out onto a large branch, & he beheld all. And yet what he could not figure was the 
terrifying image of warm blood on a log in his mind, a huge axe from the sky chopping it twine. It 
poked at him, even as he beheld all the splendors about him. But he wanted to stay just a little longer.

* * * * * *

I Ended Up on That Beach

I ended up on that Beach. Yes, indeed, I did. That strange Beach they talk about, it’s the one they claim 
you can travel to other worlds by. I took this odd roofless bus there. See, I didn’t have much money, but 
I just had to find out for myself. 

It was a very nice Beach. It was by a beautiful Sea. I had never seen the Sea so I just stood there staring 
for the longest time. And those marvelously strange clouds up in the sky! I had no words for the beauty 
that I saw. I walked over to a, um, kind of a restaurant of sorts. There were just tables on the Beach, & 
I suppose you could eat & drink. 

I didn’t have much money but, then I thought, I’ve	got	a	little	money.	It	might	be	fun	to	ask	for	some	food	
here	&	not	just	sort	of	sit	skulking	in	the	corner,	hoping	they	don’t	notice	me,	looking	at	that	beautiful	Sea.	

So then I noticed on the table I sat at there is a little computer screen with some buttons. And I pressed 
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a few & they went: beep!	beep! But then, on the screen, it said, how	much	money	would	you	like	today? I 
knew I didn’t have much so I typed in $40, & then the computer went: beep!	beep!	Your	money	is	ready,	
Sir.	Please	step	over	to	the	bank.	I looked around &, sure enough, in the distance there was a bank on 
this Beach. And I hurried over to get my $40, very excited about all of this. 

When I got to the bank, it was very very crowded. There were long lines everywhere. And I started 
getting doubtful about what I just done. I didn’t even know how to explain that I told the table that I 
want $40. A	computer	table?	What	was	all	this	about? I was beginning to get doubtful. Why	can’t	I	use	
this	Beach	to	go	to	one	of	those	worlds	where	I	don’t	get	confused,	&	don’t	have	any	money,	&	end	up	talking	
to	computer	tables? And	end	up	lost?

And then let me tell you: I walked right out of that bank, without an additional dollar in my pocket. 
I walked right up to the edge of the Beach, right up to the water. Waved my arms around, raised them 
high. Listened to that beautiful sound of whoosh	whoosh	whoosh. 

I closed my eyes & did not care a thing. Beauty.

* * * * * *

I Was Dozing, on the Roofless Bus

I was dozing on the roofless bus, as it rode its Deeper Circuit. This was all become a fine & familiar 
thing to me. I had left behind the rest, to ride the roofless bus along the Deeper Circuit. I brought few 
possessions. My T-O-O necklace, of course. And I will admit that I did bring my white-faced pink cat 
radio. 

Now I would often want to listen to my radio at different times. But I didn’t want to disturb the other 
passengers. So I had a kind of headphone setup. My headphones weren’t exactly plugged in to the 
white-faced pink cat radio, which was not exactly possible. 

But I had a sort of rig that made it so I could listen through a sort-of-wire-&-headphone setup. And if 
I turned the volume on softly, it was possible for me to listen without disturbing others, even though 
it wasn’t exactly a headphone setup. You	understand	how	these	things	go? You make do, that’s what they 
always say. Make	do. 

I was dozing in the very back of the roofless bus, very back seat. It wasn’t very full. There may have been 
that Festival going on somewheres nearby. There usually is. And I had my jerry-rigged headphone gear 
on, & I was listening, & on came this strange commercial. Didn’t hear too many of those. But this one 
seemed, I don’t know. It was different. The commercial’s voice was tricky, like some kind of brilliant 
genius on my white-faced pink cat radio.

New from La Technologies, where tomorrow is today! The (patent pending) Bellla Brush! 
The wonder of the century! Brush, brush brush brush your cares away! Made of the finest 
materials! It gets the job done, any job, & more! Bring any job, big or small, to the (patent 
pending) Bellla Brush, & watch its space-age technologies get to work! Brush . . . brush . . . 
brush . . . your cares away . . . todayyyyyy!

Well, this sounded like something that I would like to get. Now, as I said, I didn’t traveled with much. 
My T-O-O necklace, of course. My white-faced pink cat radio, & my headphone rig, & maybe, oh 
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yeah, probably, I had quite a few little notebooks scattered about my person in different pockets I sewed 
onto my clothes, because you never know about things. Sometimes you need to look left & right, & 
it’s best to keep your notebooks sewed into little pockets on your person. You don’t want to wake up 
& they’re gone. Oh	no	you	don’t. I can tell you, from firsthand experience. You don’t want to do that. 
You	don’t. And I had black pens & pencils about myself as well, but I won’t tell you where they were 
specifically. And there may have been a few other things, but just not very much. 

You have to be slick & sly to travel this Deeper Circuit. Things come & go, unless you’re careful. You 
get off one spot, you get on another. You don’t know what’s happening in between, entirely. Strange 
things occur. Are	you	who	you	were	the	last	time	you	got	on	the	roofless	bus? I often ask myself. Are	you	who	
you	were?	I	don’t	know,	man,	why	are	you	asking	me? 

But this Bellla Brush, this attracted me, this made me think: well,	what	if?	I pulled the cord for the 
next stop—errrrrrr!—because I knew at this stop, there was a little bookstore. And I would get off, & 
I would go to the bookstore, where it was always Sunday afternoon. Now you’re going to ask, & I’m 
going to say I	don’t	know. So	let’s	just	not. 

And I like to sit in a small corner of this little bookstore, where there are little magazines with poems 
& pictures. And I think to myself, I’d	like	to	write	one	of	these	little	magazines	with	pictures,	maybe	write	
poems	in	them	or	something. I’ve got plenty of notebooks & pens & pencils secreted about my body in 
various sewed-up pockets. But I don’t know about all this as of yet. I just have to think about it some 
more. 

Maybe if I had one of those Bellla Brushes, I’d be able to figure this all out. I know also that, behind the 
bookstore, there is an old bike that nobody uses. And I get on that bike, & I ride straight into the White 
Woods that the little bookstore is in front of, & I ride deep into the White Woods, thinking about that 
little book of poems, & thinking about that Bellla Brush, & thinking about that bus I’ve been riding 
for so long, & thinking to myself: I’d	sure	like	brush	brush	brush	my	cares	away.	And	yours	too.

* * * * * *

Me Sitting Against a Brick Wall

This story begins with me sitting against a brick building’s wall. Sounds of shouting, yelling, conflict 
nearby. I’m inside too, strange to say &, nearby me, a man with a big belly is smoking, drinking, in an 
old armchair. Wanting to tell me, & trying to tell me, & sort of struggling to tell me, about a band he’s 
found that’s changed his life. Very excited. 

I say, I	used	to	smoke	&	drink.	But	I	don’t	now.	I	won’t	say	it’s	a	better	life.	Just	different.	He’s all about this 
band that’s changed his life though. He says, hey,	wait	just	a	second. And he sort of hauls himself up, & 
goes to fetch an LP by this band. It’s called Reveal.

I blink, & I’m sitting back against that wall, outside. Take a better look. And it’s a music club I’m sitting 
in front of it, called, um, Luna	T’s? Oh, OK, maybe I’m in there too. I stand, & someone comes up to 
me & says, you	fix	the	marquee,	man? Has a ladder. 

This guy’s very short. This guy’s so short, I don’t even think that people-folks can be this short. He’s 
like, as tall as my knee. But his mustache just flows down to the ground. Glitters. He’s beautiful. But I 
can see his issue. Getting up there to fix that marquee. So I climb on the ladder, gamely. He hands me 
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up the letters to put into the sign. The band is called Supernova. Is that the one Big Belly Guy likes? 
I don’t know. 

A scrawny hippie is standing nearby too, I don’t know whether girl or boy. Waiting to get into this Luna 
T’s club. 
Smiles up at me & says, you	heard	them? 
I shake my head. What	are	they	like? 
She or he laughs & says, rock	&	roll. 

Says more I cannot catch. I come down the ladder, nod to the mustachioed fellow. Grab my knapsack, 
& carry the ladder inside to the ticket counter. All crowded & clustered, & I just walk on in, & I end 
up outside again. And the crowd is waiting. 

And, you see, this is part of a path I follow. One thing leading to the next. Like a circuit. Painting to 
comic strip to rock band to cassette tape. And I’m filming my way there, always reviewing back, & then 
filming on. 

When I sleep, I don’t rest. I’m viewing more film, because I’ve been told wherefrom becomes whereto. 
And I say, tis	so

* * * * * *

Dreamwalker, Enthralled

Dreamwalker, somewhere in the White Woods, has climbed up the ladder that encircles a particular 
tree. The ladder has led him high up into the tree, until there are branches to clamber on to, & continue 
to climb. The colors that one can see in many of the trees in the White Woods around this turn of the 
calendar are more intense within this tree &, the higher he climbs, the more intense they get, until they 
dance freely. Attached	to	the	branches	still? It is impossible to say. 

Music swirls around him. Hmmm.	Laaa!	Cackle! Until he arrives to what seems like a bigger branch 
than all the others. This branch extends from the great trunk, far away, smooth &, as he crawls onto it, 
he sees how an open interior forms here, from this particular view. He sits on the branch, just a little bit 
along it, hekk stick now in his lap, looking all about him. The branch gently nudges him further along, 
until it places him at a particular spot of its own choosing. 

He watches, feels nearly enthralled, wants to be enthralled, cannot be enthralled, because of his worry 
& wonderment about his Brothers, & the Great Violence he’s learned about, & what they need to do, 
together, to help the world. 

And so he watches, half-enthralled, all the beauty around him, dancing & singing in color & music. 
Until he feels a hand take his, his left one. Gently takes his, & grasps it softly, but firmly, & it’s the 
warmth of that hand that causes Dreamwalker to become completely	enthralled, immersed in all this 
beauty. He relaxes. He feels hope. Hmmm. Laaa!	Cackle! 

The long night passes, in numberless hours & more, till the colors & the music begin to fade, & there’s 
a moment where he notices his hand is not being held anymore. He looks over to his left toward the 
great trunk, & there’s no one there, no one at all. 
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And he climbs his way toward the great trunk, & works his way on down the tree, & down the ladder, 
onto the ground. And now he’s standing there, & he’s looking around. And he’s thinking to himself, 
I	 can’t	 be	 halfway	 about	 this,	 half-enthralled.	 I	 have	 to	 go	 all	 the	way,	 either	wake	 fully	 up,	 or	 dream	
completely.	I	have	to	decide.

* * * * * *

A Sickness Ravaged the Whole World

A sickness ravaged the whole world. You know about it, whoever you are. Whoever you are, listening 
right now, you know about the sickness that has ravaged the whole world. 

And you know that, at first, the response was terrible. It was selfish, it was stupid, it was panicked. And 
this is how it was for a while. There was bitterness, resentment, disbelief. 

But then, slowly, it got better, slowly, inconsistently. It was like this was a deep global test. Like a 
question. The only question. Is	it	possible	to	recognize	unalterable	dependence	of	each	of	us	on	each	of	us,	
&	our	world,	& change	course? That’s the only question on this test, & it’s one that’s asked continuously. 
Maybe it’s the only important question that’s ever been asked. But there are times when it comes to the 
fore for everyone. 

And, uh yeah, so I looked up & around, realized I wasn’t really actually talking to anybody. For a 
moment, it seemed like I was addressing everyone, & then no, I wasn’t. I was in the corner of a 
darkened room, about to walk out, for the last time, into the world. 

I wasn’t much, but I knew that question I’d been asking in the dark corner of that empty room was 
important. And, if I had nothing else to my name & my possession, I	had	that	question. And I had this 
idea that, while it was the single question, the answer to it was multitudinous, ever-changing, & there 
was in this fact some kind of weird hope. 

And I stopped for a moment, as I walked outside, into the cold winter air. Looked around, raised up my 
arms high, stretched my fingers toward the sky, looked up, looked down, looked around. 

OK. I	love	this	world.	What	can	I	do	to	help?	

* * * * * *

The Last Chance Fixer

Hobo Jones begins to tell Lilianna a long story at the moment when it seems that they’ve been about to 
come somewhere important. But it seems like an important story that he has to tell first. 

He said, there	was	a	brief	time,	Miss	Lilianna,	when	I	was	not	a	Robot-Man,	the	most	advanced	ever,	bound	
to	save	the	world.	I	had	this	fix-it	shop.	It	was	a	little	wooden	hut,	in	a	long	row	of	them.	By	mornings,	I’d	
crouch	down	low	in	front	of	it.	Dig	up	a	little	hole	I’d	pat	down	in	the	evening.	Pull	up	my	little	blue	round	
flask	of	whiskey,	taped	at	the	opening.	I’d	lost	the	cap. She laughs. 

That	was	where	I’d	ended	up	for	a	while,	fixing	things.	Nobody	asked	how	I	knew	how	to	fix	such	things	
as	people-folks	would	bring,	the	kinds	of	things	that	nobody	else	could	fix.	They	called	me	the	Last Chance 
Fixer.	
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Well,	I’d	arrived	there	from	somewhere	far	away	from	all	of	this.	If	you	reach	back	long	enough	in	my	history,	
you	find	me	on	a	spaceship,	the	good	ship	Tis so,	headed	toward	a	place	of	great	power	&	danger.	The	crew	of	
the	ship	was	like	family	to	me.	We	all	loyal	to	the	Captain,	them	jealous	of	his	attention.	Robot-Men	didn’t	
worry	about	such	things,	of	course.	He	ignored	such	things	anyway,	loved	us	all.	

But	we	were	approaching	great	danger,	&	the	Captain	could	not	reassure	them	enough	that	we	were	going	to	
survive.	All	he	could	say	is	that	we	were	headed	to	the	center	of	the	constellation	that	connects	all	the	Many	
Worlds	together.	There	was	something	we	had	to	fix	there.	Remnant	of	the	long-ago	Great	Violence?	Some	of	
the	crew	worried	about	these	rumors.

And	I’d	stand	by	them,	loyally,	almost	like	a	friend.	And	the	Captain,	he	patted	me	on	the	shoulder,	because	
I	was	the	one	he	was	depending	on,	we	were	all	depending	on,	to	make	that	fix.	We have to stop the skid, 
he	said	to	me.	

So,	Miss	Lilianna,	I’ve	been	through	this	before.

She nodded to him, smiled. They continued along the way.

* * * * * *

Simple, Simple, Let Be

Simple,	simple,	let	be.	
Embrace	beauty,	solitary	star	hung	upon	desert	of	night,	

embrace	it	all,	but	let	nothing	go.	
Simple,	simple,	let	be.

I was never good at any of that. Though I tried. My greatest teacher tried to teach me about such 
things. After one class, he held me up with a raised hand as the others left &, he handed me something, 
wrapped in a kind of crocheted cover with many colors. A hand-made book. 

He looked at me with his strange, long-toothed smile. Wearing that weird black-&-white hat on his 
head, face terrifying, but beautiful, & completely peaceful & loving. And he said to me, fill	this	up	with	
your	words.	And	empty	it	too.	Simple,	simple,	let	be.	

Some time later, toward the last days I knew him, we took a long walk, as we did occasionally. It was 
a beautiful world to walk in, I recall, at this distance. He brought me along this long, long road. And 
there was a lot of traffic on it. And we came to this bridge, & we sort of worked our way down under 
it, to the stream that was below. 

We sat there a long, long time. And then he crossed in his big boots to the other side. And we looked 
at each other, quietly, for a long time. He nodded me to my book. 

And, as I concentrated on all that was happening in my head, all that I could & could not understand 
right then, I looked up for a moment. And he wasn’t over there anymore. 

* * * * * *
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The Philosopher Will Sometimes Go Down to the School

The Philosopher will sometimes go down to the school, & he’ll sweep & mop & clean, high & low, all 
the classrooms, & the auditorium, & the cafeteria, & the theater. 

And he might mumble an idea or two to himself, about various philosophical matters he is considering 
at one time or another. He’ll be thinking about 2, T-O, T-O-O, that very strange substance that may 
or may not exist (pill, paste, steam). 

But what happened one time was that he was cleaning this classroom, & he got into this really grungy 
corner, using his Bellla Brush & everything. Gift from his little bloo-&-pink Creature friend, who 
loved cleaning more than all. And he thought, my	 friend	would	 say, get in there & clean until the 
cleaning is done!

And he got to thinking, in his philosophizing mind, about this movie he saw on his DüMönt TV the 
other night, in which a comedian played a psychiatrist. Called Fun	Trois? Something like that.

She	did	it	really	well,	though, he says, raising a finger as he scrubs. And	it	reminded	me	how	the	past	is	all	
around,	&	yet	gone	is	gone	too.	

For	example, he said, tuning his Bellla Brush to one of its heavier settings, a	young	singer	can	listen	&	
learn	from	the	records	of	those	great	singers	in	the	past.	For	example,	The	Pink	Floyd.	You’ll	never	experience	
a	brand	new	record	by	them,	or	hope	to	meet	any	of	them.	Strange, he mumbled. 

And he really got in there, with his Bellla Brush, nice & deep. Scrub,	scrub,	scrub!	Scrub,	scrub,	scrub!	
Scrub,	scrub,	scrub!	Smoo-oo-oo-th. His little friend would approve.

Job	well	done! Time to move along. Other work to do. And he found himself walking out to the ball 
field. Sitting high up in the stands. Watching the football game going on. Noting that one team didn’t 
play with helmets. And they were playing pretty well. Violently even, like it was the Civil War, not a 
game. Wondered why. It	made	no	sense. 

And then he recalled that he’d woke up with a word that morning, but one he cannot now recall. He 
thinks to himself, is	that	word	an	explanation	of	what’s	going	on	down	there?	Would	that	word	explain	the	
past	better	than	I	know	it	to	say? 

Well, finally, getting nowhere with any of these thoughts, noticing that the game had been over, & 
all the players had left, he walked back down to the school. They’d given him a locker, which he was 
grateful for, & he was going through his locker, full now of things, thinking, maybe	there’s	something	in	
here	that	can	help.	I’m	lost. 

And he pulls out bags & bags of clothes, soda bottles, & notebooks, & they kind of gather around 
him, & he’s looking through the notebooks, & thinking about the soda bottles, & people are gathering 
around to watch. Nobody’s interfering. Nobody’s saying a word. One quiet-looking girl in an Amish-
style dress is smiling him friendly, holding her colorful magazine tenderly with both of her hands. 

And at the very bottom of the locker, way	way back, he pulls out a folded, torn—looks like it’s been 
carried in someone’s pocket for years—black-&-white photograph. It’s a party, & there’s a blurry collage 
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of faces smiling, & raising glasses, & one of them is gently holding a little film canister toward the 
camera, so it can be seen most clearly. And the film canister says Legal	Weed. 

* * * * * *

A Strange Part of the Facility

Hobo Jones & Lilianna are now in a strange part of the Facility. Walking hand in hand. Along a 
corridor which is not . . . straight. And it’s not . . . level. And it’s not . . . visible? You see, this Facility has 
places in it that, you might say, are among the Many Worlds, but not in any one of them in particular, 
nor shared by any of them, or all of them. They are in a space	in	between. 

And you might wonder: How	does	that	work?	How	does	one	travel	such	a	corridor? Well, Hobo Jones, also 
known as Hose Jones, the most advanced Robot-Man ever made, he can travel these kinds of places. 
And, while he is fond of Lilianna, his friend, more importantly, he’s holding her hand, so that she, too, 
is able to travel these places. Otherwise, it wouldn’t work. Would	she	be	lost	&	gone	forever? Maybe. 

But, while they hold hands, she’s OK, & able to walk this corridor in the space	in	between. Because 
where Hobo Jones is bringing them is not a place where most are allowed, where almost	anyone is allowed. 

In truth, it’s a place that the Makers of the Facility, its Guardians & Lords, they don’t know about it. 
It’s a place that Hobo Jones, himself, created, a long time ago. Discovered it was possible, & thought: 
this	might	come	in	handy. 

They arrive, to what seems like a nearly ordinary-looking White Room. Walk in, close the door behind 
them, & now Hobo Jones is able to smile at Lilianna, & let go of her hand, safely.

* * * * * *

Things Changed . . . When I Started Traveling the Deep Circuit

Things changed, when I finally started traveling the Deep Circuit. It was slow learning. I accumulated 
rudiments of what there was to know. The roofless bus would stop at intervals, & you’d pull the old 
cord buzzer to get off—errrrrrr!—when it works. And, at the various places you got off at, you discover 
more of the game. For it was a travel, & it was a game. And there were Sprites, to aid, & Imps to distract. 

Somewhere along the way, I acquired a Dream-Again tape recorder. And I would record my adventures 
in dreams of course. Which led in turn, to new adventures along the Deep Circuit, until I learned of 
the possibility of a Deeper Circuit, & a Deeper-Still circuit. But	how	can	one	tell? 

The Sprites would lead, when one is lost, back to the nearest bus stop, or onto the next, or somewhere 
else helpful. The Imps would lead one further along when lost. But it’s not that simple. 

To tell you an anecdote. They’re all so mixed together in my mind, even when I listen back on my 
Dream-Again tape recorder, I don’t know if I understand. I can tell you that, one moment I’m on the 
roofless bus, friendly folk about me, a little strange, from the Many Worlds. But then, I pull on the 
cord—errrrrrr!—& now I’m somewhere else. And there’s sort of a . . . series	of	gaps between one place 
& time, & the next. And I can’t say how this works. 
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But one anecdote I can tell. I was in a hotel room. There were many, many chairs & lamps, all different 
kinds, scattered about it. And plastic bags of sweets. And there’d been a party I’d been at, but I hadn’t 
enjoyed it. There was this guy dressed sort of like some kind of strange Pirate. Looked like he’d hit the 
skids bad. And now it was very late, & I was awaiting your arriving voice. And it seems as though in 
this situation, like many, that I was coming in, in the middle of my own story. 

And I found that very strange. How	could	that	be? Shouldn’t	I	know	the	beginning	&	end? But no, I didn’t, 
not often. And so I have to say something important to you, now that you’ve joined the Deep Circuit, 
sitting with me, eager to pull that cord—errrrrrr!—& have your own adventures, eager to record them 
in your Dream-Again tape recorder. 

Beware	&	be	aware. There’s much to learn. There’s much more to forget, & what’s true now may be either 
twice true, or half true, or none true at all, on the morrow. 

* * * * * *

Great Liberry at the Heart of the World

Not many, I suppose, make it down to the Great Liberry at the Heart of the World. There are no rules 
against it. Nobody is unwelcomed, per se. It’s just you have to make a great effort, & get lucky, that too. 
You have to have clear	intent that this is where you must go, & maybe it’ll work out, & you’ll arrive. I 
think you might. I’m on your side. I have hope for you. 

I’ve been there. I had intent, I had luck, that’s all it was. Maybe it was other things too. I knew Creatures, 
& they knew me, too, after a fashion. I was led from one adventure to the next along my way there. 

I remember one time I came along my way to a place of wells. I think they were maybe five feet tall? You 
lean over & place your face into one, & the well would tell you what	next. You could want to know what	
next in moments big or small. If you could not choose, or you struggled to choose, the custom of these 
wells was that you would lean in, & the well would choose for you, with you, as you. I met those wells 
more & more frequently along my way. It’s as though once you meet the first, you’re aware of them, & 
others seem to come to be nearby too. 

Later on, I came to a movie theater. For a while I was in a movie. It was some kind of place made of 
colorful scarves, room after room. The camera passes from one to the next. I’m watching, & I’m within, 
both. And, at some point, I doze off, & wake up later near the end. The old Pirate dude, long on the 
skids, finally finds the exit to these scarves rooms. The audience is laughing, clapping, cheering. He’s 
gonna finally leave the skids.

I don’t know what happened next, but there was a well, & the well told me what	next. 

I eventually came to a canyon that I discovered seemed to serve as a kind of entrance to the White 
Woods. And for tracking through it too. Oh,	I	don’t	know	if	I	believe	that	one, I thought to myself, I’m 
gonna	have	to	look	that	one	up	when	I	reach	the	Great	Liberry	at	the	Heart	of	the	World. 

Now you can tell, from my examples, & colorful anecdotes, that it’s just not easy. I don’t mean to 
discourage. You will get there. Look	out	for	the	wells.	Once you find that first well, they’ll help you along. 
Others will too. I’m sure. I’m sure you’ll make it to the Great Liberry. I hear that some take a roofless 
bus to get most of the way down here. Never tried it yet.
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Well, as you can probably figure out, that’s where I am now. In a comfy armchair, surrounded by books 
& other things, big & small. A few friendly Creatures dozing in my lap, who brought me the last bit of 
the way. But I’m looking to you, far as you may be in space, time, & otherwise. You	can	make	it	here,	
you	can	do	it! And when you come, Schola’ Sanchez, that friendly Bear Creature Liberrian, will welcome 
you, & be glad to shake your paw, or hand. 

Ah!	Can’t	wait	till	you	get	here!	

* * * * * *

I Thought of the Great Author

I thought of the Great Author who’d passed on, awhile ago, & the Great Author had left so many works 
unknown by all, hidden in wooden boxes, high up in trees, buried in the earth. I think there was a Cave 
he liked too. 

I wished with all of my heart-bone that I could visit that strange world he lived in, & dig up, pull down, 
pull out all those great works. And take a look. You	see? I’m an editor. Don’t laugh. I could pull them 
together. I	could	do	it. 

I wanted to cross to his world, & I wanted to find these unknown works. I wanted the Great Author to 
be remembered again. It felt honest & true. No one asked me to do this. No one was looking for works 
by the Great Author. All had moved on, to others. But I had not. 

Now you say, why	are	you	telling	me	all	this,	man?	I’m	just	trying	to	catch	a	bus.	
Look,	if	you	just	lone	me	bus	fare,	I	can	ride	this	bus.	And	it’ll	take	me	to	the	Beach.	The	roofless	one,	yah?	
I’m	telling	you,	this	Beach	will	get	me	there	to	his	world.	It’s	a	very	strange	Beach.	
I	don’t	have	bus	fare	for	you,	man.
I	think	you	do.	You	look	like	you	got	plenty.
Sorry,	man.
Listen,	I’ll	give	you	something	for	the	bus	fare	you	give	me.	
Oh	yeah,	what?	You	don’t	seem	like	you	got	much	to	you.

I’ll	tell	you	a	story.	There	was	a	time	when	I	lived	in	a	strange	house	with	a	lovely	person.	She	was	a	kind	lady	
doctor,	&	she	tended	refugees.	She	knew	my	name.	We	have	a	fireplace,	in	a	wooden	box.	But	I	fear:	what 
if it sparks up so when the door’s closed & we’re not paying attention? What if we’re outside? What if 
I’m rambling on & on with her somewhere in the White Woods far off about the Great Author, & my 
wish to help? Then	we	would	not	know.

That’s	it?
That’s	it.	That’s	worth	one	bus	fare.	
OK,	man.	I’ll	tell	you	what.	I’ll	give	you	your	bus	fare,	&	you	sit	way-y-y	in	the	back.	And	I’ll	sit	way-y-y	in	
the	front.	Do	we	gotta	deal?	
Brother,	you’re	a	gem.

* * * * * *
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That Crazy Neighbor Lady, Who Chases Me

This has happened before. I never like when it does, but I know what to do. At least I think I do. I’m in 
my hovel, sitting comfortable on my mattress, curled around the wires that stick up in it, watching my 
black-&-white DüMönt TV with the Antennar 200. Lost in fascination of the story of Hobo Jones & 
Lilianna, as they travel through that strange Facility. 

But then I hear that noise, like in the walls themselves. It’s a kind of distant knock!—& then a second 
one—knock!—& then a third one—knock! I know that. It’s that crazy neighbor lady, who chases me. It’s 
been going on a long time. It started in Dreamland. I used to write for a Dreamland newspaper called 
the Eighth. Used to harass me about my columns warning about the return of the Great Violence. And 
then, not long in my beloved hovel here . . . it resumed. 

And now here I am, in my hovel. And I hear—knock!—knock!—knock!

I better spring into action. I’m gonna be hid awhile, so I grab something to read, a sheaf of pages by my 
bedside. So what I do is walk into the bathroom, & I close the door, & I lean my head up against the 
back wall, & I close my eyes & hmmmmmm—& then—& then—& then—

Ah,	the	Attic. Yes. OK, so, I’m in the Attic now. She’s never found me here. Ever. I don’t think she knows 
about Attics. She knows about me, doesn’t like me. She’s been chasing me a long time. 

And so, since I’m gonna be here in the Attic awhile, I don’t even turn on the light. I know there’s a 
white-faced pink cat radio nearby. I don’t turn her on either. I do have a little candle. What I do is I 
scooch up against the wall, & I place the fat little candle between my legs as I sit there, & I get to lookin’ 
at my sheaf of pages, & the stories they tell. 

I’m not sure where the stories are from. Did	I	write	them?	Are	they	in	my	handwriting?	I don’t know. 
Maybe	they’re	memories?	Maybe	they’re	dreams?	Maybe	they	happened,	maybe	they	didn’t. 

First one I read is about my father & I making these dense protein bars, full of high tech. Chaw off a bit 
to access. It’s a perpetual process. Always got to chaw more, or your tech won’t work right. Well, that 
seems strange. What	does	that	mean? I don’t know. 

OK, I chaw a little. Hey, peanut butter. That’s pretty good, for a dense protein bar full of high tech. 
Look around. Yeah, OK, OK, OK. OK. OK. Yeah,	sure—&	then—&	then—&	then—

Yeah, this weird-looking bus, it’s trapped on the edge of a cliff. I look through my pages, trying to find 
an answer to what happens, & I don’t know. I look back to the page I’d found it in the first place, & it 
says: in	three	different	time	periods. 

What	does	this	mean? I better chaw a little more of this dense protein bar, chaw	chaw	chaw. OK, um, um, 
right. I guess the bus is OK. Or maybe it dropped me off at my stop. I’m not really sure. 

What’s	next? I’m not sure about all this. This seems a little too complex for me. I thought I was in the 
Attic—& then—& then—& then—

But, wait a minute, now I’m in an old house, now I’m a swiftness? 
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Algernon	Beagle,	what	are	you	doing	here?	
O, hello, fella. You’re OK. Don’t worry about nothing. You’re in the Attic, hidin’ from that 
crazy neighbor lady. You’ll be just fine.
Oh,	thank	you,	Algernon	Beagle.	
See you later, guy.

I sit back in my seat, on the floor in the Attic, & I re-light the candle, which had gone out now, & I 
don’t see much by candlelight. But then I just start to listen, start to listen. Because it’s been a while &, 
as hard as I can listen, & as deep as I can listen, I do not hear—knock!—knock!—knock! Nope, I do not. 

OK, it’s time to take a chance. I blow out my candle, & let it cool in my hand. Close my eyes in the 
deepening darkness. 

I stand up, turn to face the wall, lean my head against it, my eyes closed, hmmmmmm. Bathroom again. 
Go through the door. All is dark in my hovel, as I left it. I even turned off the TV & the Antennar 200. 
But there’s no sounds now. She’s gone away, again. 

Set those pages back down next to my bedside. Oh! Those are my Dream	Raps. What	was	I	thinking? 

So I turn on my black-&-white DüMönt TV & the Antennar 200 again. Settle in for some more good 
stories, about Hobo Jones, & his dear friend Lilianna. 

* * * * * *

Surely, It Was . . . Some Other World

Surely, it was . . . some other world. Surely	 it	was. Find myself at a party, in some city, well after 
midnight, might be Gay E.C. How	do	we	know	these	things? I don’t know anyone, but they’re all friendly, 
raising glasses, taking photographs. End up in the bathroom a long time, maybe trying to sort it out, 
trying to knock the neurons in my head, one way & another, back into place. Missing my hovel, my 
Attic. Even that crazy neighbor lady who would knock! in my walls.

Come back out, a little light-headed. Find myself talking to several. They’re affectionate. They sit 
close, their hands resting on me, here & there. I talk about how I’m not good at parties, just not good, 
especially since I don’t drink the alcohols anymore. They listen quietly, hands upon me lightly. 

One guy hands me a book, sort of a thick oversized chunky paperback. It’s a book of poetry, has black-
&-white photographs, other kinds of pictures too. I don’t recognize the author. This guy explains to me, 
Oh,	he	writes	some	of	the	songs	by	James	McGunn,	some	of	the	really	good	ones. Hmm. I nod appreciatively. 
Who	doesn’t	enjoy	the	songs	of	James	McGunn? 

And	then	time—&	then	time—&	then	time	some	more—& I’m working behind the cash register in a 
friendly little market. And it takes me a while to sort this out in my mind. But I do believe that this 
store is the front half of this building, & the back half is kind of an ongoing party, where I was before, 
& where people-folks also live ongoing. 

But right now I’m at work, & this seems to be the other half of the story. It’s a strange store. It’s crowded. 
People come in, & they look a little desperate, a little uncertain. But I learn that it’s up to us to nod & 
encourage them to look around. No,	really,	look	around.	You’ll	find	what	you	need.	Don’t	worry	about	it.	
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One guy brings to the counter this tiny little tuna fish sandwich, about the size of a fist, not much bigger. 
Hands me a whole crumpled wad of cash, far more than this thing costs. This little tuna sub, ’bout three 
bucks maybe. But this man is hungry. You can’t eat money, it don’t taste good, so I understand that, for 
him, the sandwich is more important than the money. Still, I only take a little bit. 

Finish with him & a tall lady comes up, & she’s got a huge tray of candies. Those little chocolates with 
sweet filling inside. It’s just a whole tray of them. It’s like she took everything off the shelf that she could 
find. And I turn to my boss & say, well,	other	places	like	this	I’ve	worked,	we	give	’em	a	discount. He nods. 
Penny	each, he says, & that seems like a good deal. She	wants	those	candies. She hands me a jar. A jar of 
coins. My	tips	from	when	I	was	a	singer, she smiles shyly. A few faint lovely colors accompany her words. 
Again, I just take a few out. 

Then another one comes up with a big box of cigarettes, I don’t know, thirty or forty packs inside, & 
I’m thinking to myself, well,	this	is	no	time	to	judge. And, again, we get him what needs. 

And I’m trying to understand all this, & I’m trying to understand the cash register that seems to elude 
me, as always they do, & later on I learned this is a television show called Life	&	How	to	Live	It. And it’s 
a lesson, for every guest star who comes in through the door, & for those of us on the television show, 
who live in the back, to learn, teach, learn, teach-learn, life	&	how	to	live	it.

* * * * * *

Sweet Dalliance

The young man became a prisoner too, at that strange Compound, no longer allowed to come & go, 
because of his sweet dalliance with the orphan girl. They didn’t like it, it wasn’t what she was there for. 
It wasn’t what any	of	them were for there. They do not harm him, but they also just won’t let him leave, 
ever anymore. 

Everyone calls him L.C. He fixes things. He’s preternaturally good at fixing things. He’s better than 
any of his Captors at fixing things. And the Compound is ancient. It’s so old that it has machineries 
& magicks that none of the Captors still extant know how to use, even know what are for. He tinkers, 
he mutters, he thinks, he dreams, he remembers. He uses all of his skills, & he’s clever enough to get a 
sense of which machineries & magicks not to repair. 

She comes to his room at night, late at night. He expects it, needs it. Sometimes she’s gentle with him, 
sometimes she’s rough. He never expresses his feelings to her, knowing quietly in himself how deep they 
run. Yet he always says we when talking about escape. She does not see her value to their Captors, nor 
the value of the others there. But he suspects their time is very short. They need to go soon. They need 
to leave this place, which he’s learned is kind of like a first	place. 

There’s nothing older in this world than this strange Compound. At first he doesn’t understand what 
that means. When he eavesdrops on their conversations, the Captors speak with pride of being first, 
having come first, of this meaning that they are primary over all others, that what they do matters more 
than anyone else. 

But, as he digs deeper into the many machineries & magicks of this Compound, he comes to understand 
that they arrived here from somewhere else, that first does not mean best. Best means best. 
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And one night when she comes to visit him in his room, he’s not under the covers, waiting for her. He’s 
sitting at his desk with papers that he has very carefully drawn up, & kept hidden, & he shows her that 
the way out, the escape he’s talked to her about for so long, is not outside the Compound.

It’s	not	out	there,	it’s	not	through	some	door,	it’s	not	escape	into	the	open	air.	No.	He explains that the escape 
he’s finally determined they must make to be free is to go deeper into the Compound, deeper than any 
of their Captors can even imagine. 

He smiles at her worried face, kisses her on the cheek & says, Tonight,	Lili,	my	love,	we	go.

* * * * * *

Hobo Jones & Mulronie the Space Pirate

Lilianna travels the strange Facility with her dear friend, Hobo Jones, also known as Hose Jones, the 
most advanced Robot-Man in history. They’re pursuing the question of a black-&-white photograph of 
a black-&-white man. None of it makes too much sense, & yet some of it makes some sense. 

Hobo Jones sits down on a stool. They’ve come to a large room, a very large room. In fact, it is a room 
so large that if it has a ceiling & walls, they’re not in sight. And yet, it is not out of doors. It is in the 
Facility. Hobo Jones takes the black-&-white picture of the black-&-white man, & he lays it on the 
ground before him. Lilianna eschews offer of the stool. She’s sitting on the ground with her legs drawn 
up under her long Amish skirt full of pockets. And they’re looking at the photo. 

Lilianna knows that Hobo Jones is reaching deep into his memory circuits, at least she thinks that’s 
what they are called. 

And he finally says, I	can’t	tell	you	how,	since	this	isn’t	about	logic,	or	reason,	or	memory,	per	se.	But	I	do	
think	this	is	a	photograph	of	the	famous	Mulronie	the	Space	Pirate.	
Goodness,	really? Liliana cries. I’ve	read	all	the	Mulronie	the	Space	Pirate	books.	Five	of	them,	I	think?	I	
think	my	favorite	is	Trial of Mulronie the Space Pirate. But	they	are	all	wonderful.	Even	the	illustrations	
add	to	the	story.	They’re	my	favorites,	after	Peter Pan,	of	course.	She smiles. 
Hobo Jones nods.	In	this	photograph,	Mulronie	was	not	at	his	best.	We	were	at	a	party.	Not	a	really	good	
one.	This	picture	did	not	occur	during	his	grand	adventures	in	the	far	reaches	of	outer	space,	often	in	the	
company	of	his	dear	friend	Comandeer	Cacklebird,	aboard	her	Space	Tugboat.
Toot!	Toot! Lilianna cries, & laughs. 
Hobo Jones laughs too, but not as much. 
You	see,	Mulronie	had	hit	the	skids,	even	his	colors have	gone.	And	he	asked	me	to	take	this	photograph	
because	he	said,	One fine day, Jones, I’m going to get all my colors back. Every last one of them. Grand 
adventures await in the far reaches of outer space, even some of the near reaches of outer space. I 
nodded,	because	I	thought	this	could	be	true.	I	admired	him	&	I	was	sorry	he	had	hit	the	skids.	But	he	asked	
me	to	take	that	picture	to	remember,	&	I	took	it,	&	I	said,	do	you	want	to	keep	it?	He	shook	his	said	&	said,	
No, you keep it. I trust your memory better than mine. It may come up again, or it may not.
And	he	left	the	skids? asked Lilianna. 
Hobo Jones nods gravely. It	took	a	while.	It	was	not	easy.	The	skids	are	tough	to	leave.	I	suppose	we	have	to	
go	&	see	him	now,	don’t	we?
Lilianna nodded uncertainly. Do	we? 
Yep,	it’s	time	again. He stood up from his stool. He gallantly offered the crook of his Robot-Man elbow 
to Lilianna, who stood up herself, & took it, & they left the room with no apparent walls or ceilings, 
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& strode on together. 

* * * * * *

Dreamwalker Sits By the Bridge

Dreamwalker sits by the bridge. He’s climbed up from under it, & now he’s just looking at the water 
flowing under it, from up above. Was	that	his	teacher	he	just	saw?	Is	this	his	book,	again	in	hand,	that	he	
long	ago	burned?	Is	this	going	help	him	find	his	Brothers? 

Well, now, he would have sat there on the edge of that bridge, looking down at that water for who 
knows how long, if there hadn’t been a voice behind him. Well, not actually a voice, more a click! The 
click of a shutter, a shutter sound he knew very, very well. Even if it was an old memory, it remained a 
vivid one. 

Without even looking around, he knew that a dear old friend was just behind him! Shutter-click! 
Shutter-click! He was a man Dreamwalker had met who somehow, like him, was able to travel strange 
worlds in strange ways. He traveled time. Something to do with that camera. Dreamwalker was never 
sure. His friend didn’t exactly tell. 

And he was surely from Emandia. That was true. And he had this skin problem. Well, it wasn’t really a 
problem. But, unlike other Emandians, his skin didn’t flake off from color to color. It sort of stuck, at 
a purple-black color. He’d say to Dreamwalker, sometimes	that	color gets	me	in	trouble.	Once	in	a	while,	
it	gets	me	made	king! And then he’d laugh. He had sort of an unruly laugh, held nothing back. 

He’d become unstuck in time, over the course of his photographic career. Dreamwalker & he became 
friends. 

And finally, after thinking of all this stuff, maybe remembering it, maybe sorting through these fine 
details of this old friend, & trying to remember how they’d met, & how they’d parted, & not knowing 
at all, Dreamwalker stood, turned, smiled. 

His friend was there. His friend was taking pictures. But his friend was also a little different than the 
last time they had met. 

* * * * * *
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Ace	Boggess

The God-Maker
[Fiction]

i.

The first time I reached The	Turning	Point, I nearly bumped into her in the doorway. She stood 
there tall, regal, and dressed in earth tones, like the queen in a kingdom of mud. Golden as a crown, 
her hair hung straight and short, a glittering frame for a smile so sincere and soothing it seemed as if she 
held a projector on her tongue that spit beams of light wherever her lips would point. The only thing 
off about her, in her arms she held a stuffed purple alligator—two feet long and with a grin on its face 
easily the equal of hers.

I met her gray-blue gaze, then skipped back, embarrassed. She retreated also, held the door for 
me, and refused to budge until she’d ushered me through into the AA clubhouse. I humbly passed by 
her, crossed the smoke-filled pool hall, and headed for the meeting room where I found a seat in back, 
away from what I thought were sharp, judgmental eyes.

That first meeting, I said nothing. I didn’t so much as mutter my name when the chairman 
asked if there were any new members. Instead, I sat there with my head down, like a schoolboy stuck in 
the corner for spitballs and backtalk. I’m not sure I listened at all that day, and I can’t say for sure if the 
mud queen ever entered the room. The alligator made its appearance, however. I spotted it beside me 
out of the corner of my eye. Different arms held it: a man’s hairy, muscular arms. I thought little about 
it at the time. I sat dumbly through the meeting, then stood up and skipped out before the closing 
prayer. I moved so quickly I forgot to get my paper signed for the judge.

ii.

I arrived too early the next night, so I sat in a shadowy corner of the clubhouse, hoping no one 
would notice the stupid young bastard serving penance for his second DUI.

“Howdy, friend. Welcome, and keep coming back. What’s your name, partner?”
“Uh . . . ,” I stammered.
“Take a breath and try again.”
“Stanley Carl . . .”
“Whoa. First names only. I’m Righteous.”
“Beg your pardon?” I said.
“That’s my name: Righteous.”
“Seriously?”
He grinned, laughed, then settled back into the grin. “Yeah, I get that a lot. No wonder I 

turned out to be an old alkeeholic. But enough about me. What’s your story, son?”
“Me? I’m not . . . No. Just here to get a paper signed for the judge.”
“How many times?”
“Uh . . .” I choked on the number. “Twenty.”
“Driving drunk, eh? Second time? Can tell by the number.”
I lowered my head.
“Well, don’t fret about it. I got here on my first drunk-wreck. ’Course, I’s drivin’ a loaded 
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tanker at the time.” More laughter. I lifted my eyes to study his affable, grandfatherly face, blow-dried 
silver hair, and the fringe-covered leather jacket he wore.  

“Cheer up, son. Don’t sweat it. It ain’t that blue-bloody bad. You’ll see.”
I nodded in acknowledgment more than reply.
He talked to me for a while, made me feel comfortable. That helped me pay attention in the 

meeting. I still didn’t introduce myself, but at least I listened. Watched, too. I studied all the faces: 
happy faces, harsh faces, powerfully energetic faces, the faces of businessmen and born drunks, lawyers 
and ladies’ men, faces that could’ve belonged to carnies or clowns, soldiers, state senators, or frustrated 
songwriters waiting for a break. So many faces—gray or flushed—brought low by bottles of anything, 
or whatever. I recognized all those faces now, though I’d never seen any of them before.

More relaxed though I was, the discussion brought my discomfort back to me. It seemed 
pseudo-religious and preachy. Folks spoke up from around the room, sharing their different concepts 
of a god they claimed had kept them sober. I shivered at times, and held back a snarl at others. I wasn’t 
ready for any of that nonsense. 

“My name’s Righteous, and I’m an alkeeholic.”
“Hello, Righteous,” sang the tragic chorus.
“It’s not so much about that for me,” said Righteous. “This is a spiritual program. It took me a 

long time to get it. I denied God, then cursed God, but when I found a god I could understand, well, 
that’s when I started to recover . . . not as an alkeeholic, but as a human being.”

I tried not to cringe while he spoke. I didn’t want to hear what he was saying, but he seemed 
like a decent enough fellow, so I also didn’t want to offend him. All the same, I rejected his spiritual 
mumbo jumbo and thought, That’s	it?	THAT	is	their	glorious	scheme	to	keep	people	sober? I shook my 
head once, then caught myself and stopped, staring down at my scuffed loafers.

After the meeting, I took the side exit straight into the alley beside the club. I stumbled over a 
pothole the size of a salad bowl, barely regained my balance, then looked up in time to see the blonde in 
a flowing white dress as she handed a much younger girl what looked like one of those dancing hamsters 
sold in supermarkets. Not turned on, it neither danced nor sang, though it showed its community spirit 
by wearing a Pittsburgh Pirates cap and jersey.

The young girl stared at it, apparently shocked.
I heard the blonde say something, but I couldn’t make out the words. Then she turned toward 

me as I got closer. I gave a curt nod, and she said, “God be with you.”
“Yeah, uh . . . you too,” I muttered. Lowering my head to avoid her gaze, I marched away into 

the night like a toy soldier with only a single path to follow.

iii.
 

 “Who’s she?” I asked, a couple nights later when I finally convinced myself it was time to go 
back. I sat in the club talking to Righteous when I spotted her entering like a wave of fog through the 
open door. She wore a gray dress so thin and delicate it made me think of spider webs. I studied her, 
searching for whatever strange toy she carried tonight, but her hands were empty. I glanced away in 
time to miss her stare, only to find myself caught by that of Righteous—an intimidating scowl on his 
lips.

“Stay away,” he said. “Don’t go near that’n. She’s . . . let’s say trouble and leave it there.”
“You gotta give me more to go on than that.”
“You’re young in your recovery, son. I can tell from the look in your eyes you don’t even know 

if you’re one of us yet. Even if you did, I’m not sure you’d need her crafty kind of voodoo messing with 
your mind.” He smiled, reassuring.

I shook my head. I felt angry about his condescending attitude. “Listen, Righteous, I’m the 
type of guy who needs to know. You tell me don’t talk to her but don’t tell me why, and the first thing 
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I’m gonna do is chat her up to find out the truth.”
“That’s the sort of thing that’ll get you drunk,” he said.
I shrugged.
“All right, son. I’ll tell you just to keep you sober one more day.”
“Deal,” I said.
He hesitated, glancing around at all the pale yellow tables as if worried someone might overhear. 

Leaning down, he whispered, “That’s Evelyn. Don’t know her last initial, and don’t know if she’s ever 
said it. She’s a drunk like us, and a junky, too.”

“That’s why you don’t like her?” I asked.
“Huh? Shee-it, no. Most of us done a little sniffin’n poppin’ on the side before we got here. 

The day and age, son . . .”
“Oh,” I exhaled.
“Sides, I never said I didn’t like her. Hell fire, I like everybody. I said she’s trouble, that’s all. 

Especially for a pigeon like you.”
“Pigeon?” I said.
“Newcomer,” he told me.
“Isn’t that what they call the mark in a con?”
He snarled. 
“Okay, so how’s she trouble?”
“I know what you’re thinking there, Stanley, but it’s not that.” He winked at me, then paused 

to watch as a tall man in a striped pink shirt came through the door, scanned the room, shook his head 
and left. “Probably thought it was a bar. We get that sometimes.” 

He stopped again. Scratching his chin, he said, “Anyway, there’s this thing about Evelyn. The 
old-timers around here have another name for her. It’s not very nice, but it does seem to fit.”

“What is it?”
“They call her the idol-maker.”
“Idol-maker?”
He nodded. “Yep. Even to her face.”
“I know there’s got to be a story behind that one,” I said.
“Sure is, and it’s a story that’s still going on.” He told me she had a few years of sobriety under 

her belt, and she’d really taken the program to heart. “The foundation of our fellowship is each of us 
finding a higher power to believe in, keep us safe and guide us. Lots of us come in believe’n in nothin’ 
and nobody, and the Big Book tells us we gotta start believe’n if we want to stay off the whiskey. We 
don’t care who you choose for a higher power, or what—even if it’s a doorknob. Well, she took that idea 
a little too seriously, and just sort of ran with it.”

“How do you mean?”
He told me, “She invents gods for folks who ain’t got one.”
“That’s absurd,” I said.
“Maybe. But when you don’t believe in anything, why not take a chance on something silly?”
I held out my hands, gesturing for him to stop. “Hold on, Righteous. You said she was trouble, 

but now you sound like you agree with her and what she’s doing.”
He laughed, deep and slow—sinister. “Believe? Don’t know about that. But I tried her game 

once, and in some sick, twisted way, I think she actually helped me—crazy old fool that I am.” 
Righteous told me how he’d gone to Evelyn the idol-maker for help. “She told me to give 

her money,” he said. “Not to keep, and no particular amount. The more I gave here, she promised, 
the better my new god would be. So, I gave her thirty bucks I’d been keeping in my boot as a secret 
stash—you know, just in case I said, ‘to heck with this, I’m gettin‘ good’n drunk.’ In a way, that was a 
step in the right direction. 

“Anyway, I met up with her the next night, and . . .” He stopped long enough to laugh. “she 
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gave me this . . . oh, I’m embarrassed to say it. She gave me this blue-and-white platform boot like they 
wore back in them disco days. It had a fish bowl for the raised part. And. . .” 

Another laugh. “In it was this scrawny little goldfish with white spots all over him like he’d 
been shot by a paintball gun. Ugly fellow. If a fish could be an alkeeholic like us, I swear to you, son, 
I’d’ve bet on that’n.”

I shook my head, stopping him. “She gave you a disco boot with a goldfish in it?”
“Sure did.”
“I’m almost afraid to ask . . .”
“You wanna know why?”
I nodded.
“That was my god,” he explained. “She told me straight up, ‘This is your new god. You didn’t 

have one to believe in, but now you do. His name is Inkblot, and this is his heaven. However, he travels 
the universe as well. Move him from the shoe into a bowl for at least a couple hours a day.’”

“That’s disturbing,” I said.
“Better believe it, son. Smacked me so hard it nearly knocked me bow-legged. She told me the 

entire story about the great god Inkblot. Shit fire, son, I thought she’d lost her flippin’ brain. But you 
know what? I was desperate to stay sober. Desperate as a grass-chewin’ cow in a blizzard. So I took a 
chance and accepted Inkblot into my life.”

“Ridiculous,” I said.
“No, true story.”
“Ridiculous,” I said again.
“We have a rule around these rooms, son: never judge another man’s god. I didn’t have one 

before Inkblot came along. I took it as a joke at first, but I gave it a try. Damned if it didn’t help me, 
too. Gave me a line on some spiritual stuff. Know what I’m saying?”

“Not a clue,” I said.
He rubbed his chin and grinned. “Don’t worry about it. Keep coming back. You’ll get it.”
I tried not to mock him with laughter, then tried harder not to scowl. “What happened, 

anyway? What became of your goldfish god?”
“Died.”
I shook my head, no longer fighting the laugh or the scowl.
“Yeah, forgot to take him out of the shoe for a couple days.”
“Sorry,” I muttered, covering my mouth.
“It was crazy. I nearly got drunk over it. Came down here that night shoutin’, ‘God is dead! 

God is dead!’ Whoa is me—the man who killed God.”

iv.
 

 I went back to the clubhouse a dozen times over the next three weeks. I started to feel at home 
in that dirty brown room with its coffee-stained walls and chairs comfortable only because they were 
old and broken in. Before long, I knew all the faces in the photos of the AA founders, and I remembered 
all the banners on the wall urging Keep	It	Simple and One	Day	at	a	Time. I still couldn’t say I was happy 
to be there, but at least I’d grown comfortable.

I saw the idol-maker half a dozen times, trying not to stare. It wasn’t easy, especially the evening 
she bent her form over the red felt of the pool table. Her body looked slender and well-defined, despite 
the baggy khaki cargo pants she wore. Shivering, I turned away.

Righteous met my gaze and grinned that now-familiar grin of his, free and full of life. Was that 
grin because I was looking at her shapely body, or just because I was looking at her? I didn’t ask, and he 
didn’t say.  

Then he pulled me aside and whispered, “You know, son, on second thought, maybe you 
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should talk to her. If you’re really one of us alkeeholics, maybe it’ll do you some good. Know what I 
mean? And if you ain’t one of us . . . who knows? Should be fun to watch it either way.”

v.
 

 “I’ve seen you around.”
I nodded. “Likewise.”
“You always look like somebody kicked your dog today.” Her tone never menaced, instead 

promising empathy in the tender breath sounds forming every word. She stood outside in the alley 
under an arc lamp, her hair cast in bright gold even under the dull yellow light. Her blue eyes pierced 
the night like bayonets, cutting me open as well. “Do you feel lost and lonely?”

“Sometimes,” I confessed.
She didn’t ask which times. Lifting her eyes toward the overcast sky, she said, “I take it you 

haven’t found a higher power yet.” Not giving me time to answer, she added, “You’re talking to the right 
person . . . that is, if you want one—if you want to stop feeling all alone.”

I kept quiet.
She took that as a sign. “Well, you didn’t swear at me. A good start.”
“So, how does this work?” I said at last.
She met my gaze again, soothing and wounding me. “You give me money, and I give you a 

god.”
“What kind of god?”
She winced.
“Okay then, how much money?”
“That’s up to you. Everybody gets exactly the god they need, and it costs only what each person 

can afford. I take it you have money?”
“Money’s no problem. I’m a lawyer.”
“Good. Then let me ask you this. Do you believe in a god?”
I kept silent again.
“No?” she said, smiling and reassuring me. “Let’s say three hundred.”
“Dollars?” I gasped.
“You’re a lawyer,” she said. “You can afford it. That’s just an hour’s work for you. It also means 

you need a better god if it’s to be any help. Three hundred sounds about right. So, pay up . . . and you 
can meet me back here tomorrow at this same time.”

“I . . . ,” I began. “I . . . ,” I continued. “I . . .” I reached for my wallet.
“Don’t worry,” she said. “Best money you’ve ever spent in your life.”
 

vi.
 
 “Whirr . . . How may I help you?” The robot’s red eyes fluttered, and its tiny, square head 
whirred from side to side. Its voice sounded like a customer service recording from the phone company 
as heard through a coffee can with a hole in the end.

“What’s this?” I asked.
The robot replied, “Does not register. How may I help you?”
Evelyn set the robot down. It stood calf-high to me, took two steps forward, repeated its 

message, whirred and then went silent. The idol-maker said, “Shut down,” and the robot went to sleep.
“Uhm,” I said, but nothing more.
“Let me intoduce you to Zao Tzu, your new god.”
I laughed. I couldn’t control it.
“Not a good start,” said Evelyn. “Laughing at your new god? Could bring his wrath down on 
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you. Beware of his fury.”
“He’s gonna smite me?”
She grinned, an electric arc in the darkened alley.
“Okay,” I said after a long silence. “What am I supposed to do?”
“Wait,” she told me. “First, I need to tell you about Zao Tzu. Zao Tzu was created by the 

universe in the same instant he created it. He was part of the infinite dust speck that became the Big 
Bang. In the moment he awoke to consciousness, his desire to escape caused the explosion that brought 
all matter into being.”

“An all-powerful god made in China?” I joked, smirking.
“Oh, no,” she rebutted. “Zao Tzu’s not omnipotent. In fact, his powers are very limited.”
“Then what good is he?”
“Whatever his limits,” she replied, “he’s still more powerful than you.”
I wanted to keep laughing, but I didn’t get the sense she was joking. I stared at the dripping 

honey of her hair, and hid for a breath in the warm lagoons that filled her eyes. We both kept silent for 
a long time before I finally nodded in resignation.

She stretched out her hand and ran her knuckles down my cheek. Her touch felt like a soothing 
breeze that stroked my skin at the exact moment someone stabbed me in the back with an icicle. I 
felt elated and terrified, like I’d just been healed and might break loose in a frenzy of tremors at any 
moment. I couldn’t speak or move, and couldn’t sing . . . which, oddly, was what I suddenly felt like 
doing most.

Evelyn the idol-maker pulled away, smiled a different smile—motherly—and said, “It’s very 
simple what you have to do. Charge Zao Tzu for an hour a day. Other than that, just pray to him for 
help in the morning, and say thanks before you go to bed. That’s all there is to it. Just don’t forget to 
charge him up. Don’t forget to plug him into the power.”

vii.
 

 Over the next few months, I saw her often. I kept going to meetings long after I’d met the 
requirements for court, and parts of me began to buy in to the program. But she gave me an added reason 
to attend. I wanted to learn more about this new religion she’d made for me. I needed information, 
instructions, anything that could guide me along the way. 

The blond goddess, however, showed no interest in following up on my relationship with the 
god she’d made for me. She often said hello in passing, and a few times we shared a brief conversation 
on general this-and-that, philosophies of nothing and the moon. 

Rarer still, she greeted me with a smile and a hug, squeezing so tightly I wondered if we were 
best friends in another life. Yet there was never a mention of the robot god. 

Too bad. If Evelyn had asked, I’d’ve told her Zao Tzu pissed me off almost every day. I’d 
followed her instructions, praying in the morning. 

“Help me, Zao Tzu,” I said.
“How may I help you?” he replied.
Then, at night, I said, “Thanks for keeping me sober today.”
“Does not register,” he replied. “How may I help you?”
Sometimes, I answered. “I want a drink of that clear, white whiskey. Please stop me.”
“Does not register. How may I help you?”
“Fix my life. It’s falling apart.”
“Does not register. How may I help you?”
“I’m depressed.”
“Does not register. How may I help you?”
“My ex-wife’s lawyer called . . .”
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“Does not register . . .”
“Gaaaah! I’m pulling my hair out and wanna throw myself off a tall building.”
“Does not . . . Does not . . .Does not . . .”
I kicked my god often.
He kicked me back whenever I was down: “Does not register. How may I help you?”
Without the instruction book, I never figured out exactly what Zao Tzu was designed to do. 

Other than ignore me in a loud, obnoxious way, the only things he seemed good at were breaking 
small items, walking into walls, and startling the cat with surprising frequency—I often heard a shrill 
cry, followed by a hiss and the sight of Wally, an orange and white blur, racing around the corner and 
down the hall. Immediately after the cat’s disappearance, that familiar voice always chanted its irritating 
mantra: “Does not register. How may I help you?”

 
viii.

 
 “I want my money back!”

“I’m sorry,” she said, voice warm and friendly, eyes filled with peace. “No refunds or exchanges.” 
My eyes, in contrast, were twin howitzers firing shells toward the sky. Not at her, of course. As 

furious as I was, I still couldn’t direct any menace toward her. “I’m serious. I want my money back. And 
you can take this . . . thing.” I held the slightly dented robot out with both arms. “It’s worthless. I want 
to smash that damned bastard into a thousand pieces.”

She laughed as usual.
“Are you mocking me?”
“I always find it funny when people get so desperate they curse their gods.”
“That’s not a god,” I exclaimed. “It’s a Chinese robot, and not even a particularly good one.” 

The intensity of my scowl could’ve disproven a thousand deities, and still had enough juice left to blow 
away whatever devil it is that steals more souls in traffic than all the whorehouses and opium dens of 
the world.

Evelyn never surrendered her easy charm. She always seemed like the sky wasn’t falling, even as 
the rest of us raced to get out of the way of the moon. “Activate,” she said.

The robot whirred and squirmed in my hands. It bleated out its useless promise.
“Isn’t it adorable?” said Evelyn.
“Shut down,” I said. Then, to her: “It’s not adorable any more than it’s a god.”
“Activate,” she said.
“Whirr . . . How may I help you?”
“Looks like both to me.” She brushed a hand across the robot’s forehead, accidentally stroking 

my arm with her small finger.
Too numb for chills or delight, I shouted, “Shut down,” followed by, “You don’t know what 

you’re talking about. That thing is the most annoying piece of junk I’ve ever seen.”
“Activate.”
“Whirr . . . How may I?”
“Shut	down. Would you please stop that?”
She giggled. Not laughed this time. She actually giggled like a young girl in love. It’s the only 

real crack I’d ever seen in her detachment.
“This is so . . . ” I stopped dead. Those childish sounds she made disarmed me.
“Yes?” she said between short bursts.
“It’s so . . . ”
“Go on.”
“Oh, never mind. Don’t worry about the money. Thank you for the robot. I’d greatly appreciate 

it if you’d take it back now.” I held it toward her again.
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She accepted it lovingly, smiled and said, “What about your god? What about Zao Tzu?”
I shook my head. “That’s not a god. Just a toy robot. A poorly built mechanical menace.”
“How do you know it’s not a god?” she asked.
“I just do.”
“But how . . . ?”
“Because I picture God as something just a little bit greater than that.”
She stopped giggling, and blushed but kept grinning as if she’d just seen nude pictures of a 

clown.
“What?” I said.
“Congratulations,” she replied.
“For what?”
“Looks like you’re not really an atheist after all.”
“I . . . ” I stood there dumb and silent, sober yet drunk with confusion. 
“Hey, Evelyn,” a female voice shouted from across the room. I turned slightly and saw a young 

girl in red standing over by the coffee pots. “Want some joe?” she asked.
The idol-maker warmly replied, “Set it on the floor by your feet.”
The young brunette didn’t question, following the instructions she’d been given.
Evelyn also placed her parcel on the floor. “Activate,” she said, and the robot came to life.
“Whirr . . . How may I help you?”
“Cup,” said Evelyn.
The robot marched in slow, steady strides across the floor, picked up the tiny white cup with 

amazing gentleness and ease, turned and strolled back to Evelyn. It moved without tremors or the 
clumsiness I’d seen from it so often. Not a single drop of coffee spilled onto the floor.

I stared on, even more dumbfounded that before. Sighing, I said, “Well, I’ll be damned.”
Evelyn’s gentle fingers brushed my shoulder. She leaned down and whispered in my ear. 

“Maybe,” she said, “and maybe not. At least for today you’ve got a chance.”

* * * * * *
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Tamara	Miles

Back to It

Put down that sky. Stream, too, with its shimmers.
We want boroughs now, and embroidered herons
who never think of wading.

Fantasy favors madness; we are workers here,
not midday Folly Beaching surfer swimmers.

Joints bend to weigh and measure, price and discount.
Put god on aisle #1. He is on sale—get him
while he lasts, and never tell that he is cheaply
made and fading.

The American System of Manufacture
cleaves. It heaves and hoes before its final
dismount.

A crush of stones, bewildered neon,
late night stolen smokes outside garages,
and convenience stores, and fast
food fried chicken dinners.

Remove your poet’s hat.
There are no days off for fevers—
take firm the better term, clean feverishly.

Oh, boohoo, grow up. Tatter, spoon, scatter, or flatten,
but quit your chatter. The moon doesn’t matter.

* * *
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What I Was Looking For

Yesterday, at the antiques and knockabouts store, 
 I’d barely made it through the door,
when I found Flaubert and Tolstoy lounging on a shelf. 
 I also found myself 
 
in a cowboy hat, making a donkey
 puppet bray at bric-a-brac,
and 1920s dolls who played
 in long pink satin dresses. 

I touched a painted face and golden tresses. 

A peacock watched me from stained
 glass as I admired a Remington poster
with a gun-toting lass, 
 and secretly wished myself Annie Oakley,
best in trick-shot class.

Tin parrots hung from ceiling hooks;
 I saw many fine and dusty books 
 —a rare and lovely Pearl Buck
 edition, red cover, meant for erudition.

I wanted to buy it, but I didn’t. 

“Ten Nights in a Barroom” sang out
 from atop the other records,

but I couldn’t remember the right words,

because the whole time in the antique store,
 I thought of something I wanted more,
 than Red Ruby plates and a brown mink coat.

I wanted to take a sailing boat or plane,
 to a country known by Irish Jane,
and set my feet down on that shore—

I wanted nothing more—

except for maybe the cowboy hat,
 because I do look cute in that.

* * * * * *
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Jimmy	Heffernan

Dialogue on the Eternal Now
Published on http://electrolounge.boards.net

Jimmy: I often wonder about the talk I hear these days regarding living in the present moment, the so-
called “eternal now.” I see this idea as a kind of paradoxical misnomer. If one has left the clutches of the 
dimension of time—however fleetingly—then a concept like the “eternal now” has no meaning. There 
are no moments. It is not “now.” It is forever. 

Raymond: Time is a concept, but it is also real. “Timelessness,” I think, is more concept than reality. 
More a state of perception. “Living in the present moment” might be more like, for example, focusing 
on one’s immediately passing presence. Less so on memories and anticipations. Might be yoga, or 
writing, or sex, or grokking a beautiful tree. Perception focuses on here and now, whatever that is, 
however it too is passing.   

Where it might bog down is that sometimes one is told how to do this. I really think it means something 
different for each person, and differently at different points in one’s life. Could be your favorite cartoon, 
or movie. Could be deep breathing. Could be watching a baseball game.   I think in a way it’s about 
focus. Not every “now” is as interesting or engrossing as ever other now. Some kinds of engrossing 
“now”(s) could be terrible, like getting bad news, or being in an accident.   

But there are some that come along that are more obviously nice. And a person can also induce them, 
sometimes, by arranging a “now” to one’s liking. Like those examples above, and many others.   Time 
passes, but seems to offer a malleability we can use to our advantage. Each of us just has to learn what 
kind of “now”(s) we most like, and induce them to occur. Simple, hard! 

Jimmy: Raymond, your comments remind me of a principle of sorts that I discussed in my 
book Unfolding	Nature:	Being	 in	 the	Implicate	Order	 (BookBaby, 2020) to the effect that, in reality, 
there is not really any such thing as an infinitely thin present moment. How the present appears to us 
is a sort of reverberating smear that lasts, one could estimate, about three or four seconds. That is, the 
future and the past are separated by about three or four seconds, continuously. 

So, as you say, things get more conceptual when you try to isolate what is going on. Nature is more 
of a pastiche or a painting, with qualitatively different “nows,” that are not sharply but rather fluidly 
generated.

Sam Knot: Time is really fascinating—it seems at once concrete and abstract—though it seems to 
me it leans towards the abstract—with space being the more concrete. We mostly talk about time 
in terms of space, which I find interesting (i.e., you	have	 the	day	ahead	of	 you; that’s	all	behind	you)  
—of course they are not really separate in general relativity terms, but that is still something of a 
headbend for me, though it makes sense intuitively. 

William Blake has these lovely lines, in Milton	(1804-1810), about how “[t]here is a moment in each 
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Day that Satan cannot find / Nor can his Watch Fiends find it”. He talks in that long poem about a 
time period between two beats of the heart, and implies that somewhere, somewhen, in such moments, 
one can access eternity.

I agree with you about the paradoxical nature of ideas like “now”—however, I am not certain that 
such paradoxes might not say something about time, as much as simply saying our ideas about	time	are 
wrong . . . time could be very weird! 

The first time I ever got properly high on mushrooms, I experienced a very strong lack of time, or at 
least I had no sense it was passing, although change still occurred. But, in some ways, it seemed not to, 
which was quite shocking and disturbing for me, I wasn’t really expecting or prepared for it, how real it 
felt. I was at a festival, where trips can get quite intense anyway, but I really thought time had stopped, 
and began to wonder if we weren’t all in a kind of purgatory. 

Jimmy: Yes, the cessation of time on psychedelics is very interesting to me. I think it is possible, 
in the right frame of mind, to transcend time as a dimension, albeit fleetingly. Of course, this has 
ramifications in Tibetan Buddhism, Zen, and really meditation practices of all stripes. Just what is really 
going on is a mystery. 

I think people go too far when they say time doesn’t really exist. It seems to be real enough. But I do 
think we can transcend it by briefly going deeper, or even to a higher dimension, if I may be granted 
the temerity to say it. In any case, it’s a fascinating puzzle.

One of my favorite writers, Kurt Vonnegut, wrote in his 1973 novel Breakfast	of	Champions,	or	Goodbye	
Blue	Monday: “Our awareness is all that is alive and maybe sacred in any of us. Everything else about 
us is dead machinery.”

Over now many years of my life, I have come to embrace such an attitude totally. To me, the truest self 
is a kind of awareness. I’ve written about this in my books. Ram Dass once described the avenue for 
tapping into an awareness of this awareness as “soul awareness.” If we can relate to each other on the 
soul level, there is nothing left to do but be loving and compassionate. So the insight here discussed 
seems fairly clearly to be a very important one.

The Buddhists describe our bodies, and even most functions of our minds, with the term “physical 
shell.” In other words, the human organism is a burning awareness surrounded by a natural scaffolding 
housing that awareness. This scaffolding is, as Vonnegut attests, essentially machinery that is not really 
a fundamental part of who we really are—on a soul level.

Sam: I definitely resonate with the position you describe re: awareness/consciousness but, for me 
personally, I became imbalanced in that direction. So now I at least prefer to not keep the body apart 
from or below any of that. It is true that when you see a dead body, particularly of someone you love or 
know well, you realize quite strikingly that it is not the person, not what really matters. 

All this is to say I agree with you, ultimately. But, equally, that is somehow what makes this world sacred 
to me—I mean I seem to return to something even more ultimate to me, which is the relation between 
the absolute and the relative, perhaps, and their needing each other. 

Jimmy: I sympathize with you when it comes to how the body is viewed. Generally, in spiritual parlance, 
it is badmouthed or ignored in terms of its cosmic significance. Of course, without it, there would be 
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no cosmic significance!

Raymond: As much as this is hard to accept sometimes, we each of us are as much our bodies as we 
are our sense of self, our consciousness. Right now, I am standing, typing, looking out at the snowy 
landscape, breathing, listening to the slight hum of my MacBook Pro (doing a lot of stuff). There are 
green plants near me, beautiful, as alive right now as I am. The standing desk at which I type is wooden, 
alive? In a different way, but yes. But we share this moment. We conspire. We breathe together. This 
world is deep tangle of stuffs and souls. 

The Buddhist idea of “shells” is part and parcel with their “world is an illusion” viewpoint. “Life is 
suffering,” and all that. Sometimes life is	suffering, sometimes our bodies betray us and, for now, we 
each of us die, as all living things die. Die . . . back into the earth from which we come. To emerge in 
new ways? Sounds nice to think. But that is not much comfort to grieving loved ones.   

I look out the window. White birches at a distance, beyond the back fence, across the train tracks. 
Think: trees	are	trees.	From what my understanding of them can gain, they do not claim to other. To 
have souls trapped in trunks. Maybe they do, and I simply do not speak tree.

But, honestly, Jimmy, to think of soul as apart from body is as much a mental gamble as to not think 
that way. We have no real proof, just the human beliefs that comfort us, or help us to reason our way 
through hard times. When we are happy, it all often makes sense without heavy treatises to explain. 
Often, when life is rapture, it simple is. I just don’t think we can justifiably pick and choose what of 
ourselves and our world we deem more vital than the rest. It	all	matters.	

And there is no way to explain it all in a simple manner. So we categorize, judge, prioritize, praise, 
blame various aspects of being alive.   Nobody knows why we are here. What we are meant to do. Where 
we are bound.   

That all said, I am grateful for each and every one of you, whatever you are, whatever I am, whatever 
this world is . . .

Jimmy: I don’t think of the body and the soul as fundamentally separate, Raymond, but I do think the 
body dies while the soul contains information that cannot be destroyed. 

* * * * * *
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Sam Knot

Mabon Calling
[Fiction]

Continued	from	Cenacle	|	118	|	December	2021

I have done my duties now, and have some time this afternoon just to wander around. 

I walk away from the hall over the bridge, stopping halfway across to watch the way the water flows 
down the leafy tunnel over the smooth dark rocks. 

I pass by the tree shrine, somewhat mystified to see the lady in the tree is not the young beauty I had 
imagined myself to have encountered, though I can see how I might have thought her so. I can still see 
her youth, but she has been weathered too. Perhaps human hands have even exaggerated the process 
here and there, loosened her breasts, heightened certain skin folds to bring on wrinkles in her face. 
She remains just as beautiful, I think, perhaps even more so. I enjoy how I seem to have known her in 
different times. She wears her different ages like rings around her, a parboiled white onion of revelation. 

I suppose the tree itself must be three or four hundred years old—it is far too wide for two people to 
hug, perhaps four might just link arms around it—and she has been carved into an opening in the bark, 
into the living wood itself. The human imagination at play inside a natural wound. 

I give her a kiss on the cheek and move on, one hand lingering to trace the giant waist.

* * *

A little further on, among the oaks, there is a place of skinny birch and young holly. As I peer through 
the trunks and leaves, I see people sat in a circle in a clearing. It looks like the path I am on will take me 
past them, and I decide not to try to avoid them. 

They wave when they see me coming, and I feel reassured. There is Zap and Q, alongside a young lady 
with black hair in a ponytail, and a patch over one eye, sat next to a curly-haired cavalier of a boy, with 
a dashing face and kind eyes, wearing a bright hand-painted waistcoat. 

They are sat in front of what appear to be tiny wooden thrones, arranged in a concentric circle. At 
the top of the circle, farthest from where I enter, is what seems to be a small altar made from natural 
objects—a curved log behind a flat stone forms the main structure, and a variety of bones, stones, shells, 
and flowers are arranged upon it. 

I ask if I can chill for a bit. “That’s up to the fairies,” says Zap with a nootropical glint in his eyes. “Why 
not sit down and see what happens.” 

I raise my hand to greet the couple I have not yet met, give a nod in Q’s direction, and take a seat, 
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without a hint of catastrophe. 

“So far so good, it seems. What are you lot up to?” 

Zap takes the lead, asking me if I have met Djinn yet, and if she has told me about slow-gress. I say yes, 
she mentioned it, but we got interrupted, so I only have the vaguest of ideas about it. And then he is 
saying, “speak of the devil,” and I am making room for her to sit down beside me. 

“So,” says Zap, “we were just saying how the idea of slow-gress sounds kind of cool, and definitely like 
a necessary concept, but isn’t there also a bit of a tension there? Why would we want to limit our flow? 
Stymie our capacity for innovation?” 

Djinn thinks for a moment, while we listen to the birds sing. “Well, to begin with, I am just trying 
to highlight something I think is already happening. Although, perhaps somewhat paradoxically, not 
quite fast enough.

“I feel like we are being made more patient, in terms of the drive for constant progress. Our relationship 
with The Leavers is a good example. It’s been nearly two hundred years since they forked off into space, 
and we haven’t heard a thing from them in the last hundred and fifty. So all we can do is wait, if that, 
because of course there is the very real possibility that we will never hear from them again, and this does 
not mean they will have failed, necessarily. Their fate is now beyond us, behind us even, for we have 
chosen to stay, to remain. At least for the time being.

“We believe that other doors will open now we have realized a way to live within the limits of our 
humanness here on earth. Our savior cities, the Asylums, have become so highly evolved and efficient 
they can contain and self-sustain ninety percent of our cultural and survival-based activities. Our imps 
grant every individual a chance to be memorialized for all time. For there is every possibility that 
Nanostate are correct, and that the sea represents a nascent super-consciousness that will find a way to 
transcend the death of our nearest star, when the time comes.

“Quite simply, we are not in such a rush anymore. Many historical and biological pressures have 
lifted—and yet there is still a kind of restlessness or agitation about us. And I think this is dangerous. 
Perhaps it has always been so. Curiosity always comes with some risk after all—but I am not really 
talking about that. 

“I am trying to distinguish between our natural curiosity, or the project of human learning and 
biocultural evolution on the one hand, and some kind of pathologically persistent dissatisfaction or 
lack, on the other. This I believe is basically a sign that we are missing something essential, like a kind of 
vitamin, but on a soulular level. Furthermore, we do not even understand how to recognize this deficit, 
as it is embedded in the very faculty we might seek to recognize it with. And so, for all intents and 
purposes, it is invisible, and yet being constantly projected by ourselves, leaving its traces everywhere.” 

This rings a bell. It sounds a bit like something I remember Uncle Wayback writing about. I take a 
chance and open my mouth: “I get what you’re saying, Djinn, I think, but it still sounds a little too 
negative. What if what we’re seeing is just like . . . like normal human desire? Wasn’t there an old 
philosopher who tried to spin things differently? So that instead of focusing on the lack, like our 
perpetually missing out on something, we would see instead that this is part of what it means to be 
productive? To be creative, even? It’s not lack. It’s desire.”
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“I’m sorry,” says Djinn, “but I’m trying to get at something which goes quite far beyond simple human 
creativity and stuff. Or maybe it doesn’t. Honestly I haven’t quite figured it out yet. I just feel very 
deeply that it’s important to be able to draw distinctions between what is basically the same thing, but 
perhaps in different contexts. I mean, that might be what everything is in a way, but then what would 
that make context?”

Everyone is looking thoughtful, somewhat in their own little worlds, when the cavalier speaks up, “So 
am I right in thinking this has something to do with your crits of my imp-hacks?” 

Djinn smiles, a smile that seems to say she is happy just to get people thinking about it. “I think the 
imps themselves, most fundamentally, are problematic, and your project highlights one of the dangers. 
Don’t get me wrong. You approach it in a really fun and inspiring way, but fundamentally you are 
talking about turning what is nominally a seaport into the generator for an all-encompassing virtual 
reality.” 

Q jumps in. “But if we can do this, doesn’t it mean the possibility was there from the get-go, as in kind 
of already built in?” 

Djinn is quick to reply. “I mean, definitely, but perhaps it was not built in intentionally. It could be 
evidence of a kind of oversight. It is impossible for us to know unless we can open up the core-crypt. 
What I mean to crit most strongly is simply the idea that just because something is possible, it means 
we should do it, or try it out or whatever, especially if we are motivated by some kind of paranoia that 
if we don’t then someone else will. I mean, who, exactly?” 

The cavalier smiles. “Well, I don’t really know who you’re talking about, anyway, because we’re certainly 
not acting out of paranoia. We just want to play. We want to increase human enjoyment, deepen 
the ways we can learn about ourselves, and our environment. We were just discussing this great idea 
that Pirata had,” he turns to grin at the girl with the eye-patch beside him, “of being able to give a 
human being a guided tour of what it feels like to be a tree. To actually be able to experience the 
bodily sensation of tree-ness, all the while being able to zoom in on any informational level and obtain 
instruction. Say, for example, to be able to witness the hydraulics of sap flow, or the quantum chemistry 
of photosynthesis.” 

I speak up again, because I’ve come across this kind of stuff before, and it seems to me a shame to 
neglect how we might already be capable of such a high degree of informed rational empathy, somewhat 
naturally: “Surely this is already possible in a way? We could already do all these things with the direct 
techs of our bodies, our minds, language? If we can talk about this stuff then we can imagine it, or vice 
versa, right?” 

Q seems to feel I could do with a gentle reminder: “You’re forgetting the extent to which we had to 
augment our senses in order to even begin to perceive these things. We needed all our scopes and 
spects, all our superfine fingers and space vacuums, even to begin to form the pix that today we take 
for granted.” 

He’s got a point but I feel like he’s missing the one I want to make: “I’m just saying that perhaps really 
knowing how a tree feels, for instance, the essence of that experience, has to be accomplished from 
within us. On a soulular level, if you like. We can’t just stimulate a person’s imp to sense something 
analogous to being leafy, or tell them all the ins and outs of photosynthesis and expect them to know 
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what being a tree might then actually feel like. I mean, if it’s even possible at all, and I reckon it is, it’s 
got to be something so deep that it would take a sustained period of research, and thinking, and being 
among the creatures themselves to achieve, and if we try to simulate it, or take a shortcut there, maybe 
we’ll never—” 

* * *

We are so deep in conversation that, when one of the branches above us suddenly starts shaking and 
rattling its leaves, most of us actually scream and try to run for cover. Then we see the commotion is 
being caused by one of our very own monkeys. “Fucking hell, Ernst, you scared the shit out of us!” we 
laugh. 

Ernst, however, does not seem to be quite with it. He has stripped completely naked, and is holding 
himself in a kind of continual writhe between a few different branches, swinging his head this way and 
that, and in and out at us, as if intently investigating the world at a variety of distances, while evidently 
seeing something else entirely. 

I look around, and note that Goat is some distance away, leaning against a tree, half-hidden by the 
foliate shadows as he takes in the scene, and so I realize why Ernst is acting strangely.

“Hey,” I say, “have you guys heard the word-made-flash?”

“Oh, of course, he is flashing,” says the cavalier. 

I go on: “I thought it was amazing. Honestly, one of the most unusual and yet . . . somehow familiar  
. . . experiences of my life. And to think all it takes is a magic word!” 

They are all laughing now, which makes me go red, and so they notice I wasn’t actually joking. Zap 
is clearly amused. “Oh wow, did you actually believe it was only the whisper? Goat is such a fucking 
trickster. But seriously, how could an—admittedly exotic—little bit of language have such a dramatic 
effect on consciousness? He has to be slipping us a drug of some sort.” 

The cavalier is a bit more cautious. “I don’t know. Have you not heard the tale of Vesuvius? Vesuvius 
said it was all about the imp. Basically, he was the first guy to find the word that activated that particular 
latent ability—and then he put the word aut to sea for anyone to use. It was his own name—Vesuvius—
but it doesn’t work anymore because Nanostate, or some random hacker, managed to close the loop. 
And so now there’s dudes like Goat, who say they can find new words, because now you need a new 
one every time—there’s not just some magical phrase you can say to turn yourself on and start flashing.” 

Ernst is still up in the tree, making a kind of deep chugga-chugga-chug noise, which he alternates every 
now and then with sudden high-pitched inquisitions. 

The cavalier wants to know if I remember the word I was given. I say I don’t. I can only remember the 
kinds of noises I was making, a bit like Ernst is doing now, but different. 

I start to ask everyone what Goat has told them, but then I realize he is coming over. He pauses to 
mimic Ernst’s inquisitive noise, and they seem to be speaking to each other like that for a bit, in weird 
microtonal slides, until slowly a beatific smile dawns on Ernst’s face, and he seems to be actually seeing 
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the outside world for the first time in a while. 

Slowly he descends the tree, dangling from the lowest branch before dropping, putting me almost nose 
to nose with his knob for a second. 

He wraps Goat in a big hug, and Goat giggles, stroking Ernst’s back for a while, and then they disengage, 
and Goat points him over to a distant tree where I presume his clothes must be. 

I figure I can ask now: “Hey, man, we were just talking about imp-hacks and stuff. Does it have 
something to do with the imps, your word-made-flash thing?” 

He seems a little exasperated by the question, but is friendly enough still. “Honestly, dude, I really don’t 
know. I tried Vesuvius back in the day, but it never really worked for me. I used to say it over and over, 
and it used to make me feel a bit weird. For a long time I figured that is what people must have been 
talking about, just a kind of weird feeling they overplayed, or . . . I dunno. You know how humans are.

“Anyway, one day I had eaten some mushrooms, actually a few too many, and I got myself into a bit 
of a state, thinking I was going to die and all that, when I started to notice how frozen and . . . well, I 
don’t know, but basically I recognized that what I felt was almost the exact opposite of some more open, 
gentler, sexier way of feeling. And so I started to wank myself off to try to get into that a bit.” 

We all laugh at this unexpected turn of events, and Goat seems to start enjoying himself and becomes 
more animated.

“I was being quite brisk about it at first, but then I started going slower, really enjoying my body. I was 
contorting my face in all these insane ways that felt really nice. And I started vocalizing too, like crazy 
orgasm noises, you know? But actually, I realized I didn’t want to cum, and I ran outside with my boner 
still going strong, out into the cool cool night, and the light breeze was kissing my skin, and I could 
feel the grass stroking my feet, and I walked about slowly under the trees letting their leaves brush over 
me, and it was just fucking delicious!

“I was literally walking around with my tongue hanging out, letting the leaves drag across it, just 
moaning away—ecstatic—and basically that energy started to become more active and trance-y. I 
started to dance and kind of chant random syllables. At first I was mostly riffing on Vesuvius, but then 
I started improvising more freely, and after a bit I broke through into a full-on flash. In fact, I literally 
saw lightning strike my rod, but I know that cannot possibly have happened! 

“Anyway, at first I thought it was only the mushrooms, but the next day I found I could still feel the 
energy a bit. I could basically summon that experience inside me, just start dancin’ and chantin’ until 
the world opened up, and so I kept on practicing that. I mean, who wouldn’t? It feels so good! 

“But obviously the attraction, like the experience itself, goes a bit deeper than just feeling good . . . 
whatever. Basically, I got better and better at it, until I started trying it out on others, because I saw 
certain undercurrents in the sea that suggested it was starting to happen again for some peeps. And, sure 
enough, from the reactions I get, it seems like it works for them.

“But that doesn’t really mean I know what it is, any better than you do, really. Well, okay, perhaps a 
little better than that!” 
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He grins at my bemused face. “But I promise you, mate, I just followed my nose. And so I reckon if 
you take that experience you had today, and use that to inspire you, kind of enshrine it in yourself and 
find ways to follow it deeper in, and bring it further out, I see no reason why you can’t just do it for 
yourself as well.” 

Zap has been grinning and nodding throughout. “Yeah, that’s what he says. But I’ve been babbling 
away to myself, and wriggling around like a loon, for about five years now, and still the closest I get is 
when I just take some fucking drugs.” 

Djinn seems to have her own ideas. “I’m pretty sure it has something to do with the imp. There is so 
much we don’t know about that thing. I mean we can’t even really say where it is, or what it is—it has 
to be doing it.” 

The cavalier thinks he has it figured out too. “I reckon if I just keep on with my hacks, I’ll be able to 
find a way to tickle the imp just right, have it produce the juice on demand.”

* * *

While everyone is talking away, I kneel down to take a closer look at the little fairy altar, turning some 
of the objects around in my hands and examining them. I pick up an old holly leaf that has three little 
red drops on it, and I raise it to my eyes and see they are dead ladybirds. But, as I go to put it back in 
its place, I sneeze, and one of the ladybirds blows off behind the altar. 

I lean over to try to find it, start searching through the leaf litter, but it has gone. There is something else 
there though. Underneath the leaves, a glass pyramid type thing is embedded in the earth. I dig around 
it with my fingers and find it is an old-fangled optical prism. Cool! 

I look around and no one seems to be paying me any attention, so I brush it off and slip it into my 
pocket. People soon finish chatting, and Zap and Q and the other two wave goodbye and head back 
towards the center, while it looks like Goat and Djinn might be going off uphill together. So I take the 
other path, off down towards the lake.

* * *

I see a couple on the beach, making a stack of stones together, so decide to walk along the path a little 
further. 

I find a different beach, only just big enough for one person to occupy, formed by slate pebbles backed 
up against a fallen tree. 

I paddle for a bit, then take out my prism and give it a wash. 

I think how strange it is that I have been thinking about Uncle Wayback a lot on this trip. I haven’t 
thought about him so much since my late teens, when I got a bit obsessed with his work. 

He had something of a fascination with prisms. He used to snap pix through one of his own, and ended 
up developing this whole theory about it, called prismantics. I do not remember much about it, just 
that it was based on an alternative theory of color that was considered to be not very useful, practically, 
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like for building telescopes and such, but apparently some people thought it had some kind of aesthetic 
value. 

I look through the prism, at the light playing on the lake, turning it a little to find an interesting angle, 
when suddenly I notice that the white ridges of the ripples on the lake have got colored edges. Where 
they are wide, you can see one edge of reddish yellow, and another edge of blueish purple; and where 
they are small and narrow, these edges overlap to make flashes of green, and a kind of neon pink. 

I remember one of Wayback’s little prismantic poems, and decide to speak it aloud: 

Flesh	is	the	prism,
experience	the	spectrum,
the	light	is	everywhere,

and	the	darkness	complete.

I turn around to look at the trees, and am rather surprised by how it gives a color cast to the leaves, 
making them look autumnal. I rotate the prism, and they go back to green. But then, in the third angle, 
they do not seem to be there at all, as if it is winter. 

It is quite bizarre, as if I can see the tree in all seasons at once, and no matter how hard I study it, how 
hard I search for the tricks of light that must be causing this illusion, I cannot shake the concreteness of 
the perception. Through one angle it is autumn, another spring or summer, and finally winter. 

The more I look, the more involved it gets, for there are different interactions possible between the 
turns, and sometimes I seem to catch internal reflections that lead to doublings or triplings of certain 
shapes, and then there is the sky behind me being reflected on the surface of the glass, and even the 
ghost of my own face. 

I could play with it for hours, to be honest, and it makes me realize how much more appealing these 
kinds of tactile old-fangled objects are, compared to the endless variety of injects we find floating 
around in the sea. 

* * *

I begin to experiment with Swansun a bit. Wait, have I even told you about Swansun yet? I think not, 
actually! I guess I have not had the inclination to play with him much recently. 

Well, obviously Swansun is just my name for him. He is an early 21st-century smartphone (haha, dumb 
humans!) which is, of course, quite a rarity these days. He was handed down through the generations 
by Uncle Wayback who, you will have gathered, was something of an eccentric, an artist, et cetera, just 
like me, and big G, and who knows. 

Anyway, although such things were incredibly widespread in his time, and were basically considered to 
be almost disposable items, Uncle Wayback considered Swansun to be alive in some way, and he called 
it his “Galactic Swansong” and, when he died, it was all he left behind. 

It was also locked, and so the story goes it was supposed to be passed on down the tree and, just as soon 
as anyone found the pattern to unlock it, it would be theirs to play with until their death, where its 
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journey would be completed. 

Wayback, the dear fruity old fellow, was the end of his branch, and so, to begin with, it jumped across 
to his brother’s daughter, who was my gra-gra-gra-gra-gramma, I think. I dunno, there is still the odd 
glitch on our timelines. 

Anyway, I unlocked it when I was thirteen years old. It was the year before Ma and Pa went their 
separate ways, and they made me a special birthday that year. Basically, they spent way too much money 
on me, but Swansun is the only gift I really remember. 

His terabyte was half-filled with copies of Wayback’s artworks and writings and photos and things, 
which, although they have since gone aut to sea through me, I remain a little superstitious about just 
having Swansun forget. So I am using what remains of the space, and trying to contain my activities 
inside that. 

Actually, I maxed out the terabyte in my late teens and since then, if ever I want to record something, 
I have to forget something else. 

Sometimes I will even copy re-pix into my book, by hand, before forgetting them. He never needs 
charging, by the way, as apparently smartphones used to, and this was one of the things that convinced 
Uncle Wayback that Swansun was alive. The other thing that convinced him is that he was already 
pretty much convinced that everything was alive, apparently.

So. Swansun is showing me what he sees on his screen, and I put the prism against his little old eye and 
play around for a bit. But I cannot seem to replicate the trans-seasonal phenomena that I get when I 
hold it to my own eye. Swansun reproduces the multilayered reflections, and the colors look accurate, 
including the entire spectrum so far as I can tell—but I cannot see autumn or winter. Just this endless 
springy summer—or, in a word, now. 

I spend a long time tweaking the angle while looking at Swansun’s screen, and then I steal one away 
when all the scapes have lined up nicely—there is the cry of a distant bird of prey that I take as a sign 
to act. “Shoot,” I say, and Swansun makes his cute little clicky sound. 

I look at the re-pix and sure enough the autumn and winter layers are not there, but it is a good moment 
and I think I will have him remember it, though now I will have to decide what to forget ready for next 
time. I am going back through the more recent layers when someone I had not noticed was around 
steps out from the tree line, the shock of their sudden appearance nearly knocks me back into the lake. 

* * *

“Crikey, Ernst, once more you have managed to scare the shit out of me, you fucking monkey,” I say 
with jovial relief, but he is staring at me with quite some intensity, and not a shred of humor. 

He says, gravely, “I need you to forget at once the re-pix you just stole. It is not acceptable! Should they 
go aut to sea, should my children’s children be able to snook me, all imps shall wither in Asylum’s great 
glass void.” 

I guess at first that he must be joking, and anyway try to show him the re-pix on Swansun—to show 
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him he was not in it, at least I do not think he was. But he slaps Swansun out of my hand, and grabs 
both my wrists, and fixes my eyes. “I know you are using tether. I heard you speak the words that none 
may hear. I am Aloft, but you are putting me aut to sea. Your imp is made of foreskin and umbilical 
cord.” 

He begins going red now, and shaking me a little. I did not realize he was Aloft. My connection to the 
sea has been a bit glitchy since I got here, so I have not even attempted to snook anybody. 

He becomes increasingly upset. “When I go, he goes. Already a ghost. Be long into nothing. Once I 
open. Eye be gone.” 

I recognize some of those words from the vow of the Aloft, though I have no idea what the “foreskin 
and umbilical cord” stuff is about. Anyway, he is crying now, and his grip on my wrists has loosened, so 
I take back my arms and gently put them around him, letting him lean in against my shoulder to cry. 

“It’s okay, Ernst. I’m sorry I upset you. I was just playing around with my Uncle’s old smartphone. 
Honestly, I don’t even know what tether is. I only heard about it once, and I thought it was a joke. I was 
just speaking some old poetry out loud to the place, talking to myself, really.” 

He pulls back from me, suddenly seeming a lot calmer. “I’ve done what I must. If there are traces of me 
it will be clear that I have taken the vow, I have acknowledged my need to be forgotten, just as I forget 
myself. Flesh is a prison otherwise. Eternity a great frozen lump of time, a suffocating sculpture. An 
arrogant illusion we might all become trapped in.” 

Well, I know better than to try to argue with religious people, and I know the Aloft pretty well. One of 
my childhood friends lived in a part of Asylum where they were particularly strong. When they came 
knocking doors, his Ma would shout, “Hey, guys, your friends are here,” and then she would invite 
them in. We would entertain ourselves by trying to find cracks in the shining armor of their certainty. 

Their doctrine always struck me as largely a logical error, perhaps made by taking logic further than it 
was ever meant to go. I always did like the idea of the “worm with a new face,” which is what Uncle 
Wayback used to call it. The idea that we are still everywhere, or rather everywhen, that we have ever 
been, and maybe already everywhere we ever will be, so that we extend through time as a kind of worm. 
Or else, as some still say, we “carve wormholes to freedom in the frozen body of time.” 

But the Aloft actually believe all this, like one hundred percent, to the extent that it makes them 
paranoid about all forms of remembering—at least in the harder sense of the word. Because they see 
forgetting as the only way to convince yourself you are moving—which is a necessary illusion that 
makes life worth living. The awful truth, for them, is that we are buried alive in some great timeless 
crystal. 

You can try to talk to them about how memories change over time, about how they are not fixed 
things—being more like a kind of imagination than anything. Like how stories always change in the 
telling, or like that game where we whisper from ear to ear. But they would just point out that while 
that might have been true once upon a time, say in golden ages, at least since the imps we have been 
able to maintain recordings of events that correspond precisely to our sense impressions, so the sacred 
old-fangled human style of memory that kept us moving through time has become undermined, and 
all this ends with us being frozen, imprisoned. Thus they are forced to renounce the sea, and most hard 
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stuff in general, and their rights to do so are enshrined by Nanostate, or so they say. 

They can be pretty convincing sometimes, but I just say, “the future never did exist yet.” Or I think 
about what Uncle Wayback said, or maybe said someone said, that “the past is as full of branches as the 
future is of roots, so all that can exist will come back down to you, and so what’s a fool to do?”

I believe that perhaps the Aloft are trapped in the very thing they seek to free themselves from, for their 
religion is kind of exteriorization of the human ego itself, which they then proceed to demonize. By 
such a process, they come to believe in a great frozen eternity, which is but the arrogant delusion of a 
supra-celestial being whose thought all this is. And so their god becomes a kind of devil or demon, the 
maker of some great solipsistic mistake. 

It strikes me that this is a mistake that humans long have made. The great head alienates himself, 
according to his own definitions, which seem to become a kind of willful blindness, deriving from an 
almost biological urge to feel special, which, in actual fact, everyone always already is. 

But, for the great head, this confuses the very essence of what specialness is, or else negates what he has 
convinced himself he needs it to be. And so, in calling himself the ultimate arbitrator of what is true, 
or real, he removes the ground from understanding, from meaning, and divorces himself from the very 
possibility of ever discovering truth, except in the nothing he thus becomes, that which he never can 
be. He is thus the biggest fake around.

I think about all this as Ernst and I stand facing each other, contemplating each other while at the 
same time being wrapped in our own thoughts. I try to project the feeling of eternity being some great 
pulsating heart—time the blood of a being who is still living—here and now—and not a god who is 
already dead at the end of all possible roads. One who is continuing their journey right now, through 
all of us—the great death of the big head being but a specter, a possibility that can never exist, and yet 
has to remain a possibility, because of our nature.

Soon the humor returns to Ernst’s face, and likely to my own as well, and then, both at the same time, 
we begin to apologize, reaching out and hugging each other, telling each other that we understand. That 
it will be okay.

* * * * * *

Sam Knot
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Martina	Newberry

Sadie Recalls Climbing the Stairs

If only there was a way to embalm 
a love that was an open hearth–
one that turned previous loyalties to ashes. 

We were a numeric impossibility, you and I. 
You: untried, confident, willing to fight ethics 
to give and get passion. 
Me: a primed woman, frightened, unsure,
willing to give over ethics for passion. 

I was made of ambages.
You were an image, a vision released
from a block of marble,
a celebration I never saw coming.

Do	you	know: I never saw my body 
in the same way after I submitted it to you?
Scars became stars.
Bruises became Fauvist paintings.

Climbing stairs to your bed,
in the very early morning,
in the first house you ever owned,
I couldn’t think of anything
besides the all-night warmth 
that clung to your arms,
and the ease with which 
I slid into them.

We were a quaint masterpiece
of giving and taking and giving again.

On July nights, the air like warm syrup,
I shut my eyes against the dark,
and still hear your erotic gasp—
breath raking over your teeth. 

* * *
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April Now (Or, Skirling and Its Consequences)

Now it is April.
____died. 
____was born. 
____fell off a carnival ride and broke her leg. 
____lay on the soil of her grandfather’s property, picking and chewing the white tips of 
Timothy grass.
____forgot her middle name. 

April	now: A ruminating kind of wind starts small, weak, 
sniffing around the tops of palm trees, 
sliding and slithering down the trunks, 
to the sidewalk, then picking up strength, 
below the granite canyons of its origin, 
where it will skirl throughout the day / all night /
into the early morning. 

April now: there is a war, 
or an almost war again,
which whets the appetites of dictators and oligarchs. 
I	am	paralyzed	by	this. 
I can’t think of what to do in the face of it. 

It’s not being waged in my city. 
(I	wonder	how	long	before	it	is.)
Other things rage in my city: 
____gangs
____homelessness
____heroin
and unbridled hatred of the other. 
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Rage breeds fear and fear can be found 
in night clubs and neighborhoods,
in nightmares which are a kind of war—
with the Self, if nothing else.  

It is April and they say that
a	son	of	god	
was	crucified,	
died,	
and	was	buried,	
and	then	rose	from	the	dead.	
But this didn’t happen 
where the war is waged. 

April	now:	the wind turns over trash containers— 
the bottles and cans 
clink against each other—
sounds like a cat walking on piano keys.  

This April, the star jasmine vines
bloomed too early— 
withered too soon— 
and I’ll wait a year before
breathing them in again. 

This is month of waiting 
and wailing for dear, dead ones,
and then rejoicing at the planet’s reanimation—
where / if it exists.

* * * * * *
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Raymond	Soulard,	Jr.

Many Musics
Twelfth Series

“I	tell	you,	there	are	more	worlds,
and	more	doors	to	them,

than	you	will	think	of	in	many	years!”
―	George	MacDonald,	Lilith,	1895.

xix.	Thrift	Shop

We three sit a’fire, not sharing a world
 amongst us. Yet now to help each other.
  Now wish, urge to help each other.
   Which	to	begin?

Hardly a day’s tramp from that lily pond,
 mostly in silence, Mentor leading us,
  knows the way, some	way, swiftly,
   we follow like speed all matters.

These White Woods well know each of us,
 respond to our career, accelerate with us,
  toward this clearing we rest tonight,
   toward where we will arrive on the morrow.

* * * * * *

“I knew you once,” Roddy says to Gate-Keeper,
 eyes flickering through the light between them.
  “That empty old building, by the train tracks
   I squatted there awhile. You had some kind
of rubbled heap in the far corner.”

Gate-Keeper starts. “Tis so. My office where
 I edit my film.” Silent a moment.
  Then brightens. “Want to see?”
   Looks at Mentor, who nods like this idea
was expected. “We’re bound for my Thrift Shop.”

* * * * * *
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The way isn’t easy, our fire extinguished,
 we hardly await first light. No way but
  the merciless steep rocky climb,
   then through the valley absolute silent dark.
Our own silent passage an urgent need too.

Come a’dusk, an impossibly ancient ruin
 of a city, not so dusted by the long decays
  of time as by long ago brutalities that
   willed	none	survive. Behold now a strange
yellow building, many floors high, yet still
 a squat, defiant thing among the fallen
  ancient crumble of Mentor’s city.

He speaks quietly. “She who yet dwells within
 was long ago my kinsman. Now she belongs there,
  like they are one. Her cries my only news of her.”

“Why you & she alone left here?” Roddy asks.

Pause. “Like yours, there were six of us. We lost
 four in those long ago battles of the Great Violence.”

“Fallen?”

“No. Consumed. We were the youngest & the smallest. 
 They told us to run, survive. We became separated.
  Her to that yellow building. Me to my
   Thrift Shop. The other side.”

Tis round seeming endless sides we travel
 the yellow building. And a kind of yellow sickness
  tugs at us, twists darkly with that distant
   yowl Mentor does not explain further.
Only more hurries our steps. Something pains the air here.
 Still.
 
* * * * * *

His Thrift Shop juts out from the yellow building,
 near full in its shadow, like camouflage.
  Dirty long windows either side of the grey
   front door. Locked, bolted, deep-rusted closed.
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Mentor shows us how entry. Pauses, then runs hard
 at the left-hand window, leaps at it,
  leaning hard forward, arms raised wide.
   The top of the window falls in just enough
for his weight to carry him on through, tumble
 him over before the window moans heavily
  back into place, as though never moved.

Gate-Keeper takes one failed, cussing try,
 then too tumbles over & in. Though a tall broad man,
  the tumbling trick eludes Roddy again & again.
   Till he thinks of his long unseen cackling little Imp friend,
& the White Bunny, & the many other beautiful
 Creatures, quick hmmms to dodge his mind.
  Tumbles in, comes to a crashing rest
   on an ancient mattress the other two,
smiling, have vacated for him.

All dust here. Everything timelessly old. Crooked
 aisles of faceless crumbled goods yet crushed
  up to the ceiling. Mentor leads us a
   strange circuitous route. Roddy guesses,
& Gate-Keeper remembers, that only one route
 leads somewhere. “The rest arrive you back
  to that front door, every loving time,”
   Mentor as rarely smiles, nigh to cackling.
“I’ve been lost here countless times,” says Gate-Keeper,
 laughing too, abashed. “It’s this way.”

* * * * * *

The	car	crash	happens,	over	&	over	&	over,
	nearly	always	in	reverse,	till	it	becomes
		less	me	filming	it,	&	more	it	happening
			to	me.	The	car	crashes,	over	&	over	&	over,
till	I’m	ground	dull	of	it,	bored,	&
	it	was	when	I	finally	let	it	happen,	no	more
		resistance,	that	something	changed.

Mentor sudden pulls Gate-Keeper from
 that movie screen, his nose mashed flat
  against it. Pulls, & pulls, harder.
   “Others to see.” Roddy’s drifting on to the next.

* * * * * *
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Now no longer in the weird, sometimes glowing
 white back room of the Thrift Shop, we stand
  together before a canvas affixed to a
   White Birch. A dark canvas with strange,
far depths. “There were six of us,” he mutters,
 over & over. His	paint	strokes	are	rapid,	deft,
		reaching	ever	deeper	into	the	canvas,
			as	though	able	to	render	its	interior
dimensions,	simply,	with	paint?

Like Francisco with his White Birch canvas?
Yet, still, tis not simply deepest night’s blackness
 but a . . . Cave?	One	I	knew?

The	Cave	of	the	Beast? Where long ago last
 I saw my Brothers? How	are	we	there	now?
  Does this impossible canvas breach time
   as well as space?	Are	we	in	there	still?

I pass out on the stone floor of the Cave,
 cold,	done.

* * * * * *

Awake to a distant, & distantly familiar,
 sound. Water? Falls? Open my eyes &
  feel my old quilt long & sure upon me.
   Its chunks of fabric, like a language
whose story or song I could never deduce.
 Orange yarn, maples leaves, small pine cones,
  pages soaked from old books, & dried,
   & soaked again, till a pulp, a grain, fibers.

I am still an endless moment, whatever this is.
 Cackle one of my own. Fold her up again.
  Stand barefoot, staggering, see my soft leathery
   hat on the floor. Gift from those falls that long ago morning.
Don’t	stop,	whatever	this	lovely	thing	is.
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Now hurry toward that sound. Not awake,
 nor dreaming, maybe both, like then?
  Dreamwalking, as my Brother did so easy?

“It’s like floating with your feet on the ground, Rod.”
“How?”
“Just stop	stopping	yourself, my Brother.”

Am I finally doing it again? The dark canvas
 is helping somehow, as I rush along, bound
  for my beloved old falls.

“Where you would iterate, like the Imps,” Odom smiles.
“Yes. One.	None.	Many.” We both cackle like
 nights of old, when her kind discovered near
  whichever clearing we Brothers camped a’night.
The cackles now travel with me.

Approaching the falls, Dreamwalking through
 the cloudy sheets shrouding them, I hear
  a voice, sweet & low . . . tis . . . Asoyadonna’s?
   I stop with what I am, what I do, still,
& listen with all of me.

“Laaa!” sung with a cackling flourish!
 Again, this magickal song, of Heroes & Hope.
  Her voice . . . many others too? My	Brothers?

Even . . . my	King’s? Sudden I shriek,
 & pull back, hard, violently, from falls,
  from Cave, from canvas, from	it	all.
Till I am splayed & somehow damaged
 deep within, with nearly returned memories.

* * * * * *
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Timothy	Vilgiate

Rivers of the Mind
[A Novel]

“Purify	the	colors,	purify	my	mind
Spread	the	ashes	of	the	colors

over	this	earth	of	mine”
—Arcade Fire, “Neighborhood #1 (Tunnels),” 2004.

Chapter 19:
edosipE elaniF deltitnU

i.	Phillip

No more than a few minutes passed before I got the call from the chief. I saw his number and 
tried to move as far away as possible so he couldn’t tell where I was. 

Explosion. I needed to head in. Figured it’d be all hands on deck.
Back at the station, the parking lot was filled with cars. Two tall men in digital camouflage 

uniforms with M-16s stood out front. I double-checked my uniform before striding inside. The front 
lobby was packed. 

Marcia stood up when she saw me. “Fancy seeing you here on the weekend.”
            “Yeah, heard there was some kind of party or something going on?”
            “Yep, in the conference room.” She raised her eyebrows, and motioned for me to come closer. 
Coyly, she pointed at a page in her magazine so it looked like she had something to show me. 
 I leaned in. I was so close to her face that the smell of her perfume was almost overwhelming. 
My heart pounded and I tried to stop myself from staring at her perfect goddamn face. Shaking her 
head, she muttered in a quiet voice, “It’s been really weird. The CIA is here, and the Army. Something 
is up.”
            “We’re still on for tomorrow, right?”
            “Yeah,” she nodded, smiling faintly.
            “I’ll fill you in, if I can.”

She looked over my shoulder to see Grace coming in through the door. Her expression soured. 
“Don’t get yourself in trouble, Phillip. I’ll see you tomorrow.” 

Her hand on her temple in frustration, Grace strode up to us. “Conference room?” she asked 
Marcia. Marcia nodded.

“Great. Thanks.” We head through the door into the hallway. “So you and Marcia, huh?”
“Ain’t nothing happening between me and Marcia.”
“Phillip, your face is red as a goddamn tomato.”
“Alright, well, we’re going out for coffee. Turns out both of us have an interest in French 

Impressionism.”
“French Impressionism, huh? Haven’t heard that one before. I got the impression she was more 

interested in the dramatic arts.”
“Dramatic arts?”
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“Cuckoo-Cuckoo! Watch out,” she snickered, before sliding into the conference room. “I’m 
gonna get myself a bagel. You want one?”

“Uh, sure. Sounds fine. I’ll save you a spot.”
“Right. See you in a little.”
Most of the people were still either trickling in or standing up, so I made sure I secured two 

of the only four swivel chairs for Grace and me. Only one person was there I didn’t recognize, a sour-
looking man in a suit, with a pair of dark, square glasses with thick plastic frames. He didn’t talk to 
anyone. Just sat at the end of the table, studying each person who trickled in with a penetrating, mealy 
look in his eyes and assessed them, taking mental notes. 

The chief sat next to him, quietly, and nervously, finishing up a bagel and watching people 
trickle in, including staff from police departments in other towns in the county. The sheriff was there 
too, right across from the chief. Some of his deputies stood over by the wall. 

Grace sat down next to me, passing me a bagel and a cup of coffee. “Thanks for saving me a 
seat,” she nodded. There was a silent code of honor between partners in the local police department 
that, at departmental meetings, one partner had to get bagels and coffee, while the other person had 
to try to claim the swivel chairs. It wasn’t one of those life-or-death codes of honor, but you still had to 
take it seriously.

ii.	Grace

            I’d heard the explosion from my kid’s soccer game. Soon as it happened, I knew two things. First 
thing: I was gonna get called in on my goddamn day off. Second thing: Dusty was right. Something 
strange was going on. 
 It gave me nightmares last night. I kept thinking about that girl, Mary Ann. I imagined finding 
her body, and trying to tell people but no one would listen to me. I had a migraine now. I couldn’t sleep. 
When I woke up, my husband had moved to the couch again, apparently because I was tossing and 
turning. 

And now there was something else, something else I didn’t know how to even talk about. It had 
happened right after the explosion. Everyone’s kids froze still. Suddenly, I couldn’t move. I saw this old 
man. He looked like a walking corpse, and he was dragging a fishing pole across the field. And, behind 
him, there was this roar. This awful roar. Everything went black. I had this terrible feeling that I was 
dead. That everyone was dead. I only remembered flickers of it. 

And then I woke up. And everyone was normal again. But when I looked at my husband, at 
the other parents alongside the field, they all looked disturbed. Like they knew as well as I did that 
something terrible had just happened to them, like they’d all seen the fisherman, and heard the roar in 
the distance, felt the universe die, and then . . . go right back to normal. 

I kept thinking about it, but I couldn’t remember the substance of what had really happened. 
None of it. Only flickers. I wanted to tell Phillip, but I couldn’t find the words to explain it.

iii.	Phillip

            Something was bothering Grace. I couldn’t shake the feeling that it was me and Marcia, much 
as I didn’t want to think she might have been jealous.

The chief stood up and called out, “Alright, everyone, please get to your seats. We’ve gotta 
make this quick. I’m gonna pass around a sheet. If you can sign your name, Agent Carter can get this 
briefing under way so we can get you all back out there.”
            “Thank you, Chief Bentley. As you all just heard, my name is Agent Milton Carter. I am a 
counterintelligence specialist, originally from Northern Virginia. Some of you may have spoken with 
me before. Just to clarify, before I brief you on the situation, you have to understand that, as this is a 
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matter of national security, you cannot speak to the press until a full briefing has been completed. If 
anything leaks, I can and will have you court martialed, and you will face criminal charges. 

“To start with the basics. At about eleven o’clock last night, our data collection facility 
intercepted a text message sent from a person on the ‘No Fly List,’ who we believed to be connected 
with the Islamic State, to an individual in the Topaz Heights neighborhood. 

“Several months ago, some concerned citizens tipped us off to what turned out to be a so-
called sleeper cell in the area, preparing to detonate a dirty bomb, and to conduct several coordinated 
mass shootings across the state of Texas. The team planned their attack for today. While preparing for a 
drive to a Los Lonely Boys concert in San Antonio, the terrorists inadvertently detonated their device. 
Since we had already planned an operation to intercept them, the Army was in the area, and was well 
prepared to assist with managing the disaster.

“I do need to advise you all, however, that several days prior to the foiled Los Lonely Boys attack, 
an elaborate video was posted to a YouTube channel associated with a certain ‘Dean Heyerdahl,’ a name 
we suspect to be pseudonymous, wherein a man reportedly was visited by an alien. This Heyerdahl has 
gained repute on certain dark corners of the web since then for unfounded rumors about the water 
treatment facility. 

“As you all know, we do maintain a data collection center there, where we have a small 
detachment of soldiers and computer scientists. However, Heyerdahl seems to have convinced a sizeable 
number of people that the base is, in fact, not what it appears to be from the outside; that it is, in fact, 
some kind of alien research facility, a retired mind control laboratory. That sort of thing.

“Heyerdahl claimed that the ‘alien’ had warned him of a coming extraterrestrial event on 
February 11, 2017. He used his influence to organize a group of people that has been monitoring the 
city with hidden cameras, drones, and other specialized equipment. We are concerned about the size, 
scope, and coordination of his efforts. In all likelihood, Heyerdahl is not a lone wolf, but a code name 
for a covert organization of people, possibly connected with ISIS, possibly connected with foreign 
intelligence. 

“If anyone seems to take an inordinate amount of interest in the site of the accident, please 
report them to me, and we will take care of it from there. Be careful who you talk to about this incident. 
We have reason to believe that this Heyerdahl figure and his organization have infiltrated multiple levels 
of society, ranging from city government to ordinary fast food restaurants.

“Now that that’s out of the way, we can discuss the security measures we need to take. We need 
to have patrols stationed at La Grange Way, Lookout Lane, and Samuel B. Edwards Road, the three 
main entrances to the Topaz Hills neighborhood. We also need help with security around a temporary 
field hospital, and the press station we have set up near the sinkhole. Helicopters will be sweeping the 
perimeter of the incident, and we will need patrols to help distribute water, food, and propane to people 
in the surrounding neighborhoods. Some government land is being opened up to provide temporary 
housing, and we will need help from local law enforcement to help people move in, and feel at ease as 
we survey the damage.”
            The chief, the sheriff, all of them said more words, sort of added their little bits of inspiration 
or gumption or what have you, but didn’t really say all that much. It was easy to tune out. Easy to get 
fixated instead on the expression of Agent Carter while others were talking. That smug bastard, with 
his beady blue eyes, slicked back hair, leaning back in his chair, almost like he wanted to laugh, looking 
down his nose at whoever was talking. Seemed impatient to get out of here, maybe, to get away from 
all us local heat. We made him uncomfortable. I could see it in the way he looked around the room. 
 Sure, give all these local buffoons something good to do while they deal with the real emergency, 
an alien goddamn invasion. This all probably seemed petty to him, all of it. He probably wasn’t even in 
charge, just some rookie sent out to play agent, give us locals some way to feel like we were handling 
things out here. I’d seen it with my own two eyes and I felt like they wanted me to think I was crazy, 
they wanted to pull the wool over our eyes. It was hard not to walk across that room and wrap my hands 
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around that little shit’s throat, watching him just lie to us.
He looked further down the table and saw me glaring out at him.

iv.	Agent	Carter
           
            Some rough-looking local guy, sort of a cowboy type, was looking at me from down the table, 
glaring at me. Could see his trigger finger itching from the moment he heard the words ISIS. The cover 
story was a hook, but I was worried we were playing with fire. Fueling some kind of animosity. These 
people were getting angry, real angry, and I knew that could be dangerous trying to manage a sensitive 
operation like this. Real people, honest people, that the police officers in front of me likely knew, 
had lost their homes, their livelihoods in some cases. Redirecting their anger and sadness onto some 
imaginary foreigner fed into something dark, something primal, dangerous.

As assignments went out, people hustled to weave their way towards the door and jog out 
to the parking lot. I backed away, keeping an eye on the officers to see if I could pick out anyone 
suspicious. Anyone who might know the truth behind this Dean Heyerdahl fellow; anyone who might 
be working with him. Months and months of trying to track him down, and he seemed closer to me 
than ever before. 

The chief patted me on the shoulder, interrupting my train of thought. “Alright, I need two of 
you to stay with Agent Carter to help with security out at the field hospital. Phillip, Grace, how about 
you two?”

The officer who’d been staring at me, still looking unsettled, followed his female partner up 
towards the front of the room, sidestepping and sashaying between people exiting the doors. “I take it 
you’re Phillip.”

“No, I’m Grace,” the man said to me, laughing. “This here’s Phillip.”
I studied him for a moment. “Say, haven’t I seen you some place? Didn’t you man the roadblock 

at the data facility the night of that water main break?” 

v.	Phillip

            The way he asked it seemed so self-satisfied. His voice was sneering, almost malevolent, like he 
knew exactly what they’d done with me. Like he almost took joy at coming face to face with one of the 
lab rats. 

“Well, you might have,” I answered slyly. 

vi.	Agent	Carter

Something was off about this fellow. He looked off to the side when he answered, raising his 
eyebrows and almost rolling his eyes. Almost like he was mocking me, like he saw straight through my 
cover story, and took joy in flaunting that fact.  What the hell was this guy’s problem?

vii.	Phillip

Or maybe I was the problem?

viii.	Agent	Carter

Maybe I was the problem.
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ix.	Phillip

All this time I’d been acting suspicious of him, so sure enough—

x.	Agent	Carter

I didn’t trust him. And perhaps it showed. Maybe he just intuitively didn’t trust my story 
because—

xi.	Phillip

He didn’t trust me.

xii.	Agent	Carter

My distrust showed through.

xiii.	Phillip

And our mutual suspicion of one another fed off of itself. Heck, maybe he really believed that 
cover story. Maybe he was just as clueless as all these other sheep here.

xiv.	Agent	Carter

He was probably just as scared and confused as the rest of these people.

* * *

Chapter 20:
If You Stopped Running

i.	John

The fisherman leaned in a little closer, tapping his fingers on the desk. “Do you ever wonder 
what it would feel like if you stopped running? If you took the fight to them, like you thought about 
doing the night before you left?”

“I—I’ve dreamed about it before,” John stammered.
“What happens?”
“I pull out my gun. I don’t even think. I don’t aim. I just pull the trigger. I run through the 

offices, and I track them down. I can’t stop myself. I want to stop myself. I don’t want to do it, but I 
can’t stop. I keep going, and eventually the only way I can stop is . . . is . . . ”

“Is what, John?”
“You know what,” John spat back at him. 
“But you wanted to do it. Somewhere deep down, didn’t you?”
He must have said no a million times. Soon enough he started to shout it, then to scream but, 

after enough time, the screams gave way to whispers, which gave way to hollow stares, until he had no 
choice but to tell him, “Of course I did.”

“Why don’t you try it now, John?” he slid the gun across the table. “Go on. Take it.”
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ii. Meagan

A long, winding series of hallways led from the medical wing to Dr. Whitebalm’s private room, 
tangled snakes of dreary clanking corridors and stairwells with phantom blood stained into their walls, 
walls	pulsing	with	the	memories	of	disasters	and	traumas	hidden	underneath	thin	coats	of	fresh	paint. 

Now I was in her room, but the endless turning and pacing, opening and shutting of doors, 
chattering voices and bleak echo-y hallways had taken a toll on me. I felt motion sick from it, my eyes 
filled with the afterglows of doors and stairwells and passageways, one on top of the other, which now 
seemed to trail behind me in the periphery of my vision.

“How are you feeling?” Dr. Whitebalm asked as we entered her office and she drew the door 
shut behind her. 

Honestly, I wanted to just SCREAM the truth at her. The truth being that, well, I’d just fought 
a  trans-dimensional battle against a flower that was living inside my friend’s head but, whatever. 

“I’m fine,” I said. “I’ve had a long day, but I’m fine. I’d like to sit down, if that’s okay.” Still a 
little bit shaken up, I backed slowly away from her, wary of the possibility that she could turn out to be 
a teenager in a grey hoodie disguised as the professor, getting ready to stab me. 

Eventually, my knees met with the couch cushion, and I let them collapse in on themselves and 
relax. I had not sat on a couch since I got my superpowers, and it was amazing. So comfortable. Like 
sitting on a giant marshmallow. I never wanted to stop, ever. Sitting was the best. 

Dr. Whitebalm circled towards the kitchen, keeping her eyes fixed on me with an intense and 
calculated demeanor. The professor reached the kitchen and carefully poured herself a cup of coffee. 
Sipping it lightly, she turned and poured a strange white powder into it from a bulky metal tin. I could 
barely make out a small warning label on the tin. The powder was radioactive.

“I was hoping we could discuss the accident more privately. I’ve been trying to piece everything 
together, but some things just aren’t fitting.”

“There was a . . . a . . . a . . . was a . . . we . . .” As I tried to think of a lie, my words and thoughts 
slipped off of each other, and so I aborted the attempt at deception, took a deep breath, and tried to 
latch on to the ambient noises in the room to help me let go of everything else. 

I listened to the air conditioner click and clank weakly against the faint hum of electricity 
running through gas in long glass tubes. I heard the steam from her coffee cup rise softly into the air 
with a faint, gentle hiss, as Dr. Whitebalm moved across the room. 

More collected now, I focused my attentions on her. I had not yet determined if she ought to 
be trusted. On a gut level, I felt that I could trust her, at least to a point but, on the surface, I was more 
paranoid. This government scientist that had taken us to this underground lab, one that we might never 
be allowed to leave; who had separated us from our families—who knew where they thought we were 
now?—and, perhaps most egregiously, she torn a goddamn hole in the universe. 

The Mushrooms would have wanted me to kill her, and I knew I could do so. Quite easily, in 
fact.  

But when I looked into her eyes, my paranoid ideations softened. I could peer through the 
anxiety and distrust I felt to reveal a real person in front of me, imperfect, but, well . . . alright, when 
you got down to it. Uncomfortably curious about me, dreadfully and grimly serious, and somewhat 
arrogant, but not untrustworthy. She sympathized with me. I resolved to tell her the truth.

“Last night I had a dream. In my dream, um, John, he’s the guy who’s in the coma right now, 
who’s asleep. He was in my dream. And he said to meet him outside the house the next day, which is 
today.” 

Dr. Whitebalm seemed to follow, stroking her chin studiously with one hand.
“Well, when I got there, someone was . . . you know, someone was screaming at the cows, and 

waving a knife, and John’s voice came in my head and said, ‘I’m trapped outside my body. Can you help 
me?’ So I got out of the car, and went to help him. I was pretty stoned, so it freaked me out to hear his 
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voice and stuff, but I was worried about, you know, not helping him if it was real.”
She listened more intensely, her hand now almost over her mouth.
“You know, it was, it turned out. After he was back in his body, we went outside and, um . . . and  

. . . um . . . we went outside. We left the house, we stepped into the field. All of a sudden, he looked 
in my eyes, and like . . . bam! I was tripping, and I could see the Mushrooms were opening a gate to 
XIBALBA!  

“Well, the Mushrooms tried to fight the sky, and John got attacked by a flower, and so . . . 
not so, then . . . the Mushrooms gave the gift of language to me! But John didn’t wake up. You see, he 
got hurt by this flower, and it’s got him now, stuck in his brain, and it wants to kill everything! That’s 
basically it.”

Dr. Whitebalm burst into laughter. “Oh boy,” she nodded, unsure of what to tell me. “So, 
you—hmmm. OK.”

“It’s a true story. I wasn’t even that high before I went into the field. John can do it with his 
mind.”

“He can do it with his mind, huh? Well. That’s . . . alright. Well. And how do you know John?”
“John came into the Walmart where I work one day to buy some vitamins. About a week ago. 

About a week and a half ago. No . . . it was Monday the 6th.”
Dr. Whitebalm made a connection. The night of the accident, that was February 6th, 2017. 

Suddenly taking what I said seriously, she leaned in. “What do you . . . I’m sorry, can you tell me more 
about John?”

Before I could respond, the florescent lamp dangling behind our heads started to tremble. Dr. 
Whitebalm turned around, confused. My face froze still, caught somewhere between fear and wonder.

“You didn’t do that, did you?” she asked.
I read into the contours of her face—it was like a great desert streaked with canyons, flicking 

with barely perceptible beads of sweat. She thought, somehow, I had caused the light to flicker. But I 
hadn’t. “No, no, no. I can’t do that. I think that was John. Or maybe the flowers.”

“Tell me about the flowers. What flowers?”
“They’re evil flowers. They want to . . . ” 
I reached down to my side for a cigarette, bringing it up to my lips, only to realize with surprise 

that there was nothing there. What had we been talking about? The two of us looked at each other with 
unease. Somehow the last few seconds of conversation had slipped by us. 

“What were you just saying?” she asked.
“Um . . . ” I tried to remember our conversation. “I was just telling you about where I went 

to college.” 
Confused, Dr. Whitebalm looked back and forth. Of course. She remembered that. College. 

Duh. “That’s right. What were you saying?”
“I only did a semester of it, at Texas State in San Antonio.”
“And you wanted to be what, a doctor?”
“Yes, surely, absolutely, good enough, that’s right.”
Something felt strange, but I couldn’t place my finger on why. “Do you mind if I make myself 

some coffee?” I asked. 
“Be my guest,” Dr. Whitebalm said. “Just . . . don’t use the creamer in the metal tin, please.” 
As I stood up and walked towards the kitchen, I tried to make sense of my surroundings. 

Something was off, I knew that deep inside—I could tell that something from my brain had been taken 
from me.  

Warily,	I	shift	from	English	into	the	Mushroom	language. At	once,	two	ghosts	in	the	room	make	
themselves	visible	 to	me,	glaring	with	suspicion	as	I	became	visible	 to	them.	I	am	another	one	of	 the	test	
subjects,	they	think.	Probably seeing the look of terror on my face, Dr. Whitebalm grew worried. 

Quickly,	I	dart	into	the	language	of	the	grass,	a	simple	language,	idyllic	and	calm.	Then	into	the	
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language	of	the	cedar	tree	from	the	field,	until	I	finally	reach	the	language	of	the	white	flower	in	John’s	mind.	
Immediately	everything	makes	sense:	the	memory	of	our	conversation	had	been	stolen	from	me,	and	a	false	
one	planted	in	its	place.	A	faint	giggling	comes	from	the	ceiling	and	the	walls.	The	spirit	of	the	flower	seems	
to	have	put	down	roots	there,	and	is	taking	delight	in	the	mischief	it	has	caused.	

As I grew more and more on edge, Dr. Whitebalm’s emotions seemed to mirror my own. I 
didn’t remember what we were talking about, only that the conversation I thought I remembered was 
not a conversation either of us had ever truly had. The real memory had been stolen from our brains. 

Taking	advantage	of	the	language’s	temporal	looseness,	I	slide	backwards	through	my	memories,	until	
I	can	see	the	same	two	ghosts	from	before	crouched	down	with	John	behind	Dr.	Whitebalm’s	round	wooden	
dining	room	table.	The	teenager	in	the	grey	hoodie	watches	from	the	side,	listening	in	on	Dr.	Whitebalm	
while	she	was	trying	to	figure	out	what	I	saw	during	the	explosion.	Up	above,	a	tiny	version	of	John	grips	the	
sides	of	a	hanging	florescent	light	and	shakes	it	back	and	forth.	Relieved, but even more confused than I’d 
been before, I snapped back into the present.

Dr. Whitebalm stared forward blankly, her eyes wide and mouth frozen agape. Unwittingly	
brought	into	the	language	of	white	flowers	with	me,	she	watches	helplessly	as	all	timelines	flash	by	her	at	once,	
all	possible	presents	running	together	in	a	paralyzing	chaos,	an	infinite	and	writhing	tangle	of	memories	so	
impossibly	dense	that	she	has	not	even	the	remotest	sense	of	what	she	is	or	who	she	is	for	what	had	seemed	like	
an	eternity.	

I	pull	her	into	English.	The	junctions	between	her	nerves	and	her	muscles	suddenly	snap	back	into	
place,	and	her	mind	returns	to	its	default	perception	of	reality.	

Heart racing, she collapsed back into the couch and, lost  in an overwhelmed stupor, she 
struggled to digest what she had observed. The mysteries of the universe, which had been expanded 
and elaborated on through the voices of plant languages through which I carried her, collapsed crudely 
into the confines of English, quantum physics, and calculus, all of which seemed altogether inadequate 
to chart the impossibilities of what she had witnessed. 

Her worried eyes met mine, her jaw locking back against her teeth, and her brow wrinkling 
with vaguely defined uncertainty. “Did you . . . do that to me?”

We stared at each other, our distrust of each other stubbornly resisting its gradual dissolution. 
I poured myself a cup of coffee, and nodded, slowly and uncertainly. “You asked me a question. But 
the flowers made us forget.”

iii.	Cassandra

“How are you feeling?”
I stared up at the nurse, dumbfounded. Not dumbfounded that he’d asked but, well, I didn’t 

know how to respond. I felt fine. But I shouldn’t have been feeling fine, right? After all, my husband 
was dead. I should not feel fine, not at all. But I felt, well, honestly . . . just fine. Electrified by the day’s 
events, I guess, but . . . fine. 

Sure, I felt worried for the children but, apart from that, I barely felt that Mick and I had even 
been friends. It was always a war to please him, to make him happy. Naively, I had always imagined he 
had been a perfect husband, and that it was me who was the problem. 

Today, though, it had clicked. He ran across the field, screaming, ready to kill me and his entire 
family, and I wasn’t actually surprised. Did this mean I hated him? All along? Well . . . no. Of course 
not. Well, I mean, I didn’t want to hate him. Who knows? Maybe I did. Maybe I did hate him. 

Before I could respond, the nurse answered his own question. “I suppose I shouldn’t ask. I can’t 
imagine what you’re going through.” 

Blankly, I looked up at him, a single tear forming at the corner of my eye as I realized, with 
terror, that I . . . really did feel absolutely nothing. Just a blank space, a blank space where I knew that 
words and feelings should be.
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Everything felt like it would be OK if I just sat still and waited for it to pass. If I just forgot 
about him, forgot all the terrible nights I’d spent with him, pretending to be happy, forgot the time I’d 
wasted trying to make myself enjoy being around him. To wake up and cook him breakfast in bed on 
his birthday. All the time I’d spent trying at all. 

There had been a moment back at the house that I still didn’t know how to describe. John almost  
. . . took control of my mind. I felt myself peel away from my body like a balloon lifting into the sky. 
The room warped like the inside of a fishbowl, and all of my memories, the best ones, the worst ones, 
the mediocre ones, all flooded out of my head, displayed on tiny living postcards, and I could see them, 
all at once, from a distance. 

I knew that I could let go of them, if I wanted. But really, I didn’t know how to do that, to let 
go. John had me look upwards and pray. He didn’t make me—it’s hard to explain, and just thinking 
about it made me think I was going crazy. But I looked up and, as I started to speak, I saw the ceiling 
unfold. All of the memories flew up into a city made of trillions of jewels, plucked from the sky by a 
being with thousands of eyes, who soared through the air on an immense, fiery cloud. And it loved me. 
It knew me. It recognized me, and I recognized it somehow.

But even if I thought I had let everything go and floated up to God right then and there, I 
didn’t forget a thing. It came back, piece by piece, bubbling up in my skin. The earth shook, and I shook 
with it, as one by one the memories I thought I’d released into the sky popped back into my head. And 
sure, Meagan, whatever the hell she’d done, had helped. I’d felt my family come back together, but now 
it was back. Again.  

I wanted to forget it—to forget it forever. To stop remembering. I didn’t feel hurt about Mick 
dying. I felt hurt that I had seen that monster lurking somewhere underneath his eyes, and I was stupid 
enough not to run the hell away. I knew that everything would be fine if I could forget.

“I . . . I hate to put you through this again, Ma’am, but I just want to make sure everything is 
right on the charts. Your full name is Cassandra Louis Parker?”

“Yes.”
“And how old are you?”
“37.”
“Do you have any known allergies to medications?”
“Not that I know of.”
The nurse continued with this line of questioning. I’d done it before that day, but this was a 

different nurse, and we were entering a new facility, and I suppose they needed to double-check their 
notes. I didn’t really mind, though. It was almost sort of nice to think that my whole life could all fit 
into some little document, and be stowed away somewhere. 

Plus, I mean, I was perfectly healthy, wasn’t I? I only drank once or twice a week (well, maybe 
three or four or five times), and I hadn’t ever smoked. I had no heart conditions, although I did take 
something for my thyroid. As he proceeded down the chart, I felt a growing, albeit weak, sense of 
satisfaction and pride in my physical condition.

The door swung open about halfway through the chart, and a Mexican-looking doctor with 
dark brown eyebrows came to the door, his shoulders hunched slightly, and his eyes half-glazed over. 
“I’m sorry to interrupt, Adam. I just had a question for Cassandra.”

“Go ahead.”
“Your father-in-law, he is how old?”
“Eighty-seven years old.”
“Well, that’s—that’s what he said too. Hmmm.”
“Is something wrong with him?”
“No, no, no. He’s actually, um, really good. Like, really good. Healthiest 87-year-old I’ve ever 

seen in my life.”
“Huh. Well, you know, he does like to mind his health, and he gets on his feet a lot.”
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“Yeah . . . yeah. Of course. That, uh, makes sense, I guess. Hmmm. Well, I’ll let you to get 
back to it.”

“Thanks Dr. O.”
I waved goodbye, and the nurse turned to the counter behind him to retrieve a stethoscope. 

“Alright, sorry about that.”
“No, no. You know, old people can get senile. It doesn’t hurt to check.”
“Definitely, yeah. Anyway, I’m just going to listen to your pulse here real quick. Hmm. I can’t 

quite hear it too clearly here. I’m gonna try the back, is that OK? Alright, let’s see here. Ouch! Shit.” He 
tore his hand away from the stethoscope. It swung from his ears as he shook the pain out of his fingers.

“Are you OK?”
“Yeah, it’s just my hand. It cramped up or something.”
“I’m sorry!”
“Oh, don’t apologize, it’s not your fault. Let me try again . . . Jesus fucking Christ! I don’t know 

what’s wrong with my hand today.”
The lights in the room flickered, as the computer screen wobbled and waved. He looked around 

warily, before rolling his eyes. “Sorry, you’ll get used to it. This is a Deep Space Laboratory. I don’t know 
if they told you about it. Some of the experiments take a lot of power.”

“What are they doing?”
“Nothing interesting. All I know is it’s dry enough to lower the sea levels if it ever gets out of 

these walls. Here, let me try that again.”

iv.	Gerry

Dr. Oregano or Oregon or Oregami, whatever the hell his name is, stomped back in to the 
room and sat down across from me, looking my charts up and down. Same damn thing. 

“You sure you’re really 87 years old?”
Shit. I know, can’t believe it myself. He’s had such a hard time with this that he’d gone to go ask 

the daughter-in-law. She told him the same thing. Wouldn’t be surprised if he tried to carbon date me.
“You must, um, get a lot of exercise, Gerry.”
“Yeah, I mean, last week or so, I’ve been trying to spend me some time out with the cows. Uh, 

arthritis used to act up, but I—I just figured it was time to, you know, keep them company.” Don’t 
know what was so difficult for this doctor to wrap his head around. He could probably stand to just, I 
dunno, feel happy for me. The pain from the hip had gone down pretty good. I actually wasn’t feeling 
too bad. Maybe I was right all along, and red meat and eggs is the key to a long and happy life. Maybe 
I’ll write a book. Go on, Dr. Oz.

“Well, based on the scans we took of your hip, and your blood work, you’re—I mean, honestly, 
you can hardly tell the hip was even broken.”

“Tell you what, it sure as hell felt broken.”
“I believe you, I believe you, but you’re . . . honestly the healthiest person of your age I’ve ever 

seen. I mean your liver works better than some of the grad students here, your heart’s practically perfect, 
your blood sugar is amazing, your brain doesn’t show any signs of deterioration, I mean—I just don’t 
know how to . . . ” He’d said that about eleven times or so. He’d run just about every goddamn test 
he could think of trying to find some sign that I was, in fact, not just a senile old coot who was also a 
35-year-old pro-athlete in disguise. 

But to hell with all this crap. I was getting tired. Hungry. Didn’t know what the hell I was 
supposed to think about any of this. Goddamn government tearing holes and god-knows-what-else in 
the universe or whatnot. Don’t reckon how they can somehow round up the money for all this time-
wastin’, pasture-wreckin’ cover-up nonsense, but Mr. Trump has to go beggin’ and pleadin’ for the 
money for a wall. Wish this doctor would hurry up. 
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But I guess I wanted to be alone too. Just to have some time to think through things. Couldn’t 
help but admit that I had been pretty frustrated with Mick. I’d honestly done the damn best I could 
with him, but he had always been a monster. Couldn’t help but admit it, especially in hindsight. 
Seemed kind of stupid. 

Hell, I remembered when I caught him in the barn when he was seven, torturing squirrels with 
the blowtorch. And he kept getting kicked out of school, too. Age sixteen, he tried to lay hands on a 
little lady in gym class. I just about let her brothers have their way with him then, but I didn’t. Maybe 
I should’ve. 

But he was my son, so you know, I was gonna love that kid whether he tortured critters or 
picked fights or disrespected women, or even if he voted for Hillary Rodham Clinton. Guess I paid for 
it, though, in the shape of a big damn hole in the back of my property, and a whole field of concussed, 
lonely bovines. I just hoped that the government would let me get back to them soon. They were 
probably all sorts of worried.

Things were getting pretty strange. To be quite honest, the weirdest thing I’d ever experienced 
was back in ’66 when I headed down to a 13th Floor Elevators concert out in Austin. Pretty-looking 
hippy girl asked if I wanted to smoke some marijuana, but I kindly declined. I just wanted to see what 
all the fuss was about with that crazy hippy music stuff. My friend Caleb decided he’d try it out, but he 
didn’t really think it did all that much apart from it making the music sound a little bit better. Went to 
a Grateful Dead concert in Houston, too, but really just to say that I’d gone, and we didn’t stay too long. 

But since last week, I’d met a homeless fellow who used LSD to read minds, watched psychedelic 
mushrooms control my cows, and witnessed the government poking holes in the sky.

John was nice and always seemed like a good listener. Reckoned he needed a father figure of 
some kind in his life, not to mention I sort of missed having someone to talk to. I mean, I had friends. 
Jill stopped by sometimes and brought me eggs, and I’d kind of taken a liking to her, but I figured she 
thought I was just a boring old man. We never had that much conversation. She did look mighty fine 
for a lady in her sixties, and . . . well, that’s all I’ll say about that. 

But having someone around to talk to sure was nice, and John seemed like he liked it too. The 
kid was weird, sure, and smelled a little bad when he first got there, but he was a nice boy. Sure hoped 
he wasn’t dead or, I don’t know, vegetable-ized, however you call it.

The doctor sighed, concluding a long monologue about how damn healthy I was, and how 
damn upset that seemed to make him. 

“Well, I’m sorry about that, Doc.”
“Don’t be sorry. It’s just . . . incredible. I don’t even know what to think.”
“Well, you got me there.” The two of us looked at each other awkwardly. “Guess if I’m doing 

fine, I can go ahead and skeedaddle on out of here, huh?”
“No. No, we can’t let you leave until we’re sure the radiation isn’t going to cause any 

complications.”
“Seems to me like the only complications are giving me the body of a 35-year-old with a 

functioning prostate.” Heck, that’d make a hell of a comic book. It’d be a real hit in nursing homes, I’ll 
bet ya.

“We can get you into a more comfortable room. Would you prefer that?”
“That pretty little oriental nurse still gonna come bring me my food?”
“Well, if you aren’t going to be in the medical wing, I can’t really ask Leah to—”
“Just pullin’ your leg, Doc. Just pullin’ your leg.”

v.

An old metal door creaked as Devin, a computer technician, slowly pushed it open. 
“So, this whole place . . . it used to be what, a secret prison?” asked his co-worker Michael, 
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hiding his fear behind a veneer of detached amusement. 
Devin shook his head. “No, they did, um, tests. Experiments with LSD, stuff like that.”
“I can’t imagine tripping down here. It must have been terrifying.”
“Yeah. They don’t let anyone down here, but I mean, who cares, right? I’ve been coding 

algorithms like all fucking day.”
“This is awesome,” laughed Michael, before stepping further into the laboratory. “Hello! Can 

you give us a sign of your presence?”
“Oh my god, don’t tell me you watch Ghost Hunters too?”
“E’er day.”
“Great minds think a—” 
A loud clamoring sound cut him off midsentence. The hairs on the back of his neck started to 

stand up, and a seeping nausea filled his stomach. “What the fuck was that?” he exclaimed. 
Michael laughed. “You should have seen the look on your face, you just got white as a sheet. 

Hey, if that was you, can you—” 
The sound came again, louder this time. “Holy shit. It’s haunted. It’s fucking haunted!” 

exclaimed Michael, shaking and walking closer. “This is awesome.”
The noise came again. Imitating the TV show they’d both watched, Devin tried to speak to the 

unseen spirit. “Hey, what’s your name?” 
A translucent form appeared in the darkness, behind Michael. Devin’s heart rate jolted upwards. 

“Oh hell no. Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. Look behind you. Look behind—”
Michael turned, seeing a face he recognized from the new arrivals. “Oh my god. Oh my god. 

Hey, is that . . .  that—”
“John. My name’s John.”

* * * * * *

Timothy Vilgiate
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Nathan	D.	Horowitz

Back in San Pablo
[Travel Journal]

i.

 I’ve been back in San Pablo awhile, teaching again. Currently reclining in a green Otavalo-style 
cloth hammock I bought in Quito, and blinking sleep-blur out of my eyes. 

Radio Sucumbios plays salsa from Marcial’s house. A rooster crows. 
Marcial told me, “Last year, a woman was here from Switzerland. She shot a lot of video of us. 

Then she went away and made a million dollars in her country from selling the video. She never paid 
us anything.”

“Mm-hm,” I said. “I doubt she earned a million dollars from selling that video.” 
“Fuck, yeah, she did,” Marcial growled. “If she ever comes back here, we’re gonna spear her to 

death.”
The pellucid subtext: Don’t	be	like	her,	Toanké.

 
ii.

Speaking of death, in The	Yagé	Drinker	(Cicame, 2006), Fernando Payaguaje has some things 
to say on the topic:  
 

How I want to be buried
 

I	keep	telling	my	daughter	to	maintain	our	tradition.	Under	no	circumstances	should	they	nail	me	
inside	a	coffin.

When	a	healer	dies,	you	dress	him	in	a	new	tunic.	You	paint	his	face,	his	arms,	and	his	legs,	knowing	
that	he’s	going	to	rise	again	in	spirit.	You	gather	his	old	clothing	and	personal	things	and	you	burn	
whatever’s	worn	out.	Then	you	dig	a	hole	in	the	ground	as	deep	as	the	healer	was	tall.	Put	a	forked	
stick	at	either	end	and	hang	him	in	his	hammock	from	them.	Cover	the	grave	with	a	roof	of	split	
bamboo,	and	cover	that	with	some	old	blankets	so	dirt	won’t	get	in.	Do	all	this	carefully,	because	the	
dead	man	is	a	healer.	I	repeat:	the	hole	has	to	be	deep	enough	so	that	he	can	get	to	his	feet	without	
any	trouble.	Afterward,	you	put	on	a	layer	of	dirt.	Just	a	little,	because	the	dead	man	is	going	to	get	
up	and	leave	in	bodily	spirit.
 
There’s an illustration of this kind of burial in the book, a detailed drawing from the 19th 

century of a dead shaman dressed in his finery, stretched out in a hammock hung the length of a deep 
grave.

“In bodily spirit.” A strange expression, going beyond the binary opposition between body and 
spirit. It must be a translation of Payaguaje’s expression in Paicoca. Maybe a key to Secoya thought, that 
there’s a bodily spirit, a third element or a reconciliation of the first two.
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iii.

Payaguaje goes on:
 
Never	nail	a	well-graduated	healer	 into	a	coffin.	That	would	 injure	him	and	prevent	him	from	
rising.	You	can	do	that	with	people	who	didn’t	drink	yagé,	who	didn’t	see	the	celestial	beings,	who	
lived	without	knowledge.	When	they	die,	people	like	that	exit	the	grave	in	spirit	without	body	and	
go	to	the	place	called	Tiuntupe,	also	called	Ocotupe.	Five	or	ten	days	later,	they	go	back	to	the	grave	
and	they	make	noise.	People	who	live	nearby	can	hear	screams,	footsteps,	and	more,	and	they	get	
frightened.	Those	souls	went	back	to	the	grave	because	they	didn’t	go	to	heaven.	They	transform	into	
evil	spirits	and	are	dangerous	to	the	living,	sometimes	killing	them	with	evil	traps.

 
From a story Dave told last year, I know what Tiuntupe is. 
There was a giant tree connecting the earth and the sky. It was full of fish. If you wanted to 

catch one, you could climb up, look in through a hole in the trunk, wait until one came along, reach 
in, and grab it. 

But some people wanted a lot more fish all at the same time. So they took their stone axes and 
chopped through the trunk of the tree. 

But the tree didn’t fall because it was still connected to heaven by a gigantic, thick vine. And 
the part of the trunk that was full of fish was up above. 

So the greedy people chopped through the vine. Only then did the giant tree crash down and 
break open. 

As it smashed against the earth, its trunk transformed into the Amazon River and its branches 
into all the Amazon’s tributaries. 

Tiuntupe is the area where the remains of the stump of the tree are.

iv.

Anyway, in The	Yagé	Drinker, Payaguaje is speaking to his grandsons, Raúl and Marcial, about 
how he wants to be buried, and his words are spiraling into a tape recorder supplied by the Spanish 
priest who produced the book.  

 
I	tell	my	daughter	to	bury	me	in	the	hammock,	following	our	custom,	not	nailed	in,	because	it’s	
certain	that	I’ll	get	to	my	feet	and	leave.	I	never	imagine	that	my	body	will	stay	here	on	earth.	I	
believe	I’ll	raise	myself	up.	You	see,	I’ve	seen	heaven.	I	enjoyed	the	experience.	And	I	expect	to	go	
back	there.

Of	course,	when	I	die,	my	flesh	will	die,	but	my	spirit	will	leave	the	tomb	and	go	to	Tiuntupe.	Then	
I’ll	return	to	pick	up	the	clothing	they	buried	with	me	and	I’ll	go	with	it	to	the	sky	above.	I	believe	
I	have	a	strong	spirit	and	I’ll	go	to	heaven	after	I	die.	I	won’t	stay	in	my	grave.	It	will	be	empty.	I	
won’t	go	back	to	it.	I’ll	go	to	meet	the	sky	people,	the	angels	up	there	who	never	die	or	even	get	tired.
 

He’s got this all planned out. As Mark said last year, “It’s hard to believe and hard not to 
believe.”
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v.

Payaguaje goes on:

When	you	go	to	Matemo,	the	heaven	of	the	Secoyas,	
they	give	you	pai nuní,	some	little	drugs	of	life.	You	
bathe	 your	whole	 body	 in	 them	 and	 then	 you	 stay	
in	heaven	 forever.	You	can’t	 return	 to	 the	grave.	So	
I’ll	drink	and	bathe	in	nuní	and	I’ll	stay	in	heaven	
forever.	[Author’s note: Nuní is the plant Joaquín 
said kept the Devil away and was given by sky 
people to a yagé drinker during a ceremony long 
ago.]	But	I’ll	do	something	else	too:	in	spirit,	I’ll	keep	
on	observing	you	and	guiding	you,	because	nothing	
escapes	him	who	has	eternal	life.
  
When	someone	who	has	no	experience	drinking	yagé 
dies,	he	goes	to	the	house	of	Lady	Repao.	[Author’s 
note: Repao, the younger daughter of Wenki the 
tapir, the wife of God, whom he brought to heaven 
from the earth.]	 [H]e	 spends	 five	 days	 there,	 then	
goes	directly	 to	 the	other	 side	of	 the	River	of	Death	
and	 stays	 there	 forever	among	 the	dead.	There	 they	
live,	in	a	way,	but	naked,	as	if	punished,	without	being	able	to	see,	because	they	fell	into	the	second	
death.	[T]here’s	only	one	lord	of	the	sky	who	can	travel	there	and	meet	those	people.	His	name	is	
Ñumi këyë.	But	I’ll	be	watching	from	the	sky.	When	I	see	that	you,	the	people	of	my	family,	die,	and	
are	brought	to	Repao’s	house,	I’ll	send	a	soul	to	bring	you	near	God’s	house,	where	there’s	a	place	for	
Secoyas.	Our	heaven.	No	one	in	my	family	will	pass	through	the	second	death.

vi.
 
 I visited Rolando Lucitande, the outboard motor expert who had been studying shamanism 
when the missionaries came. Rolando’s wife is Fernando’s daughter, the one he told not to nail him in 
a box of boards like a white man. 
 I told Rolando, “I read a story in The	Yagé	Drinker	where Fernando said when he died, his 
family should dig a deep hole and hang his hammock up in it, then put his body in the hammock, 
reclining; paint his face with nuní, and cover the hole with a light layer of split palm boards with a thin 
layer of dirt on top, all because he was going to get to his feet and fly away. Do you know if anything 
like that happened?”

Rolando nodded. “They buried him like that. I visited his grave three days later. It was empty. 
The boards that had covered it were strewn around as if they’d been struck from underneath with 
tremendous force.”

“For real?”
 “Yes. Before that, at the moment of Fernando’s death, a giant jaguar, three meters long, ran 
through the center of the village.”

* * * * * *

Courtesy of Nathan D. Horowitz
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Judih	Weinstein	Haggai

Equinox 2022

Equal	parts	day	and	night.	Equal	parts	light	and	dark.
Equal	parts	excitement	and	apathy.

Equal	parts	intelligence	and	idiocy.	Equal	parts	compassion	and	dismissal.
Equal	parts	love	and	hate.

Equal	parts	yin	and	yang.	Equal	parts	up	and	down.
Equal	parts	in	and	out.

How	equal	is	this	world?	How	balanced?
How	calculated	to	stay	in	sync?

What	would	it	take	to	offset	the	scales?	One	more	being	with	hatred	and	greed?
One	more	being	with	generosity	and	kindness?

How	equal	is	this	world	within	the	world	of	galaxies	and	space?

On	this	particular	day	of	equinox,	am	I	more	grounded	or	more	spacey?
Am	I	construed	of	both,	flowing	in	a	perma-cycle	of	yin	and	yang?

As	above,	so	below?	That	which	is	right,	is	also	left?

Day	of	birth,	day	of	funerals.	An	esteemed	rabbi	is	being	laid	to	rest	in	the	center	of	the	country	
and,	for	him,	streets	in	the	city	of	Tel	Aviv	have	been	roped	off	to	traffic.	Schools	are	closed,	

universities	are	learning	by	Zoom.	The	country	waits	for	the	funeral	to	end	before	going	back
to	cursing	traffic	and	guzzling	take-out	coffee.	On	our	kibbutz,	Naomi,	long-fading

from	Parkinson’s	and	complications,	will	be	laid	to	rest	at	3:00	in	the	afternoon.	The	family
will	sit	shiva	outside	in	a	tent	erected	for	the	many	visitors	to	pay	their	condolences,

and	eat	the	cake	and	fruit	provided.

Coming	together,	saying	goodbye.	Bowing	the	head	in	farewell	and	hugging	in	welcoming	a	friend	
not	seen	since	the	beginning	of	COVID.	This	too	will	pass,	tomorrow	will	bring	more	daylight.	

The	jackals	will	shift	their	hunting	schedules	to	sync	with	the	sun.

Equality?	There	must	be	something	at	play.	The	world	is	still	rotating.

* * *
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path through sand dunes
veil of grey dusk
all senses alert

* * * 

dream-whispered truths
infiltrate the body

acceptance by morn

* * * 

closer to summer
all in the mind

each butterfly day

* * * 

memories recede
scented home-made soap

glow of late sunsets

* * * 
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typing inadequate
thoughts long to flow in abstract

rivers of colors

* * * 

echoes of Ravel
slow melody infectious

flute’s magnetic pull

* * * 

towards acceptance
step after step

till nothing’s the same

* * * 

oh mother earth
more seeds less destruction
may planters find strength

* * * 
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each step a test
attention, care, respect

this body this mind

* * * 

it’s temporary
whatever this is

as long as i breathe

* * * 

two weeks till spring
pencil this in

meet you with blossoms

* * * 

after dream, awake
luxury of one more minute

how sweet the morning

* * *
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Pathless

Before	each	step,	discovery. 
After	each	step,	gratitude. 

Before	I	see,	epiphany. 
Having	seen,	humility. 

 
I	wait,	weightless. 
I	sing,	voiceless. 

I’m	free	to	slip	away.

* * * * * *
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Raymond	Soulard,	Jr.

Secret Joy Amongst These Times:
The History of Scriptor Press,

1995 to the Present
“Think	for	yourself

&	question	authority.”
—Dr. Timothy Leary

Chapter Nineteen
continued from

The Cenacle | 117 | October 2021

Read	the	full	History	at:
http://scriptorpress.com/history_of_scriptor_press.pdf

 Autumn 2012 I’d found some long-sought stability. KD, home, pay-job. Because I was not 
worrying so much about any of these, the space in my mind that makes Art was less distracted by 
stresses. 
 I was in the throes of something bigger. Arriving to a door leading to a greater vista, vaster 
Imaginal Space.
 True, my recent meeting with my old poet friend Ric Amante was not the best of fence-
mending. We’d lost that intimate magick friends have in their best days. What we mostly still shared 
were good memories, what build a good friendship but cannot, primarily, feed it ever on.
 I linger on this because I simply cannot puzzle out how this waxing & waning of affections 
works. Or why. Why can’t we just make more friends in life, accumulate ever more intimates? I see no 
evolutionary benefit to such loss—its regret, melancholy, soul-wearing.
 Yet, tis so. And one needs find a way to press forward, in better or worse ways. I was sadder 
for old partings, but my life’s stability was pushing me artistically. Maybe, honestly, its melancholy & 
stability, both, pushing me. More than maybe.
 My work as PHT’s only in-house technical writer was challenging me every day. I was 
developing their product support guide for client sites carrying out clinical drug trials. Also training 
guides for patients using glucometers & asthma devices daily in their lives, in conjunction with the 
trials’ medicines. 
 I’d been a technical writer for some years by this point, at many kinds of companies, but this 
was not a contract. I had to take on, create or improve, ever more kinds of customer training documents 
as I went.
 That is to say, I chose to. I saw the many kinds of documentation needs there, & sought to 
address them better & better over time. And as I got better—learned the company & its people & 
processes & tools—I could do more. It was my way to show my value as a colleague, & my gratefulness 
for being hired. Not worrying a contract’s tick-tock-down meant I could live a different kind of life. It 
was also the company’s act of faith & confidence in me that I strived not to disappoint.
 Nights & weekends still to KD & my Art. And weekday mornings we rode the bus together 
to our jobs, till she parted with a smile & a kiss to get her train to another part of Boston from where I 
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was bound. She had a health scare in October—needed a colposcopy—& we were wordlessly grateful 
when it passed.
 KD did a re-design of the SpiritPlants Radio website (spiritplantsradio.com). Till then, it had 
been a single page with radio player, schedule, & links, in essentially a long-scrolling list. She used a 
template to create a group of tabbed Web pages for: Home (radio player & schedule); About; DJ	Shows; 
Podcasts; & Links.

 The station kept along its weekend schedule of DJ’d shows & external content, & I did my own 
Within’s	Within show live on Saturday mornings. And I continued to convert content for streaming 
during the weekdays. Lotta work, much fun, all of this.
 One Saturday night in Boston we were lucky enough to attend the Ringling Brothers & 
Barnum & Bailey Circus at the TD Garden. It was such an old-fashioned grand production of human 
& animal talents. A kind of beautifully choreographed chaos for the eyes. 
 I can understand how keeping animals for such exhibition purposes can offend some people. 
Worrying if the animals are abused, or even should there be, ethically speaking, circuses at all. I don’t 
have a good answer for that. I think it is actually possible to put on a multi-species entertainment, 
without abuse, or a sense of enslavement. Would such a production be able to survive economically in 
a pervasive environment of electronic entertainment? Maybe not. I am nonethless grateful we got to see 
the circus that night. It	was	magick.
 [Editor’s Note: It	was	announced	recently	that	the	Ringling	Brothers	&	Barnum	&	Bailey	Circus	
will	return	in	2023,	without	animals.]
 Before Cenacle 82 work took over weekends in late October, we were still seeing movies on 
Saturday afternoons—like Ryan Johnson’s science fiction classic Looper one lucky time—& watching 
TV shows late into Saturday nights—like Fringe & Warehouse	13, both great science fiction programs 
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too.
 But then we turned to the work to make a good new Cenacle, ready to debut at the 10/27/2012 
Jellicle Literary Guild meeting. We spent several of our weekends at finishing it, & succeeded in the 
task.
 Cenacle | 82 | October 2012 has a neon pink cover, 
featuring KD’s graphic re-rendering of a moment in a film we’d 
recently seen at the Mass MoCA museum in North Adams, 
Massachusetts. She gives it a nightmarish ambiguity.
 My From Soulard’s Notebooks features my sixth letter 
to US President Barack Obama, running at that time for his 
second term against Republican Mitt Romney. In this letter, 
one of a series I penned annually to President Obama from 
2008 on, published annually in October issues of The Cenacle, 
I write, in part:

I’m	not	sure	why	you’d	want	four	more	years	as	President.	
I	know	many,	myself	included,	who	want	you	to	continue	
in	office	as	a	way	to	keep	Mitt	Romney	out,	&	his	stygian	
overlords	from	returning	to	power.	A	Romney	presidency	
would	be	marked	by	the	slow	husking	of	the	social	safety	
net	 &	 ever-diminishing	 efficacy	 of	 the	 Constitution	 to	
protect	anyone	from	anything	.	.	.	.
 
My	hope	is	that	you	are	re-elected	&	do	what	good	you	can	before	DC	looks	past	you	to	the	next	guy	
promising	hope	&	change,	&	an	end	to	business	as	usual.	
 
My	hope	is	that	you	are	re-elected	&	you	surprise	me	a	little	bit	with	what	time	in	office	you’ve	got	
left.	I’d	welcome	it.

Good	luck.	You	have	my	vote	again.

 My concerns about the 2012 US presidential election was shared, in spirit at least, by new 
contributor Gordon Fellman, in his “Letter to Occupy.” I think his worries about this election in a way 
cut to the heart of his piece:

Those	 of	 you	 considering	 not	 voting	 in	 the	 2012	 presidential	 election,	 listen	 to	 this:	Obama	 or	
Romney,	whoever	 is	 elected,	will	 likely	 appoint	 one	 or	more	members	 to	 the	 Supreme	Court.	 If	
Romney	appoints,	 then	the	resulting	Supreme	Court	will	almost	certainly	overturn	Roe	v.	Wade.	
When	women	lose	 the	right	of	choice,	when	they	return	to	coat	hanger	abortions	and	back-alley	
butcher	abortionists,	when	those	women	are	degraded	and	numbers	of	them	die,	how	are	you	going	
to	tell	your	friends—and	yourself—that	it	did	not	make	any	difference	who	became	president?

President Obama won again in 2012, of course. He was, & is, a good, brave, & honorable man. A hero 
for all. 
 But critical concerns for the vulnerable continued beyond his re-election win. Times coming 
would get worse for many. 
 The poetry of Cenacle 82 is very strong. I have consistently written this about poetry featured 
in The Cenacle, but I want to stress here that this is not common among literary journals. 
 Most literary journals solicit contributions, & choose to publish from amongst what they 
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receive by issue’s deadline. I don’t know why more of them don’t build up a stable group of contributors, 
fostering working relations with each. Make it a collaborative experience, one all involved can feel part 
of, & thus good about the issue as a whole.
 That’s always been what The Cenacle has done. So when I say in this History that Cenacle 82’s 
poetry is “very strong,” it’s because it reflects this process of collaboration with the very talented poets 
The Cenacle seeks to publish again & again. It’s hard, but also very rewarding, work to get to “very 
strong.”
 There’s a fine poem of Ric Amante’s in this issue, called “Trajectory,” that I believe critically 
reflects his thinking about relationships:
 

Reading	old	letters	is	like	hitting	an	on-switch.
Sparks	fly	from	a	far,	fierce	distance,
fading	red	lines	chart	ecstasy,	sulfur,	bedrock.
And	you’re	upended	by	the	histories	of	new	beginnings,
undone	by	the	stars	and	hearts	in	the	margins.
.	.	.	.
but	how	spectral	this	self
how	potent	yet	unreal	the	shocks
that	informed	your	ways	then
strengthen	your	grasp	now
as	you	gather	these	past	lives
and	welcome	them	aboard,
run	together	now	as	one	good	ghost
through	a	curved	and	back-lit	country.	

I get this better now, Ric. Taken me a lot of years.
 Judih Weinstein Haggai’s haiku from Israel are always a pleasure to read amongst, & choose for 
publication. Among her best in Cenacle 82 are these three:
 
 neighbour	dog

flat	on	dry	grass
listens	for	flies

* * *

rain	passes
far	from	my	lemon	tree
dry	leaf	sigh

* * *

smells	of	ancient	seas
bits	of	conch	shell	in	the	sand
history	giggles

\
Jude is my long-time sister at a far distance. I treasure her & her work always.
 Another long-time poetry sister is Martina Newberry in southern California. Her two poems 
in this issue are love poems. “Nor Ought but Love” is a sweet one for her partner Brian:
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When	I	dream	of	love,	I	dream	of	you.	
I	rage	at	my	body,	
	this	body	you	honor	with	affection.		
I	rage	at	it	
	and	tear	at	my	fears	of	waking	from	the	dream	
	that	is	you	and	me.	

Her second one, “Blooms,” is for her father. Its final elegiac lines are breathtaking:

In	my	dreams,	my	father
glides	over	hot	rolled	blooms
and	billets.	His	shovel	makes
sparks	that	bounce	off	his	grin.

The alarm sounds and the door
goes	up	to	show	the	molten	river
red	as	blood	and	hot	enough
to	rival	hell.

My	father	guides	that	river
right	out	into	the	sky	where
the	stars	drink	of	it	
and	continue	to	shine.

 Then there is rascally Joe Coleman & his hilarious 
poem, “The Wrath of Dolores Toodle.” Written, at my 
request, as a sequel to his “Dolores Toodle Goes to Market,” 
published in Cenacle | 81 | June 2012. I think it’s, er, moral? 
sums it best: 

Aging	with	grace	is	a	load	of	twaddle.
Balderdash,	bollocks,	and	bunk	.	.	.
A	Golden	Ager	is	not	too	old	to	be	an	obnoxious	punk.

 Tom Sheehan is a well-published writer, The Cenacle 
being only one of his many literary outlets. That said, I had 
never asked him for fiction before this issue. His “Old Man 
with a Broken Walking Stick” is a stunner. Begins simply, as 
all good fables do:

It	was	where	the	Dark	Forest	runs	out	of	breath,	not	
far	from	Xi	Shuang	Ban	Na,	and	the	Lan	Cang	River,	
pretending	to	be	a	thief,	steals	much	of	daylight’s	silver.	
Here	one	morning,	an	elderly	man	with	a	broken	walking	stick	came	
out	of	the	forest	and	went	along	the	river	gathering	its	coin.	He	wore	
a	cap	for	the	weather	and	a	jacket	Time	had	touched	roughly.	And	he	limped.

 
Tells its transformative tale, & seems to come back to its own beginnings. Surreal, sweet.
 Surely matching Sheehan’s piece is our re-publication of Jorge Luis Borges’ “Circular Ruins,” 

Joe Coleman
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which we had first featured as a reprint in our 2005 Burning Man Books series. An unnamed man 
wants to “dream a man; he wanted to dream him in minute entirety and impose him on reality.” Like 
Sheehan’s piece, it comes to consume itself by the end. Both are absorbing, great fictions.
 Not far in spirit from these is Nathan D. Horowitz’s “Gateway Mexico.” The narrator, “N,” 
Nathan himself essentially, describes the appearance of an Aztec shaman at a seminar in N’s hometown. 
The shaman’s comments begin in part:

We’re	all	mixes	of	energies,	we’re	codes	of	energies	that	mix	together	inside	us;	and	in	this	manner	
the	 genetic	 code	 is	 formed.	That’s	 the	 force	 that	moves	 the	masculine	 and	 feminine	 elements.	 It	
combines	them	and	begins	to	organize,	much	like	a	computer.	The	energies	combine	and	begin	to	
form	programs,	and	a	new	being.	Each	one	of	us	is	a	unique	and	marvelous	creation.	No	two	of	
us	are	the	same.	Each	one	of	us	receives	a	distinct	destiny	code	that	we	receive	from	the	forces	of	the	
universe.	

Fascinated, inspired, N follows the shaman to Mexico for the Sun Dance ceremony he conducts. 
Horowitz recounts N’s adventures in searching—for love, & for a shaman teacher—with eloquent, 
loving, humorous detail.
 Cenacle 82 also features Dr. Timothy Leary’s “Concord Prison Psychedelic Experiment,” 
excerpted from his 1990 Flashbacks:	 An	 Autobiography. This was Dr. Leary’s amazingly brave & 
ambitious project, while he at Harvard University in the early 1960s, to discover if psychedelic psilocybin 
mushrooms sessions with a group of prisoners could lower their recidivism rate (then at seventy percent 
in Massachusetts) upon release. End result: “We had kept ninety percent of our convicts out of jail.”
 Dr. Leary walked the honest walk in believing that psychedelics could heal & change the 
world. He	eventually	went	to	prison	for	these	beliefs. Like Obama, his legacy is that of a good, brave hero.
 So now I come to my work for Cenacle 82. More than ever, I was pushing my various writing 
projects closer together.
 Still, Labyrinthine is the easiest because I was still publishing pages that were written back in 
late 2011, & early 2012. Which means writing this fixtion passed through the death of my dear friend 
Jim Burke III. In Lx, he’s always known affectionately as “Jim Reality.” Now I chose to keep him, in 
part, via fixtion:

Falls	back	suddenly	into	the	arms	of	a	big	gentle	figure	who	says	only:	“Easy.”	His	guitar	is
nearby	to	comfort,	instruct,	whatever	may.
“Thank	you	for	catching	me,”	she	says,	suddenly	girl	&	shy.
“My	pleasure,	miss.”
“I’m	Maya.”
The	musician	smiles.	“I	think	you’re	expected.	I	was,	too,	it	turns	out.”
“You	were?”
He	nods,	smiles,	twinkling	blues	eyes.	“Different	reasons,	of	course.”
.	.	.	.

“What’s	your	name?”
“Jim.	Jim	Reality.	I	died	not	long	ago	&	came	here.”
“Does	that	make	this	a	place	of	the	dead?”
“I	don’t	think	it	works	like	that.	I	don’t	think	I	ever	thought	that.	I	know	I’m	not	where	I	was,
&	this	isn’t	the	body	I	possessed.	This	isn’t	my	old	guitar.	But	here	I	am,	&	you	came.”

Jim’s larger-than-life spirit transitioned easy to fixtion. And, in poetry to come, he would become the 
“Traveling Troubadour.” 
 Like Fellman’s piece, my Notes	from	New	England addresses Occupy too. Here are my lines on 
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the movement a year after it began:

Maybe	its	purpose	was	to	turn	attention	to	the	economic	disaster	happening	in	this	country,	and	then	
dissipate.	I	don’t	know.	I	do	know	that	the	same	bastards	are	in	office	now	as	last	fall,	and	the	only	
chance	we	have	to	follow	through	on	the	Occupy	promise	is	to	swarm	the	election	with	new	voters,	
empowered	to	believe	that	they	can	make	a	change,	and	that	change	can	be	good	as	well	as	bad.

To be clear, I was still producing my Aggregated	Occupier for Occupy Boston Radio & SpiritPlants 
Radio. I just wasn’t seeing a long-term existence likely for Occupy. Too unwilling to evolve, collaborate 
. . . learn. Too sure of itself, it	broke. 
 Still, Obama did win re-election that November. I’d call that an Occupy legacy for sure.
 Then there are some poems & pictures related to the “Ansel Adams: At Water’s Edge” exhibition 
we’d seen recently at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Massachusetts. One of particular note:

“Fern	Spring,	Dusk,	Yosemite	Valley,	California”	(about	1965)

A	dream	within	the	Tangled	Gate,
where	patches	of	Dreamland	are,
like	ponds,	or	clearings,	a	One	Woods
image,	a	soft	frozen	springs,	plastic,
misty,	water	like	smoke	over	rocks
like	plastic,	a	cry	in	one	direction,
a	song	another.

Pushing works closer.
 Then a section called “Notes on the Tangled Gate.” Here is from its introduction:

Call	 it	 the	Tangled	Gate,	my	 coinage	 for	 the	 Labyrinth	 of	Greek	myth.	 Start	with	 the	Cretan	
myth—the	Minotaur,	half-man,	half	bull;	Ariadne,	the	Mistress	of	the	Labyrinth;	her	father,	King	
Minos;	Daedalus,	the	Labyrinth-builder;	his	son	Icarus;	&	Theseus,	the	Greek	hero	who	comes	to	the	
Island	of	Crete	to	slay	the	Beast	&	free	the	sacrifices	Athens	is	compelled	to	send	as	tributes	to	Minos	
&	the	Labyrinth’s	hungry	half-man,	half-beast	prisoner.

From	this	juicy	material	mix	in	Asclepios	&	the	Temple	of	Dreams;	Eleusis	&	its	annual	psychedelic	
ritual;	&	of	course	some	form	of	Orpheus	&	Eurydice.	My	work	on	this	these	past	months	ranged	
among	research	[Mazes and Labyrinths	(1922)	by	W.H.	Matthews],	notes,	&	some	initial	forays	
in	Bags End News,	Labyrinthine,	&	Many Musics.	What	comes	next	will	be	another	wave	of	
writing	 in	 these	 projects,	 beginning	with	 a	36-poem	 sequence	 in	Many Musics called Tangled 
Gate.	Further	issues	of	Bags End News.	Eventually	arrive	back	at	Labyrinthine,	which	has	been	
pursuing	these	kind	of	ideas	for	years	&	hundreds	of	pages.

And what follows are a series of poetry fragments; notes; passages from Labyrinthine more recent than 
what’s in the Lx section of the issue; &, most interestingly, an extensive passage from Bags	End	News 
#355-356, typed on manual typewriter, & scanned into the issue. 
 And the Notes	from	New	England	piece concludes:

November	is	for	the	Tangled Gate—I	need	to	look	up	my	old	Orpheus & Eurydice notebooks—I 
just	want	to	refresh	&	begin	anew	from	there—O&E	was	big	for	me	then—I’ve	done	bigger	since,	
but	it	remains	special	in	content	&	composition—
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	 I	don’t	have	anything	in	mind	for	how	it	begins—but	gathering	these	notes	has	helped—
I’ve	done	a	heap	of	research	&	writing	already—

What	is	its	drive?	When	Ariadne	returns?	What	causes	her	return?	Is	the	place	still	inhabited?	What	
of	the	Tangled	Gate	&	the	Beast?	She	finds	the	box	of	threads	in	Daedalus’s	abandoned	tower,	he	left	
it	hid	where	only	she	would	think	to	look—

How	old	is	she	when	she	returns?	Is	she	convinced	he	has	returned?	Had	he	ever	left?	What	of	her	
intervening	years?	It	starts	there,	her	return.	She’d	never	been	back	since	she	left	with	Theseus	&	he	
abandoned	her	on	that	island.	Why?	Had	she	been	told	Daedalus	was	dead	in	the	ocean	like	Icarus?

What	brings	her	back?	Dreams.	

The	story,	then,	returns	her	to	Crete,	to	enter	the	Tangled	Gate,	again.	To	find	him.	Is	it	many	years	
later?
	 What	does	she	find?	Within	the	Gate	she	loses	age.	Neither	old	nor	young	anymore.
An	untellable	sensation.

OK—soon	to	write	this—

 These notes comprised a kind of rehearsal following a long period of research. My Many	
Musics poems in the issue were leading, like the passages of Lx & Bags	End	News quoted, toward the 
aforementioned 36-poem sequence too, to be written in November & December.
 The most notable of the Many	Musics	poems included in this issue are VIII, #21-24, called 
collectively “The Tangled Gate Sketches, #1-4.” The first of these well-represents this quartet:

Remember	some	things.	This	is	the	lost	purpose
	or	forgotten,	obscured,	of	the	tangled	gate.
You	will	enter	as	a	group,	pretty	dancers
	offered	as	a	king’s	sacrifice,	but	I	know
what	you	will	find.	Each	of	you	will	arrive
	but	alone,	but	only	by	heeding	me	in	this.
Through	the	tangled	gate,	neither	left	nor	right,
	on	&	on	&	on,	now	into	the	great	mouth,
the	great	beastly	mouth.	On	in,	one	by	one,
	heed	me	in	this.	On	in.

 What I was driving toward now was a unified mythopoeia for all of my works. This meant 
developing a deep past, origins, & on toward a far future, if not an actual ending. There would be a 
shared geography among my works—timeline—characters.
 To be sure, I was already doing this, had been for years. But I’d been slow to expand my playing 
field in time & space. Reading the old Greek myths had again widened my Imaginal vistas.
 In June & July 1998, it had been the Orpheus & Eurydice myth. My Orpheus	&	Eurydice:	
Making	the	Lyre had come at a time when I was bored, lonely, tired, & uncertain in my life. I wrote 
them to create	meaning where I had none. Every weekday morning, on a crowded train into Boston, 
jammed among faces & bodies, I positioned my notebook close to my face & wrote a new poem in the 
sequence. Lingered that summer with suicidal thoughts. I eventually left those ideas behind, but that 
wild batch of poems stayed with me.
 In 2012 I was not suicidal, but I was grieving Jim’s untimely passing. And it occurs to me these 
years later I took the same kind of approach to these feelings; that is, I challenged myself to do work 
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more ambitious than I had yet tried. Transmute	grief	to	Art.
 Before those poems began, however, KD & I 
hosted the 10/27/2012 Jellicle Literary Guild meeting at our 
apartment in Arlington, Massachusetts. A year on from the 
disastrous 10/29/2011 meeting, KD & I were the only ones 
at both. Our in-person guest was poet Joe Coleman, who had 
first come to the 6/20/2012 meeting. Glad he had come again, 
bringing his affable spirit & fine poetry.
 KD & I make a point of dressing in Halloween spirit 
for the October JG meetings. I had on my Cowboy Captain 
Kirk costume, & KD wore a wild white wig. 
 The three of us covered a lot of ground that night. 
Much of what we read was from Cenacle 82. I read my Many	
Musics / Tangled	 Gate notes, Tom Sheehan’s “Old Man” 
fiction, & Ric Amante’s poetry. Joe read his poetry & some 
other pieces. KD read from several books she was into at the 
time, & in particular a charming poem called “Instructions” 
by Neil Gaiman. Here’s a taste from its opening lines:

Touch	the	wooden	gate	in	the	wall	you	never
saw	before.
Say	“please”	before	you	open	the	latch,
go	through,
walk	down	the	path.
A	red	metal	imp	hangs	from	the	green-painted
front	door,
as	a	knocker,
do	not	touch	it;	it	will	bite	your	fingers.
Walk	through	the	house.	Take	nothing.	Eat
nothing.
However,
if	any	creature	tells	you	that	it	hungers,
feed	it.
If	it	tells	you	that	it	is	dirty,
clean	it.
If	it	cries	to	you	that	it	hurts,
if	you	can,
ease	its	pain.	

 For long-distance participants, “Proxy Readings” as I call them, we were lucky enough to have 
videos from Judih Weinstein Haggai & Martina Newberry, reading their respective poems from Cenacle 
82. And, having decided it was going to be a permanent feature of the meetings going forward, the 
“Jellicle Guild Flashback” featured Jim Burke III at the 11/11/1995 meeting, somewhat drunkenly & 
merrily telling the story of a UFO encounter he had had many years before that. A year on from his 
sitting on our green couch, his voice at the Jellicle Guild remained.

* * * * * *
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Kenzie	Oliver

Dock Jumping
[Prose]

 Let me tell you about jumping off the main dock on a small island in Maine. I can imagine 
that it is only possible during the summer, but maybe that’s because I only visited during that time? 
 But, Dear Reader, if you could, imagine how the warm, worn wood would toast the soles of 
your feet as you watch me dither on where to jump. I wanted to be brave and jump off the top of the 
stairs, right next to the open side of the dock where the ferries or other large boats would be fastened. 
 Thinking back on it, I don’t think I ever saw that spot being used. Perhaps the craggy cliff 
side—topped with a grey old house with its forest green roof matching the towering pine—was too 
close for most captains?
 But no, as a child I was never brave enough. I preferred jumping off the stairs closer to the 
blue-black waters. Down where the algae, seaweed, sharp vicious barnacles, and the occasional sea star 
lived. Looking down from the high perch of the dockside at the cold and unforgiving water conjured up 
imaginings of broken glass, or the knife-like edges of surf-broken mussel shells, slicing up my delicate 
toes when I would obviously hit the harbor bottom. Or worse, the sea grass would reach out and 
ensnare my ankles, and I wouldn’t be able to make it to the surface. 
 I highly doubt either scenario would happen. But just to be safe better not tempt gravity. I will 
warn you, before trying, that the piercing cold of the North Atlantic is hard to describe. It’s colder than 
an ice bath. Every time you hit it, you lose your breath and, within seconds, you’re numb. Kicking back 
to the stairs is a challenge to say the least. Your legs will feel leaden, and I always came up huffing and 
blind. Since my glasses were safely waiting with my sun-warmed towel.
 While I’m debating which stair is safe from the aforementioned dangers lurking underwater, 
maybe you’d like to show off and try jumping from the roof of the covered part of the dock? With its 
little package storage room, a small wooden waiting room for the ferry, the community bulletin board 
and, naturally, a flagpole topped with an American flag. Or take a walk along the ropes, attached to the 
piers, which keep the floating jetties from drifting away. Since it is high tide, they’ll have enough slack 
for the water to get at your feet.
 Despite my warning, if you do decide to jump off the dock when it’s cold, no problem. There 
in the waiting room is a nice bench and a furnace. While you warm up and drip off it will start to 
smell like a sauna. It’s due to the heady combination of seawater mixed with all the Maine-grown pine 
benches and walls. 
 As an adult, I learned that small room is a lifesaver for parties with the restaurant staff after 
closing. Incredibly helpful when everyone goes skinny-dipping in the dead of night. But, unlike me, do 
try to bring a towel!

* * * * * *
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Jo Monea

Spirit Walk

there is a being that waits
for the fruit that is the universe to ripen
from which then they pluck it and bite it
and if it contains seeds
they must plant them 
and so the cycle continues

until the day of the last fruit
with no seed of potential
the sweetest fruit
a credential
bare as bones on the inside
a blinding white so crisp, it’s every color

we needn’t be alarmed
for we really can’t be harmed

there is not a laser that could scratch 
the very surface which we latch that is actual

eternity

* * * * * * 
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Algernon	Beagle

Bags End Book #20:
Go Into the Sea! 

Part 1
This story and more Bags End Books

can be found at: 
www.scriptorpress.com/bags-end.pdf

Hello Cenacle readers,

 Mah name is Algernon Beagle & I am the editor guy for Bags End News. 
Bags End News is a newspaper about mah homeland, a fantasyland called Bags 
End.
 From the outside, Bags End looks like 3 brown-colored laundry bags 
piled up on a little chair in the corner of our friend Miss Chris’s bedroom 
in Connecticut. And there is one newer Red Bag near them. Miss Chris is 5 
years old & has a toy tall boy brother named Ramie, who is 17.
 Inside, Bags End is sort of like an apartment building of levels but, 
cuz it is a fantasyland, nobody knows about its top or bottom. Most levels 
look like regular hallways, with doors to rooms & other places running up & 
down their lengths.
 Each level is connected to the one above & the one below by ramps that 
are good for folks with legs & others without. Strangely, the other end of 
each level ends in a sudden edge, so be warned, should you come to visit.
 The Cenacle editor guy, who is a cousin to my friend & Miss Chris’s 
brother Ramie, invited me to share some of the stories from mah newspaper, 
now & again. He also helped with the typing & some of the spellings, to make 
this book presentable here. I love English but I still don’t spell it too 
great.
 Anyway, I hope you enjoy these stories from Bags End, a place near & 
dear to mah heartbone.

* * * * * *
 

Those Dread Hic-Bumps!

 What to say, mah Dear & Loyal Readers? What to say?
 Your old pal Algernon is not one to take ill very often. 4or a while, I 
seemed to be prone to getting kind of caught deep down & sticky in Dreamland 
But it had been a long time since even Dreamland had caused me much trouble. 
 Maybe I let mah guard down. But who knows really?
 Let me try to start again & talk the words more in their right order. 
This is, after all, mah much loved by me, & maybe even some others, newspaper. 
Not just some wild-eyed tale of mah woes.
 You may recall from mah Bags End Book #19: Anniversary of Bags End 
News! that I had agreed to take a Bump lesson from mah crazed brother called 
Alexander Puppy, & that real & fake language knowing green-eyed guy called 
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Allie Leopard.
 I thinked it would be a simple thing to do. Grit mah grinders, say the 
dread “B” word a few times, make Alex happy, & slink away with mah pride 
dragging behind mah tailbone. Easy peasy.
 So I was in mah bedroom that me & Alex share in the Bunny Family’s 
apartment. Also, the window lets out to mah beloved Milne’s Porch. But I was 
about a bajillion miles from that beloved place right now.
 Alex & Allie were waiting 4or me on Alex’s bed, in his half of our room. 
I always make sure he understands that his Bump madnesses stay on his side. 
And I have to admit that he is usually agreeable in his tall yellow silly-
faced Puppy way.
 But here I was, crossing into his territory, mah beloved native English 
only a distant dream, like mah Porch.
 “OK OK OK ya crazed brother! Here I am 4or mah lesson. Give it to me 
quick so I can get back to mah own familiar reality!”
 Then I noticed that Alex had on these funny little glasses on his silly 
face. And he was wearing a sort of gown, & also a funny square hat on his 
head too. Like a professor?
 “Bump!” he said all friendly. I just had to squirm.
 “Alex says, ‘Welcome to class, student!’ He is very glad you have decided 
to come to learn the ancient & delightful language of Bump,” Allie said. I 
could tell he wasn’t laughing because of mah tortures.
 “Listen, brother! Let’s get on with this,” I grouched.
 “Bump!” said Alex in what I could have sweared was a scolding voice.
 “Alex says, ‘Student, have patience in learning. We will go slow to make 
sure you understand everything,’” Allie fake translated.
 Now I will admit, Dear Readers, I could have helded out in grumpiness 
4or a lot longer than I did.
 But I had made a promise to Alex that had eventually helped me to find 
the missing keys on mah newspaper’s rite-typer. I did what I had to do, & it 
had worked out good.
 So I summoned mah inner Princess Crissy kind of curiosity, not mah 
inner Sheila Bunny grumpiness from being disturbed during nap & jazz.
 “OK, Alex,” I finally said, “And Allie too. I won’t fight the madness. 
You give me a good lesson, & I’ll try as hard as in Mister Owl’s classroom.”
 And I tried, Dear Readers. I will say it honest & true that I tried.
 “But it’s only 1 word!” I cried in mah despairs, as Alex explained again 
how many words are 1, & the 1 best word 4or them all is Bump.
 Alex would get right close to mah nozebone & look closely at me 4or a 
long time, then cry out, “Bump!” or say “Bump” softly, or “Bump-Bump-Bump” 
in his usual regular silly voice. 
 And Allie would always make sure to tell me what Alex said every time.
 Finally, I raised mah paw to it all. “Fake translate me no more, Allie. 
I just don’t believe in mah bones that all words can be rolled into 1 like pie 
dough.” Pause. O yah. “O! Pie! Yuk!”
 I looked straight up at Alex’s silly face & said, “I’m sorry, brother. 
But you’re wrong.”
 I figgered mah promise of a lesson was kept anyway by this point. I 
heard Alex sigh a somewhat sad Bump sigh as I climbed through the window 
onto mah safe & English-friendly Milne’s Porch.
 Ahh. I got into mah comfy armchair to gain back mah calm & certainty 
about things.
 But I kept thinking about stuff Alex tolded me, or at least that Allie 
told me he had said.
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 Alex said that languages started with singing. I could see that. Mah 
friends in the Creature Common were big fans of the Hmmm, which is a sort 
of singing wordless but a bit extra. 
 And Princess Crissy & her brother Iggy the Inspector & their kinfolks 
Emandians hmmm’d that time during the Season of Lights too. Like a reunion 
with the old strange songs & everything.
  I really didn’t understand the Hmmm very fully, but it didn’t bother 
me like Bump somehow. And, unlike Alex, Crissy & the Creatures don’t hassle 
mah English-loving ways.
 Alex also said the singing turned into words to tell about dangers. 
And to name things & people-folks. And to remember things. I was agreeable 
to all this more or less. Just kept wondering when the pitch 4or Bump would 
come.
 It came. Alex said that many languages filled the world, & turned 
people-folks into kind of teams against each other. Made them feel they were 
different than each other because their languages were different. This hurt 
them down deep, & they hurt the world too.
 So Bump was a way to peace again. And it was as much the touch of 
Bumping as the word.
 But, see, he couldn’t get me to understand what he said.
 No matter how many or how few Bumps he talked, I only heard . . . Bump.
 I looked at Allie & said, “How do you get it, Allie? What do you hear 
that I don’t?”
 Allie shooked his head & smiled at me. “To me, Algernon, languages are 
1, none, many. Everything sings. Everything hmmms.”
 Yes. I kinda sorta understood. Except the Bump part.
 So, anyway, I left, as I said be4ore, & came to where I usually find mah 
peace.
 But I didn’t. It’s like there was more to this than English or Bump.
 That’s when mah kind of frustration over what I didn’t understand 
suddenly erupted from mah mouth. 
 “Hic-Bump! Hic-Bump!”
 I clamped mah mouth. But they were still in there, just muffled.
 Opened mouth. “Hic-Bump! Hic-Bump!”
 O, Dear Readers! What to do now?

* * * * * *
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To Doctor Greenface, 
with Mah Questions, & Hic-Bumps!

 I should have figgered that volunteering to mix up with mah crazed 
Bumping brother Alex’s fake language was gonna lead me to troubles known & 
unguessed!
 Known is that I have never believed Bump was anything but his crazed 
trick to drive me crazy. Why? I don’t pretend to understand the ways of any 
of mah crazed relatives, & that includes Alice, Doctor Horatio Algernon, or 
any others who might lurk in their unrevealed strangenesses out there.
 Unguessed is that I suddenly found mahself back in mah Milne’s Porch 
comfy armchair, but with a dread case of the Hic-Bumps!
 After the first bajillion or so, they slowed down some. They didn’t 
hurt or nothing at least. Just annoying, really. Like that lesson with Alex 
had leaked into mah mind, & was stuck there. I know that makes no sense, but 
still.
 So what to do now? I wondered.
 I guessed I had to go see one of the doctors in Bags End 4or help. But 
I was no way gonna go back into mah bedroom with that crazed brother still 
in full force with his nutty lecturing ways.
 So I did what I do when I need help & transportation quick.
 “Blondys!” I yelled into the big skies be4ore me. “O! Help! Blondys!” I 
cried with mah hopes & fears nudging 4or mah heartbone’s preference.
 But they came of course. They always do. Tammy the oldest Blondy girl, 
Sammy the middle one, & Simmi the littlest Blondy & cheerleader. Coming how 
they come. Floating, because they do not know the Law of Grabitee.
 Now Blondys float, & beagles do not, but I guess their magick girl ways 
trump mah natural sinking ways, because when I climbed up on the railing of 
Milne’s Porch, & leaped like a Luna off, they caught me easy & we all floated 
together. I guess I would not be around to tell this if the other way.
 “Please take me to Doctor Greenface, Blondys! Hic-Bump! Hic-Bump! And 
hic-hurry!” I cried & begged.
 So off we floated, via the strange pathways only Blondys know. But 
they work, let me tell you, Dear Readers. They get you there, & get you there 
fast!
 Doctor Greenface is a small green furry fellow, like hardly the size 
of mah paw, not much more. He lives on a certain level of Bags End, behind 
a round green door much smaller then the usual sized ones here. But it fits 
him well.
 The Blondys set me down gentle, & all 3 snitched a small kiss on mah 
furry cheekbone.
 “Thanks, hic-Blondys!” I said, smiling feebly.
 “Yayy! Hic-Beagle!” cheered Simmi as they floated away. I tried to 
chuckle at her joke but it came out bad of course.
 I leaned down low & knocked—-“Hic-Bump!”—-knocked at Doctor Greenface’s 
small door.
 His door opened & there he was, a nice smile on his face as he saw me.
 “Hello, little beagle! Hello!” he said. Funny, he calls me that, given 
our sizes. But it’s true somehow too.
 “Doctor Hic-Bump! O! Fooey!” I said sadly.
 “Well, you’re close but I get it,” he said with good humor. “Come in! Come 
in!”
 I had never been invited into his little home, & didn’t think how I 
could. But Doctor Greenface saw mah dilemma & laughed. 
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 “Wait!” he said, & shuffled back into his home 4or a long minute.
 Then he came back to his door with a tiny little pill in his pretty 
tiny too paw. “Take this, little beagle.”
 “O! Hic-Yuk!” I cried, backing away.
 “No yuks! Or hic-yuks!” he looked at me & said so plainly, I reconsidered.
 “I guess medicine is not hic!-food,” I said. I nodded at Doctor Greenface, 
& reached down & took the tiny little pill in my paw, & swallowed it.
 Suddenly, I was looking at Doctor Greenface face to face! Small as him!
 “Hic!-Wow,” I said softly.
 “Come in, little beagle,” he said with the voice of a regular-not-tiny-
sized guy.
 I figgered out how a little round furry guy like him moves. He has his 
feet deep under his green fur. They move really fast & quiet.
 So here was Doctor Greenface’s home. It was round like a big circle 
of a room, like his door was. His round bed was toward the back. His round 
desk & round bookcase were to the left. On the little round table next to his 
armchair was the most recent issue of mah very own newspaper, Bags End News!
 Doctor Greenface smiled at me & said, “Of course I am a fan. I like to 
keep up with the news.”
 I felt very complimented, but tried to keep to mah crisis.
 Easy peasy. “Hic-Bump! Hic-Bump!”
 “Calm down! Calm down, little beagle! Here, sit in my chair, & tell me 
why you think you have this malady.”
 So I sat in his armchair, almost as comfy as mah own on Milne’s Porch.
 “Why? Hic!-Why? You read mah hic!-story. I got these taking that stupid 
hic-Bump lesson! Dum hic-brother!”
 Doctor Greenface raised a paw I had not seen so good from mah former 
larger size.
 “Bump is a language. It’s not like a cold you can catch.”
 I sat back in the armchair, & sighed. Thinked about his question 
slower. He waited patiently 4or mah thoughts to become words.
 “Well, I hic!-promised to take the hic!-Bump lesson & then, when he 
gived it to me, it was too hic-crazy!”
 “Why?”
 “I don’t know, hic-Doctor. He says hic!-Bump is like all these hic!-
languages gathered up hic!-together, & better 4or the hic!-world!”
 “But?”
 “When I hear it, I just hear one hic!-word,” I finished, feeling lame.
 “But?”
 I thinked. “I was sort of thinking about the Hmmm, that the Creatures, 
um, do. And Crissy did that time with Iggy the Inspector, & their Emandian 
kin-folks.”
 I thinked harder. Pushing & pushing. Nearly pushing mah thoughts out 
mah eyes!
 “Bump sorta sounds like the Hmmm, except, I don’t know, it doesn’t drive 
me crazy. Or give me hic-Bumps! Hic-Bumps! Hic-Bumps!”
 Doctor Greenface nodded & smiled his furry smile at me.
 “I think you need to go to the Creature Common & learn more about the 
Hmmm. And, if you need more help, talk to Princess Crissy & even Iggy.
 “Will that hic!-cure me?” I asked hopefully.
 “I think it might help,” he smiled at me.
 Then he handed me a pill much bigger then the first, & raised a furry 
paw when I nearly cried out in protest.
 I remembered, nodded, took mah pill once I was outside his door. Back 
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to beagle size again.
 “I am sure you will find many good answers when you go to the Creature 
Common, little beagle. Make sure to see the Tenders & my good friend Doris!” 
he smiled up at me.
 “Thank hic!-you!” I said down to him below. He nodded, & closed his door.

* * * * * *
 

Learning More About the Hmmm!

 Your old pal & beagleboy journalist reporter Algernon has tumbled, 
stumbled, & tricked his way in & out of many stories over the turns of the 
calendar. Often dragged in, but usually survive mah way through by the 
shards of mah wits & wiles. 
 This all said because this time I think I brung the story down on 
mahself. Taking a Bump lesson from mah crazed brother Alex 4or a promise I 
made led me down the dark path called Hic-Bump.
 So now it was time to take Doctor Greenface’s good advice & go to the 
Creature Common with both my struggles with Hic-Bumps, & mah wonderings 
about the Hmmm.
 It used to be harder to get to that Creature Common than it is now. 
I know that sounds weird, but I think those guys like me & other Bags End 
guys visiting, & so they figgered a way to make it easier. They’re all sort of 
magickal anyway, like Princess Crissy & the Blondys, so it probably wasn’t 
too hard to do.
 Anyway, the way I go there now is to find the level of Bags End 
where there is this pretty picture of a redheaded girl named Marie, who is 
barefooted in a long dress, & is standing in a sort of magickal woodsy place 
among her Faerie friends. Maybe even a Faerie herself too.
 The easy part is finding the picture. The harder part 4or me is 
standing in front of the picture, closing mah eyes, 4orgetting it’s a picture, 
& remembering it’s a door to the Creature Common, & then walking on through.
 Mah brainbone don’t work like that usually but, with practice, & a 
dislike of crashing mah poor nozebone, I have gotten better.
 And so it was that I arrived OK this time into the Common, which is 
in a sort of big house building, like where Miss Chris & Ramie the Toy Tall 
Boy live in Connecticut. I usually arrive on this landing area with stairs 
nearby, & a few doors too.
 All around me on the walls were the 4 pictures, including that Marie 
one, that that tall Ramie cousin CC will use to tell his stories to an armful 
of Creatures, & many others listening. He’s inspired by another cousin who is 
the Author guy who lives in the pictures, & itches him to tell good stories. 
I tolded all about this in mah Bags End Book #17: The Myth of the 4 Famous 
Travelers! But I still don’t know if all of this is some kind of smart guy 
science, or crazy magick, or something else. It seems to work OK 4or all 
though.
 One of the rooms has a bed in it, & all the Creatures I know live in 
that room. I looked in it, & there was CC sitting on the bed, surrounded by 
all those colorful little Secrets Books I had seen with Crissy in Imagianna. 
Then I remembered that CC has a set of them too. “1, none, many,” as they say.
 CC saw me & smiled. “Hello, Algernon!”
 “Hic-Bump! Hic-Bump! O fooey!” I greeted & cried out both.
 CC stood up all tall & come over to me. He lifted me up gently, & brung 
me to a space next to him on the bed.
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 “O dear,” he said, not understanding my dilemma right away. 
 I nodded & kept mah mouth clamped but good.
 Then, to distract mahself from mah woes, I said, “What are you doing 
with all those Secret hic!-Books?”
 CC smiled. “Well, Algernon, I’ve had this idea about how to figger out 
the early pages of these Books where it’s harder to understand the Creatures 
Tale.” I think this tale is sometimes also called the Travelers Tale, from 
what I can recall. It’s usually about both Travelers & Creatures, so I guess 
either one fits good.
 I nodded. “The Author guy tolded me all about that dilemma.”
 O. Wait. “Do you know about him?” I asked, surprised. “And the itch to 
make you tell good stories?”
 CC laughed. “I read your great newspaper too! So of course I know.”
 “O! Hic-Bump! I mean, shucks!” Wow! I really can’t even take a compliment 
in mah usual humble way.
 CC holded me nicely in his lap & scritched mah head pretty good.
 “My idea is to go back to Dreamland where you & Princess Crissy & Lori 
went.” I tolded about that in Bags End Book #17: The Myth of the 4 Famous 
Travelers! too.
 Lips clenched, I nodded. Despite mah dilemna, mah nozebone 4or news 
sniffed a good story.
 “Would you like to come along?” CC asked me. “Sure would make a good 
story 4or your newspaper!” he smiled nicely.
 Well, I wanted to say, “Yes!” & “Sure thing!” but I did not want more 
Hic-Bumps. So I looked at him with sad beagle eyes, & whimpered.
 CC thinked, got it, nodded. “First, we get you some help with your dread 
case.”
 I tried to look mah happy look at him. Sad beagle eyes is easier.
 CC turned to the pretty lady I noticed was under blankets on the bed, 
smiling at me. I remembered her from another visit here.
 “What do you think?” CC asked her.
 “MeZmer,” she said, after putting her finger on her chin to think 4or 
a moment.
 So CC had me sit on the bed & wait with the pretty lady while he walked 
over to where the many Creatures were sitting. She reached over & skitched 
mah head too. Except 4or the Hic-Bumps horror, I was doing pretty well.
 CC sat down again, & then he picked me up & put me on one of his knees. 
And MeZmer the White Bunny & Sheila’s friend was now on his other knee! 
MeZmer is a Tender, like Doctor Greenface told me to come here to see. Tenders 
calm upset guys’ heartbones. I hoped she could help me.
 She looked at me smart but kindly. I decided to trust her, of course, & 
opened up mah mouth. Out they came!
 “Hic-Bump! Hic-Bump! O fooey! Hic-Bump!”
 MeZmer watched me closely, & then leaned 4orward to me. I watched her 
pretty eyes, not magickal purple, like Sheila’s, but some other kind of magick 
4or sure.
 “Hic-Bump!” she said.
 “Hic-Bump!” I agreed.
 “Hic-Bump,” she said quieter.
 “Hic-Bump,” I was quieter too.
 “Hic-Bump,” she said, almost silent.
 “Hic-Bump,” I agreed, so quiet.
 She calmed mah heartbone, Dear Readers, but she also calmed mah 
brainbone. Then I noticed we were now both hmmming together, & CC & the lady 
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were too, & I guess really all of the Creatures too. I was glad I had come 
here right away like Doctor Greenface said to.
 I got the feeling I was OK 4or now, but maybe not totally problem 
solved yet.
 But I was very grateful, & thanked her. She nodded, sniffed, smiled a 
little, & hopped herself back to the other Creatures.
 Now CC was smiling at me again. “Ready to come with me to Dreamland?”
 I opened & closed mah mouth, twice to make sure, & said, “Yes, CC, let’s 
go!”
 CC nodded & smiled & said, “Well, let’s go see Doris, & your friend 
Betsy, & the other Dream Pillows.”
 What? Betsy? What?

* * * * * *
 

To the Dream Pillow Farm!

 I often say it’s the best strategy to never lose track of the big guys 
around. I try to do this in mah stories since, if I don’t, they can get real 
grumpy & decide only mah end will satisfy their wraths.
 But I feel I am closer to mah beginning than end, & want to keep it 
that way.
 Anyway, mah endless talk here is to explain that I did not expect to 
find Betsy Bunny Pillow in the middle of mah current story. And she is most 
surely a big guy not to lose track of.
 But now we were going to see her. Me & that nice CC of Creature Common 
that is.
 Since MeZmer had helped me with mah dread case of Hic-Bumps, I was 
able to help CC with his Secret Books project but, still, this involved going 
to see Betsy?
 “Listen, pal, I have steered clear of that nutty Pillow 4or awhile now. 
How can she help us out?”
 CC nodded, understanding mah protests. He reads mah newspaper, like he 
had said be4ore, & knows there have been many stories of Betsy & her wild, 
dangerous kinds of trouble.
 “I think she can help us, Algernon. She has changed in recent times.”
 I pointed over to that nice yellow Doris, who is a Dream Pillow, & 
about 3 bajillion times nicer than Betsy.
 “Won’t Doris help us?”
 Herself talked. “I will be glad to, little beagle. But I think CC wants 
you to see the Dream Pillow Farm 4or yourself, & your newspaper readers.”
 CC nodded. “Aren’t you even a little curious what has happened to 
Betsy?”
 Hm. Then a weird idear came to me. “Does any of this have to do with 
the Hmmm you Creature Common guys like to sing so much?”
 CC smiled. “Boy, Doris, he sure is a good journalist!” She laughed her 
nice laugh in reply.
 Then he stood up & said, “Well, it’s time 4or tonight’s Creatures Tale. 
Would you like to be our guest?”
 Wow, this sounded like a really nice idear! “Sure!” I said, with all mah 
friendliness out front to see.
 So CC got ready to tell the Creatures Tale. He gathered up me & MeZmer 
the White Bunny, & Holly the Hedgedyhog, & Buddy, who is a kind of little 
flowery Bear Creature, & Cuke, who is a green spiny little fellow.
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 He brung us all out in his arms to the landing with the 4 pictures, 
& then he turned on this little tape recorder on a small table. He said the 
calendar date, & the time, & a bunch of other numbers. 
 Then he smiled at us in arm & said, “What’s most important is that it 
begins a-gayn with the fah-milyar question. Are you ready?”
 We nodded.
 “Are you ready?”
 We nodded some more.
 “Are you ready??” he asked again 4or some reason. Maybe the drama of 
it all.
 So we just nodded again, & then he swept his hand, of his arm not 
holding all of us, to the Marie picture & cried, “Marie!” And then he pointed 
to the picture with the trees & guy on a bicycle & said, “Joe!” His hand then 
swept by the picture of a mountain in water, & stopped at the strange picture 
of the giant picture, & cried “Daniel!” And then he sort of swept his hand 
back & cried out, “Et!” & pointed to the pretty lady listening in bed, & she 
cried back, “Cetera!”
 Pretty good way to start a story-telling. CC seems like an old pro. And 
then he explained me the story up to the present. 
 “Seems Marie & her brother Joe are traveling in the Kittees Boat-
Wagon, in the White Woods, with MeZmer, Holly, Freckle the little yellow Lion, 
& Ricochet the Lemur, to find a Mysterious Horn that can help them put all 
the different Islands back together,” he said.
 “Why is the Horn so mysterious & important?” I asked, hoping I didn’t 
sound too dum 4or hearing stories.
 But CC thinked a good moment. “I am not sure, but I think it has 
something to do with the Hmmm.” 
 I got excited. “CC guy, I need to learn more about the Hmmm. I mean, it 
helped to calm mah Hic-Bumps 4or now, & maybe it can help me to understand 
about not-English tongues like Bump.”
 CC nodded. “OK, Algernon. Maybe we will find some things out while we 
are in Dreamland later.”
 Then he looked at the Marie picture, & got down to the business of 
story-telling.
 CC tolded how Marie & Joe & their Creature friends were getting 
nearer to the Horn, & the Hmmm around them was getting louder & louder.
 But then the Hmmm got bent & they couldn’t move 4orward, even after 
they all got out of the Boat-Wagon to walk along. Stuck. A bent Hmmm? Wow.
 But then Marie had a bright idear. She said they should sit down on 
the ground, hold hands & paws, & hmmm together, & see what happened.
 Then he tolded the other story of Daniel’s dearest friend, the 
Tumbleweed, deep in a desert, talking to a kind of flat-ish Elefink Creature 
on a wall. Hm.
 She had a message to help about the Island crisis, but he did not know 
the English to read it. So he tucked her among his branches, & rolled their 
way back to Daniel. Wow too. CC must have had quite the itch going, to tell 
these stories.
 Then he told us that was all 4or the night, & brung us in the Creature 
Common room. He tucked all the other guys from his grasp under a nice 
blanket.
 Me he brung to his bed with the pretty lady already there, & tucked 
me in with Doris & her Partners. All very friendly to me.
 “See you in Dreamland, Algernon!” he said, smiling.
 Lights out, & nothing but soft Doris holding me quietly.
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 Then she started to sing deep inside mah earbones, like only 4or me. 
She was, um, hmmming to me. Very nice, & I enjoyed it so much, but I wondered 
if it would keep me awake. . .
 “Algernon Beagle!” said a long unheard whispering voice that was not 
Doris hmmming to me.
 I opened mah eyes that I did not remember closing, & there be4ore me 
was that crazed individual, Betsy Bunny Pillow!
 “It is so nice to see you, Algernon!” she said so friendly I wanted to 
run away from mah own dream!
 

* * * * * *
 

What Betsy Bunny Pillow is Like Now

 The important thing I know about being a beagleboy journalist is that 
it’s important to keep up with how things change, & how they don’t, & how 
sometimes you can’t say quite either way.
 I have to say all this to help explain about what Betsy Bunny Pillow 
is like now. She is the same, but not. It’s like a puzzle to tell.
 Me & CC were here in Dreamland, & Betsy had just greeted me, & I had 
mah eyes’ sea legs enough to see it was indeed her, I think. Wasn’t sure where 
we were yet otherwise.
 “Why are you glowing like that, Betsy?” I asked, trying to hold mah 
ground with her, but still spooked by all of this.
 She laughed her whispery laugh. More spookage in mah mind. “We get 
that way when we work hard helping people-folks.”
 “Helping them what? You aren’t the helping kind, Betsy,” I said, getting 
even more spooked, not less.
 But Betsy didn’t get all mad & resist, or probably not resist at all, 
smothering me. “I’m different, Algernon. Just give me a chance.”
 I looked at CC next to me, & he nodded & smiled. I knowed he was on mah 
side, so hm. Then I noticed Doris was behind me, & that was good too. She was 
glowing too, but more yellow to Betsy’s bloo dress bloo.
 “Can we start at the beginning 4or mah brainbone’s sake?” I asked them 
all as nicely as I could.
 Everyone laughed, including the weird new friendly Betsy. I could 
now see much more clearly that we were at the edge of Farmer Jones’ Dream 
Pillow Farm. We walked together through the Pillow fields to Farmer Jones’ 
Farmhouse.
 It was other kinds of times when I was last in this Farmhouse. Also it 
wasn’t Dreamland most of those other times.
 We didn’t go into one of Jones’ familiar rooms from the past times but 
instead we went into this strange round room that sort of reminded me of 
Doctor Greenface’s little round home in Bags End. This room had the same kind 
of glow that Betsy had, which made no sense to me.
 We sat on some soft cushions, since there weren’t no other furniture. 
CC had brung Doris along by carrying, & they were on either side of me.
 Betsy was facing us, & Farmer Jones was too. He looked kinder by face 
than I had ever seen him be4ore. Spooky. 
 I just waited. Finally, Betsy talked. Whispered, of course.
 “I didn’t like any of this when I first met Doris. I was looking 4or 
the trick in it.”
 I nodded. This made sense.
 “But Doris convinced me that we Dream Pillows do our work with people-
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folks in dreams.”
 “How did she convince you?” I asked. Less spooked now, strangely.
 “She sent me into the field to work.”
 “What field? Like the ones where your other Pillows grow?”
 “No, Algernon. I went out where people-folks go.”
 This was shocking. “Like Connecticut?”
 “To a hotel. CC got me into one of the rooms & I was sleeped with by an 
old man who was sad.”
 “Sad?”
 “He felt lost in his life, & that nobody could understand his sadness.”
 “So what did you do?”
 “I did what Doris told me to. When he was falling into his dreams, I 
hmmm’d.”
 Wait. What? “You hmmm’d? Why?”
 “It changed his dreams, Algernon. It made them nicer, & less scary & 
sad.”
 “Then what?”
 “He had a friend when he was young, who died like people-folks do 
sometimes.”
 “O.”
 “He had always been sad about it. So I showed up in his dream as her.”
 “Really?”
 “I knew she had shown up be4ore but it’s like he was too sad to talk to 
her. So I made it possible. He talked to me, & told me how much he liked me, & 
how sad he was that I was gone.”
 “What did you say?”
 “I said I wasn’t really gone because he had good memories of me, if he 
could think of them. And I told him he could talk to me in dreams now too.”
 “How? Would you keep going back to see him?”
 “No. I just left an iterate of me as her in his part of Dreamland.”
 “Iterate?”
 CC pats mah nozebone nicely & said, “1, none, many, Algernon.”
 O. I nodded. 
 “He was happier when he woke up. I had helped him some, & now he 
wanted to do more. And he could see his friend any time he really needed to.”
 “Did he know it was you when he woked up?” I asked. 
 Betsy laughed nicely. “No, Algernon. I looked just like the other 
Pillows in his bed. I could see that he was smiling though, & he was even 
hmmming the same as I had hmmm’d to him in his dream.”
 “Then what?” I asked.
 CC talked more. “I came & got her, & brung her back to the Bunny Pillow 
Farm.”
 “Um. Wait. It’s not the Dream Pillow Farm?”
 “There’s 2,” Betsy said. “The Dream Pillow Farm is in Dreamland. The 
Bunny Pillow Farm is 4or waking.” 
 “Why?”
 Betsy was weirdly quiet 4or a long time. “That’s how it works.”
 Well, I would have asked more again but CC suddenly said, “We have come 
to ask you about the Hmmm. Algernon wants to learn more about it.”
 Betsy looked at Jones, who nodded & said, “I’ll try to help. Let’s go to 
my office to talk.”

* * * * * *
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The Hmmm That Braids Things Together

  Sometimes, Dear Readers, things are opposite to how they usually are. 
4or example, usually your old pal & beagleboy journlist friend Algernon will 
tell you one strange story or another in his beloved newspaper.
 This time around, though, it has more & more seemed the story is trying 
to tell me something. I don’t think I was listening too good at first, but I 
am trying better now.
 If this story hadn’t begun right promptly with mah silly Bumping 
brother Alexander Puppy & his made-up tongue, I might have stood half a 
chance.
 But, see, that’s where I went wrong, & mah ears, though floppy & big 
enough, were not open to listening.
 Keeping mah promise, but only kinda-sorta, to take a Bump lesson from 
Alex had caused me to catch a dread case of the Hic-Bumps. Then, as I have 
tolded here, my path veered from flight with the Blondys, to my visit with 
Doctor Greenface, to his hustling me to the Creature Common 4or a visit with 
CC & MeZmer, & her good Tendings. A nice treat of hearing the Creatures Tale 
tolded live led to the dubious travel in Dreamland to see Betsy Bunny Pillow 
& Farmer Jones, both spookily friendlier to all than usual. 
 You see, Dear Readers, I think I am keeping an open mind about who is 
who, & what is what, but this story’s been telling me that I am not doing so 
good. Here’s a long list of mah mis-steps:

1. I thought Bump was useless & annoying, & had nothing to do with 
good real languages like English, & even strange ones like the 
Hmmm.

2. I thought Alex made me catch mah dread case with his dum lesson.
3. I thought Betsy Bunny Pillow was a big scary guy who never cared 

to help anyone but herself.
4. I never thinked Farmer Jones would know useful things to tell.

There’s probably more but those are the big ones. I started making this list 
in mah mind after CC & I talked to Jones in his office. Which is now to tell.
 I think I had seen this office be4ore, though it looked different 
this time. There was a window on one side, with its thick red curtain pulled 
back to let in the sun. Or the Dreamland sun, I guess. There was still a big 
bookcase against the far wall, & a fireplace on the wall opposite the window. 
But there were also now all sorts of green plants on tables & stools & in the 
window. I liked it.
 CC helped me onto the couch facing Farmer Jones in his armchair.
 He looked at us 4or a long minute. Then smiled & said, “OK, tell me your 
stories so I can help.”
 I looked at CC & nodded, & he tolded mah story & his too, to make sure 
it all got said.
 Farmer Jones listened closely. His kinder face looked less old than the 
mean one he used to wear. 
 CC finished up.
 Farmer Jones nodded. “Let’s talk about the Secret Books first. Do you 
think you’ll have problems reading them on that hill?”
 CC thinked a moment. “No. The words are there to be read, but it’s like 
there’s a sort of fog in the way.”
 “And Doris can’t help you? She’s a Tender & a Dream Pillow both.”
 CC was thinking even harder now, like he came here with not even the 
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question in his mind dressed up in words.
 “I keep thinking it has to do with Betsy & Bags End. And this Farm.”
 Jones now looked perplexed & something else too. “You mean how we do 
our work with the Hmmm?”
 CC nodded. “And Algernon is here to learn about the Hmmm, so maybe 
this is all connected somehow.”
 Jones sat back in his chair some, dug around & found his pipe to smoke. 
I remembered that from another time too. He lighted it, & the smoke was 
strange but nicer this time. He offered to CC, who shooked his head smiling. 
He remembered that other time, & didn’t offer to me.
 Puffed, puffed, then looked at me again. I wasn’t too worried.
 “Do you think the Hmmm is like English?”
 Now I thinked. “Well, it’s not a lot of words like English, but it does 
seem to work pretty well.”
 “How?”
 Hmm. “Sometimes it com4orts & calms, like medicine. Sometimes it helps 
guys feel closer to each other. Or find them their way through those strange 
White Woods & other places where maps don’t help so much. I guess it’s good 
other ways too.” My answer felt pretty lame to me.
 But Jones listened to me closely, puffed, nodded, smiled.
 “But you don’t think Bump is like the Hmmm or English?”
 I gritted mah teeth to clamp up mah grumpyness a moment. Then I said, 
“Alex says it’s old & good & real & all, but I don’t get it. All I got from it 
was a dread case of the Hic-Bumps.”
 Jones nodded nicely like he still understood. Then he said, “Well, the 
Hmmm is the oldest of them. I’ve been trying to learn about it 4or a long 
time.”
 “Why?” I asked suddenly, be4ore I could stop mahself. 
 Jones didn’t answer right away, almost like he was deciding how. “It 
connects things, & heals them too, like you said. It’s like something we all 
share, if we could figger it out better. We could do much more with it. We 
could touch others on other worlds. Braid them all together somehow.”
 Well, this was surprising, & me & CC were both shocked by it.
 But Jones looked strange now. Like talking about this both interested 
& annoyed him somehow. How was that possible?
 “I think Betsy & Doris can help you out. We can try some Double 
Dreaming.”
 Hmm. “What’s that?” I asked. I guess complex tricksy dreaming will 
always get me a little spooked too.
 Jones seemed to think through his answer slowly, but it was OK this 
time. Just to find the right English needed.
 “We’ll go to that hill in Imagianna, & then Cluster-Dream with both 
Doris & Betsy. They will braid their Hmmm together, & we’ll see what we find 
out.”
 CC liked this idear anyway, but I guess he’s never been stucked in 
Dreamland so long as me. I don’t think so anyway.
 “Should we meet at the Bunny Pillow Farm, or just in Imagianna on 
that hill?” I asked, thinking it was a easy question.
 But Jones sort of jerked & shooked his head no-no-no. “We’ll let Doris 
know when we’re ready, & she can bring you.”
 CC & me looked at each other, but didn’t say nothing. And Doris appeared 
in the doorway just then, her fine funny self as always. So it was time to 
go.
 Which simply meant to wake up. I found mahself in CC’s grasp, with soft 
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Doris nearby, in the dark of the Creature Common bedroom. 
 CC put his finger to his lips to keep me hushed, & he pointed to the 
sleeping lady next to him.
 “Sleeps light as a feather,” he whispered as he carried me & Doris into 
the landing area to talk.
 So I did, quietly though. “Doris, is everything alright with Betsy & 
Farmer Jones? They aren’t fighting again, are they?”
 Doris was quiet a long moment. “In Dreamland, it’s all fine.”
 “How about on the Bunny Pillow Farm in waking?” asked CC.
 Doris sighed. “It’s like everyone agrees that the work is important, & 
gets along in Dreams. But it’s hard work too. Betsy & Jones still argue a lot.” 
 “About what?” I asked.
 “Jones still thinks it’s his farm in a way. He’s been growing Pillows 
all these many turns of the calendar, & they can’t grow without his touch 
& attention. But Betsy feels they are her people & he doesn’t really belong 
there.” 
 “So nothing’s changed!” I said, a little bit loudly, & they both shushed 
me. I nodded mah head sorry.
 “Farmer Jones thinks the Hmmm might help,” she said.
 “How?” me & CC both softly asked.
 “It’s a good medicine, like he was saying. If she was willing to Hmmm 
with him by waking, it might help braid their purposes together.”
 Well, this seemed strange & sort of important too.
 “How can we help?” asked CC.
 “Just go along with their way of doing things, & try to find out more 
about the Secret Books. Maybe there is something in them that will help too.”
 So CC found me a safe spot to sleep on a nice little bed with MeZmer 
& Holly & the other Creatures-in-arm-4or-the-Creatures-Tale guys. Then he 
brung Doris back to his bed as quietly as they could.
 Funny nice thing is that as I lay under the warm blanket close to 
those friendly guys, MeZmer very quietly hmmm’d me to sleep. Regular kind, 
not Dreamland kind.
 In the morning, I said goodbye 4or now to everyone, & used their 
Marie picture to come back to Bags End. I walked right on back to the Bunny 
Family’s apartment where I live, intending to go straight to Milne’s Porch to 
do some good private thinking.
 Of course I had to risk encountering mah crazed Bumping brother Alex 
as I passed through our bedroom, but mah Hic-Bumps were gone 4or now, & I 
wasn’t even sure what they had been, except very annoying. 
 The good thing is that Alex wasn’t around, although I saw his Bump 
books & professor clothes all piled up neatly on his bed. Fooey.
 But I did arrive safely to Milne’s Porch this time, & it was much more 
of its usual relief. 4or awhile I just sat back in mah comfy armchair & didn’t 
know the world.
 “I know what Doris told you about me & Jones,” said a suddenly-next-
to-me-in-mah-comfy-armchair voice. Ut-o.
 “Am I awake or asleep?” I asked dumly out loud.
 Unnoticing, like usual, except 4or weird recently, Betsy went on. “And 
it isn’t like she isn’t trying to help.”
 “Doris likes you, Betsy,” I said nicely, but to no listening.
 “Jones isn’t my enemy of old. I finally beat him, I guess. Now he 
remembers what he did to us, & it makes him want to make things right, & even 
better.” 
 I nodded, figgering it didn’t matter what I said or did.
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 “But who says every Pillow has to be a Dream Pillow?” she suddenly 
demanded. I could hear the old remembered screech rising up in her whisper, 
& would have cowered if she wasn’t so close, & nearer the window too.
 “Who says? Maybe the Architects dreamed up the Farm 4or Dream Pillows, 
but is that all?” Now she was getting herself old school crazy. I wanted to 
calm her down, or at least not get randomly smothered by her crazed wrath, 
but what to say?
 Words 4ormed in mah head & I took them, whatever they were.
 “Maybe it’s deeper in the Secret Books, Betsy. Maybe we can find some 
good answers. Maybe about the Hmmm & Bags End & Bunny Pillows. Who knows?” 
I added, lamely, kind of in despair.
 But Betsy was quiet. Had she listened?
 “You’re right, beagle. Doris & I will do this together with you. But 
this will be my last Dream Pillow job.”
 I was right? What had I said? But Betsy was already bouncing from mah 
comfy armchair up to the window sill to mah bedroom.
 “Thanks, Algernon,” & she was gone. She had called me both beagle & 
Algernon, & I did not know still if I was dreaming or awake. Just to be sure, 
I went to sleep. Sometimes waking up right means doing the opposite of what 
makes sense. I think of it like a reset 4or the brainbone. 
 I woke up later, & felt rested, & when I climbed back into mah bedroom, 
I see’d that Alex was not around, & toasted mah good 4ortune by hurrying on 
through.
 I had not seen mah adopted sister & sort of friend Sheila Bunny 4or 
awhile. Talking to her helps me sometimes.
 And there was was, in her Throne Room, napping in her Throne, a jazz 
record on her phonograph that Crissy gived to her long ago.
 I came in as quiet as around CC’s sleeping lady, & tooked mah place in 
mah corner on the comfy matt there.
 Sheila sort of twisted around in her Throne, & eyed me with just one 
of her purple eyes opened.
 “Is it worth it?” she said suddenly.
 “Is what worth it?” I asked dumly.
 “All the trouble you have to go through to help that stupid Pillow, & 
her homeland, & that Ramie clone & his perpetual questions?” she said, all 
grumpy.
 “Yes,” I said, without having to mull. “They want help, & I want the 
story. And they’re mah friends, like everyone here in Bags End.”
 Sheila eyed me 4or a long while, & then I swear she smiled at me. Nicely 
even.
 “Good 4or you, beagle.” I thought she might say more, but she twisted 
back around to nap some more. This talk helped me more than it seemed it 
should.
 Nothing much new interesting happened to tell about until the day I 
was drowsing peaceably in mah comfy armchair on Milne’s Porch, & Missus El, 
the Post-Mistress of Bags End, came a-calling.
 “Hello, Missus El!” I said all friendly.
 “O my! Yes, goodness, thank you,” Missus El smiled & gushed as she 
climbed carefully onto mah Porch & looked around her. “I can’t stay, Algernon 
dear, but I did bring you a postcard from that nice CC fellow.”
 Then she readed its short number of words to me, knowing I am still 
kind of a illiterate guy.
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Dear Algernon,

Come tonight. It’s time for the Braided Hmmm.

—-CC

Well, I didn’ need to be tolded twice. I told mah adopted mommy Pat Bunny I 
was going. She is kind to times when I don’t remember to say, but I try.
 Through the Marie picture without damage, & CC was waiting with Doris 
& also MeZmer & Holly. Good guys to have along, I always feel. Their sniffs 
are true.
 So we all clustered close into sleep because CC said we would be going 
directly to Imagiana in Dreamland, & the hill we talked about.
 “But first, to see Princess Crissy!” he said with a smile.

To be continued in Cenacle | 120 | June 2022
 

* * * * * *
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Colin	James

The Fraught Unreliability of Occasionalism

Having tripped over
the same uneven oak board
endlessly, due to its swelling
and shrinking,
I conclude it’s my fate.

Place a clean white handkerchief
in the general area,
so then the other inhabitants will
just have to make do.

Comments like: “When are you
going to repair your philosophical
floor?” I am infinitely able to deal with.

* * *
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That Time We Located Our Intuitive Intelligence

The night sky is full of lost forests.
Save this land from development-rentals.

Here, in the middle of nowhere,
I carry a Winchester always.

The guide’s solar battery is wearing down.
Best not to oil misrepresentative static.

Preemptive sounds are more like gruff barks.
Throat clearing is not just a human characteristic.
“Ahem” similar to a nervously uttered “This way!”

* * *
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Salutations to the Thong Sniffers of Appalachia

The trip never uneventful,
taking the back roads,
riding missionary’s privilege.

Meals at roadside diners,
looking out foggy windows
at thongs drying in the wind.

Pride in their native speech,
two for one’s repentance.

* * * * * *
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Translated	by	Husain	Haddawy

The Story of Sindbad the Sailor
from The Arabian Nights

[Classic Fiction]

There lived in Baghdad, in the time of the Commander of the Faithful, the Caliph Harun al-
Rashid, a man called Sindbad the Porter, who was poor, and who carried loads on his head 
for hire. One day, he was carrying a heavy load and, as it was very hot, he became weary and 

began to perspire under the burden and the intense heat. Soon he came to the door of a merchant’s 
house, before which the ground was swept and watered, and the air was cool and, as there was a wide 
bench beside the door, he set his load on the bench to rest and take a breath. As he did so, there came 
out of the door a pleasant breeze and a lovely fragrance; so he remained sitting on the edge of the 
bench to enjoy this, and heard from within the melodious sounds of lutes and other string instruments 
accompanying delightful voices singing all kinds of eloquent verses. He also heard the sounds of birds 
warbling and glorifying the Almighty God, in various voices and tongues, turtledoves, nightingales, 
thrushes, doves, and curlews. At that he marveled to himself and felt a great delight. He went to the 
door and saw inside the house a great garden, and saw pages, servants, slaves, and attendants, the likes 
of whom are found only with kings and sultans. And through the door came the aromas of all kinds of 
fine delicious foods and delicious wine. 
 He raised his eyes to heaven and said, “Glory be to You, O God, Creator and Provider! You 
bestow riches on whomever You wish, without reckoning. O Lord, I ask Your forgiveness of all sins 
and repent to You of all faults. O Lord, there is no argument with Your judgment or Your power. You 
are not to be questioned on what You do, for You are omnipotent in every thing. Glory be to You! You 
enrich whomever You wish, and impoverish whomever You wish. You exalt whomever You wish, and 
humble whomever You wish. There is no god but You. How great is Your majesty, how mighty Your 
dominion, and how excellent Your government! You have bestowed favors on one you have chosen 
of your servants, for the owner of this place is in the height of comfort, enjoying all kinds of pleasant 
perfumes, delicious foods, and fine beverages. You have foreordained and apportioned to Your creatures 
what You wish, so that among them some are weary, some comfortable, and some enjoy life, while 
some, like me, suffer extreme toil and misery.” Then he recited the following verses: 

How	many	wretched	men	toil	without	rest,
And	how	many	enjoy	life	in	the	shade!

My	weariness	increases	every	day;
’Tis	strange,	how	heavy	is	the	burden	on	me	laid!

Others	are	prosperous	and	live	in	ease,
Having	never	my	heavy	burden	known,
Living	in	luxury	throughout	their	life,

Enjoying	food	and	drink	and	pleasure	and	renown.
Yet	all	God’s	creatures	are	of	the	same	species;
My	soul	is	like	this	one’s,	and	his	like	mine,
And	yet	we	are	so	different,	one	from	one,
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As	different	as	is	vinegar	from	wine.
And	yet,	O	Lord,	I	impugn	not	Thy	ways,

For	Thou	art	wise	and	just,	and	all	judgment	is	Thine.

When the porter finished reciting his verses, and was about to carry his load and continue on 
his way, a young page with a handsome face, fine build, and rich clothes, came out of the door, took 
his hand, and said, “Come in and speak with my master, for he is asking for you.” The porter wanted 
to refuse but could not. He left his load with the doorkeeper in the hallway, and went into the house 
with the page. He found it to be a handsome mansion, stately but cheerful. Then he came to a great 
hall in which he saw noblemen and great lords, and saw all kinds of flowers and fresh and dried fruits, 
and a great variety of exquisite foods and wines of the finest vintage. And he saw musical instruments 
and all kinds of beautiful slave-girls, all arranged in the proper order. At the upper end of that hall sat a 
venerable and majestic man whose beard was turning gray on the sides. He had a handsome appearance 
and a comely face, and he had an aspect of dignity, reverence, nobility, and majesty. When Sindbad the 
Porter saw all this, he was confounded and said to himself, “By God, this place is one of the spots of 
Paradise, or else it is the palace of a king or a sultan.” Then he assumed a respectful posture, saluted the 
assembly, invoked a blessing on them, kissed the ground before them, and stood with his head bowed in 
humility. The master of the house asked him to sit near him, welcomed him, and spoke kindly to him. 
Then he set before Sindbad the Porter various kinds of fine, exquisite, and delicious foods. Sindbad the 
Porter invoked God, then ate until he was satisfied and said, “Praise be to God.” Then he washed his 
hands and thanked the company. 

The master of the house then said, “You are welcome, and your day is blessed. What is your 
name, and what do you do for a living?” The porter answered him, “Sir, my name is Sindbad the Porter, 
and I carry on my head people’s goods for hire.” The master of the house smiled and said to him, “Porter, 
your name is like mine, for I am called Sindbad the Sailor. I would like you to let me hear the verses 
you were reciting when you were at the door.” The porter was ashamed and said, “For God’s sake, don’t 
reproach me, for fatigue, hardship, and poverty teach a man ill manners and impudence.” The host said 
to him, “Do not be ashamed, for you have become a brother to me. Recite the verses, for they pleased 
me when you recited them at the door.” The porter recited to him those verses, and when he heard 
them, he was pleased and delighted. Then he said, “Porter, my story is astonishing, and I will relate to 
you all that happened to me before I attained this prosperity and came to sit in this place, where you 
now see me, for I did not attain this good fortune and this place save after severe toil, great hardships, 
and many perils. How much toil and trouble I have endured at the beginning! I embarked on seven 
voyages, and each voyage is a wonderful tale that confounds the mind, and everything happened by fate 
and divine decree, and there is no escape nor refuge from that which is foreordained.” 

The First Voyage of Sindbad

Gentlemen, my father was one of the most prominent men and richest merchants, who 
possessed abundant wealth and property. When I was a little boy, he died and left me many 
buildings and fields. When I grew up, I seized everything and began to eat and drink freely, 

associated with young friends, wore nice clothes, and passed my life with my friends and companions, 
believing that this way of life would last forever, and that it would benefit me. I lived in this way for 
a length of time, but finally returned to my senses, and awoke from my heedlessness, and found that 
my wealth had gone and my condition had changed. When I came to myself, and found that I had 
lost everything, I was stricken with fear and dismay, and I remembered a saying I had heard before, a 
saying of our Lord Solomon, the son of David, that three things are better than three: the day of death 
is better than the day of birth; a living dog is better than a dead lion; and the grave is better than the 
palace. Then I gathered all I had of effects and clothes and sold them, together with what was left of my 
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buildings and property, and netted three thousand dirhams, thinking that I might travel abroad, and 
recalling what some poet said: 

A	man	must	labor	hard	to	scale	the	heights,
And	to	seek	greatness	must	spend	sleepless	nights,

And	to	find	pearls	must	plunge	into	the	sea,
And	so	attains	good	fortune	and	eminent	be.

For	he	who	seeks	success	without	labor,
Wastes	all	his	life	in	a	futile	endeavor.

I made my resolve and, having been inclined to take a sea voyage, I bought goods and 
merchandise, as well as provisions and whatever is needed for travel, and embarked with a group of 
merchants on a boat bound downstream for Basra. From there, we sailed for many days and nights 
from sea to sea, and from island to island, and sold, bought, and bartered until we came to an island 
that seemed like one of the gardens of Paradise. There the captain docked, cast anchor, and put forth 
the landing plank. Then, all those who were on the ship landed on that island. They set up wood stoves, 
lighted fires in them, and busied themselves with various tasks, some cooking, some washing, some 
sightseeing. I myself was among those who went to explore the place, while the passengers assembled 
to eat and drink and play games and amuse themselves. 

While we were thus engaged, the captain, standing on the side of the ship, cried out at the top 
of his voice, “O passengers, may God preserve you! Run for your lives, leave your gear, and hurry back 
to the ship to save yourselves from destruction. For this island where you are is not really an island, but 
a great fish that has settled in the middle of the sea, and the sand has accumulated on it, making it look 
like an island, and the trees have grown on it a long time. When you lighted the fire on it, it felt the 
heat and began to move, and it will soon descend with you into the sea, and you will all drown. Save 
yourselves before you perish.” 

When the passengers heard the captain’s warning, they hurried to get into the ship, leaving 
behind their woodstoves, copper cooking pots, and their other gear, together with their goods. Some 
made it to the ship, but some did not. The island had moved, and sunk to the bottom of the sea with 
everything that was on it, and the roaring sea with its clashing waves closed over it. I, being one of those 
left behind on the island, sank in the sea with those who sank, but God the Almighty saved me from 
drowning, and provided me with a large wooden tub that the passengers had been using for washing. 
I held on to it for dear life, got on it, and began to paddle with my feet, while the waves tossed me to 
the right and left. Meanwhile, the captain spread the sails and pursued his voyage with those who had 
made it to the ship, without regard for those who were drowning. I kept looking at the ship until it 
disappeared from my sight and, as night descended, I became of perdition. I remained in this condition 
for a day and a night, I but with the help of the wind and the waves, the tub landed me under a high 
island, with trees overhanging the water. I seized a branch of a tall tree, clung to it, after I had been on 
the verge of death, and climbed it to the land. I found my feet numb and my soles bore the marks of 
the nibbling of fish, something of which I had been unaware because of my extreme exhaustion and 
distress. 

I threw myself on the ground like a dead man and, overcome by stupefaction, lost consciousness 
till the next day, when the sun rose and I woke up on the island. I found that my feet were swollen and 
that I was reduced to a helpless condition. So I began to move, sometimes dragging myself in a sitting 
position, sometimes crawling on my knees, and found that the island had abundant fruits and springs 
of sweet water. I ate those fruits, and after several days I recovered my strength, felt refreshed, and was 
able to move about. I reflected and, having made myself a crutch from a tree branch, walked along the 
shores of the island, enjoying the trees and what the Almighty God had created. 

I lived in this manner until one day, as I walked along the shore, I saw an indistinct figure in 
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the distance, and thought it a wild beast or one of the creatures of the sea. I walked toward it, without 
ceasing to look at it, and found that it was a magnificent mare tethered by the seashore. I approached 
her, but she cried at me with a loud cry, and I was terrified and, as I was about to retreat, a man emerged 
suddenly from the ground, called to me and pursued me, saying, “Who are you, where do you come 
from, and what brings you here?” I said to him, “Sir, I am a stranger, and I was on a ship and sank 
in the sea with some other passengers, but God provided me with a wooden tub, and I got on it and 
floated until the waves cast me on this island.” When he heard my words, he took me by the hand 
and said, “Come with me.” I went with him, and he descended with me to a subterranean vault. We 
entered a large chamber, and he seated me at the upper end of the chamber and brought me food. I was 
hungry, and I ate until I was satisfied and felt good. Then he inquired about my situation, and what had 
happened to me. I told him my story from beginning to end, and he marveled at it. 

When I finished my story, I said to him, “Sir, I have told you all the particulars of my situation, 
and all that has happened to me. For God’s sake, pardon me, for I would like you to tell me who you 
are, why you live in this subterranean chamber, and why is the mare tethered by the seashore?” He said 
to me, “I am one of a group of men scattered on this island. We are the grooms of King Mihrajan, in 
charge of all the horses. Every month, at the new moon, we bring the best mares that have not been 
bred before and hide in the subterranean chamber, so that no one may see us. Then one of the sea horses 
comes out to the shore after the scent of the mares and, looking and seeing no one around, mounts one 
of them. When he finishes with her and dismounts her, he wishes to take her with him, but she cannot 
follow him, because she is tethered. Then he begins to cry out at her, and batter her with his head and 
hoofs. When we hear his cries, we know that he has dismounted, and we run out, shouting at him, and 
frighten him back into the sea. Then the mare conceives and bears a mare or a filly worth a fortune, one 
whose like is not to be found on the face of the earth. This is the time of the coming of the sea horse 
and, God the Almighty willing, I will take you to King Mihrajan, and show you our country. Had you 
not met us, you would not have found anyone else on this island, and you would have died miserably, 
and no one would have known of you, but I will save your life and return you to your country.” I 
invoked a blessing on him and thanked him for his help and kindness. 

While we were in conversation, a sea horse suddenly came out of the sea and, letting out a great 
cry, leapt on the mare. When he finished with her, he dismounted and tried to take her with him but 
could not, as she resisted, neighing at him. The groom took a sword and buckler and ran out, shouting 
to his companions, “Run to the sea horse,” as he hit the buckler with the sword. Then a group of them 
came out, shouting and brandishing spears. The sea horse, frightened by them, ran away, plunged into 
the water like a buffalo, and disappeared. As the groom sat down to rest for a while, his companions 
came, each leading a mare. When they saw me with him, they inquired about my situation, and I 
repeated to them what I had told him. Then they drew near me and, spreading the table, ate and invited 
me to eat; so I ate with them. Then they rode the mares and gave me one to ride, and we traveled until 
we reached the city of King Mihrajan. 

Then they went in to see him and acquainted him with my story, and he sent for me, and they 
led me in and made me stand before him. I saluted him, and he returned my salutation, welcomed 
me, greeted me in a courteous manner, and inquired about my situation. I related to him what had 
happened to me, and what I had seen from beginning to end, and he marveled at my story, saying, “By 
God, my son, you have had an extraordinary escape, and had you not been destined to a long life, you 
would not have escaped from these difficulties, but God be praised for your safety.” Then he treated me 
kindly and honored me and, seating me near him, engaged me in friendly conversation. Then he made 
me his agent to the port, and registrar of all the ships that landed. I stood in his presence to transact his 
affairs, and he treated me generously, bestowed a fine, rich suit on me, and rewarded me in every way. 
I became a person of high esteem with him, interceding for the people and facilitating their business. 

I remained with him for a long time, but whenever I went to the port, I used to ask the 
merchants and the sailors about the direction of the city of Baghdad, hoping that someone might 
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inform me, and I go with him and return to my country, but no one knew it, nor knew anyone who 
went there. I was perplexed, and I had grown weary of my long absence from home, and I continued 
to feel this way for some time. 

One day I went in to see King Mihrajan, and found with him a group of Indians. I saluted 
them, and they returned my salutation, welcomed me, and asked me about my country. Then I asked 
them about theirs, and they told me that they consisted of various races. One is called the Kshatriyas, 
who are the noblest of their races and who oppress no one, nor inflict violence on anyone. Another is 
called the Brahmans, who abstain from wine but live in joy, sport, merriment, and prosperity, possessing 
horses, camels, and cattle. They told me, moreover, that the Indians consist of seventy-two castes, and 
I marveled at that. 

Among other things, I saw in the dominion of King Mihrajan an island called Kabil, on which 
the beating of drums and tambourines is heard all night long, and whose inhabitants are reported by 
travelers and neighboring islanders to be people of judgment and serious pursuits. I saw in the sea a fish 
four hundred feet long, and saw fish with faces that resembled the faces of owls. During that voyage, I 
saw many strange and wonderful things, which would take too long to relate to you. 

I continued to divert myself with the sights of those islands until, one day, as I stood in the 
port, with a staff in my hand, as was my custom, a large ship approached, carrying many merchants. 
When it entered the harbor and reached the pier, the captain furled the sails, cast anchor, and put forth 
the landing plank. Then the crew brought out to shore everything that was in the ship and took a long 
time in doing so, while I stood writing their account. I said to the captain, “Is there anything left in 
the ship?” He replied, “Yes, sir, I have some goods in the hold of the ship, but their owner drowned at 
one of the islands during our voyage here; so his goods remained in our charge, and our intention is to 
sell them and keep a record, so that we may give the money to his family in the city of Baghdad, the 
Abode of Peace.” I asked the captain, “What was the name of the merchant, the owner of the goods?” 
He said, “His name was Sindbad the Sailor.” When I heard these words, I looked carefully at him and, 
recognizing him, cried out loudly, saying, “Captain, I am the owner of the goods; I am that Sindbad 
who landed from the ship on the island, with the other merchants, and when the fish moved, and you 
called out to us, some of us got into the ship, and the rest sank. I was among those who sank, but God 
the Almighty preserved me and saved me from drowning by means of a wooden tub that the passengers 
had used for washing. I got on the tub and paddled with my feet, and the wind and the waves brought 
me to this island, where I landed and where, with the help of the Almighty God, I met the grooms of 
King Mihrajan, who brought me with them to this city and took me to the king, to whom I related my 
story, and he treated me generously and made me clerk of the harbor of this city, and he appreciated 
my services and rewarded me accordingly. These goods in your charge are my goods and possessions.” 

The captain said, “There is no power and no strength, save in God, the Almighty, the Magnificent. 
There is neither conscience nor trust left among men.” I said to him, “Captain, why those words, after 
you heard me telling you my story?” The captain replied, “Because you heard me say that I have with 
me goods whose owner has drowned, you are trying to take them without any rightful claim, and this 
is unlawful. We saw the owner drown with many other passengers, none of whom escaped. How can 
you claim that you are the owner of the goods?” I said to him, “Captain, listen to my story and try to 
understand, and you will discover my veracity, for lying is the mark of a hypocrite.” Then I enumerated 
to him everything I had with me, from the time I left Baghdad with him until we reached that island, 
where we sank in the sea, and I mentioned to him some incidents that had occurred between him and 
me. The captain and the other merchants then became convinced of my veracity, and they recognized 
me and congratulated me on my safety. All of them said, “We never believed that you had escaped from 
drowning, but God has granted you a new life.” Then they gave me my goods, and we found my name 
written on them, and nothing was missing. Then I opened them and took out something precious and 
costly, and the crew of the ship carried it with me to the king as a gift. I told him that this ship is the 
one in which I had been a passenger, and that all my goods were intact and in perfect order, and that 
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this present was a part of them. The king was amazed, and was even more convinced of my truthfulness 
in everything I had told him. He felt a deep affection for me, treated me with great generosity, and gave 
me many presents in return for mine. 

Then I sold my goods and all my other property, and made a great profit. Then I bought goods, 
gear, and provisions from that city and, when the merchants were about to depart, I loaded everything 
I had on the ship and went in to see the king. I thanked him for his kindness and generosity, and asked 
his permission to return to my country and family. He bade me farewell and gave me a great many of 
the products of that country for my voyage. I bade him farewell and embarked. Then we set sail with 
the permission of the Almighty God, and fortune served us and fate favored us, as we journeyed day 
and night until we reached Basra safely. 

After staying in Basra for a short time, rejoicing in my return to my country, I headed for 
Baghdad, the Abode of Peace, carrying with me an abundance of merchandise, provisions, and gear of 
great value. I went to my quarter, and entered my house, and all my relatives and friends came to see 
me. Then I acquired a great number of servants and attendants and concubines and bought slaves, both 
black and white. Then I bought houses and other properties that exceeded what I had had before. And 
I associated with friends and companions, exceeding my former habits, and forgot all I had suffered of 
toil, exile, hardship, and perils, indulging for a long time in amusements and pleasures, and delicious 
food and fine drink. This was my first voyage. Tomorrow, the Almighty God willing, I will tell you the 
story of the second of my seven voyages. 

To	be	continued	in	Cenacle	|	120	|	June	2022

* * * * * *
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Charlie	Beyer

Kaspar Hauser and the Chicken
[Prose]

Continued	from Cenacle | 118 | December	2021

vii.	Charlie

 What I knew of chickens came in a paper bucket with a picture of the Colonel on it. There 
were not many chicken farmers in the hood. In fact, none. Weed farmers, pit bull farmers, gun sellers, 
but no chicken farmers.  The Yellow Pages (an ancient printed version of the Internet) has a poultry 
factory listed in what seems to be near downtown. There I go. 
 The streets are decorated with paper dragons. Mandarin characters adorn each shop front. Red 
and black designs entwine with the architecture. OK then. I am in Chinatown.
 I go into Tai Tung’s restaurant to ask for directions. My first attempt is met with confusion, 
being addressed to a person knowing no English. Then the cook comes out, his apron mottled with 
brown slime.
 “Please sir, do you know where the Acme poultry factory is?”
 “Nǐ hǎo [hello],” he replies. “Why you want?”
 “I need a chicken.”
 “Nǐ wèishéme yào jīròu [why do you want a chicken?]?” he demands to know. 
 “For a pet, of course.”
 “Pet? Ji [chicken] be pet? Bù, bù. Bù hǎo [no, no, no good].”
 “Um, yeah. Can you help me?” I plead.
 “Me sell you chicken. Fresh barbeque,” he offers.
 “Ahh, no . . . I need a live chicken.”
 “Live? He want live chicken. Maybe you strange. Not right, man?”
 “Really, I’m fine. I just need a live chicken,” I insist.
 “Acme across street. Have many ji there. Help you there,” he points me out.
 So I cross the street to a massive cube of concrete, undistinguished on all sides. After wandering 
three sides, I find a small door through I which proceed, like I own the place. 
 Expecting an office, or a secretary, or something, I am shocked to be on the main floor of a 
poultry processing plant. The air is thick and moist with little particles of feathers drifting languidly. 
The stench is gagging. It is what I imagine it to be like if someone was having cunnilingus with a hobo 
Sasquatch.
 Small people are running back and forth in filth smeared smocks. Behind them is an aerial 
conveyor belt of naked hanging poultry, snaking from one wall to another, and also through the wall 
toward unknown packaging. Huge stacks of crates full of scraggly sick-looking chickens take up most 
of the floor. Some crates are removed and spirited away to a killing station, while others are added to 
the far end. I wave and gesture to a scurrying minion.
 “Hello.”
 “Nǐ hǎo.”
 “Yes, yes, hello. I want to buy a chicken.” 
 A look of absolute non-understanding. I should have made my case to the concrete wall.
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 “Chicken. Chicken. I	want	to	buy	a	chicken.” Repeating what he doesn’t understand and getting 
louder only serves to induce terror into the workman. His eyes widen and dart in his head from side to 
side. 
 I point enthusiastically to the crates, then to my chest, then to the wallet in my hand. Confusion 
reigns supreme. He reaches for my wallet, and I snap back. “Buy chicken!” I practically shout.
 A better-dressed Chinese man comes over. He is not in the filthy smock, but a checkered shirt 
with a bolo tie. A	Chinese	cowboy?	Why	not? 
 He scolds the smocked fellow I was addressing for dalliance at work, even though not his fault. 
The worker tries to defend himself, the both of them shouting in Chinese over the din of the machinery 
all around. If I was to tromp in logging boots, through a room two feet deep in small mammals, this is 
the sound I would expect to hear.  
 The Chinese cowboy motions me to follow him. We go through some grimy hallways, up a set 
of stairs just wide enough to squeeze one skinny man through, down another hall strewn in paper, and 
into a small room.  
 There sits a massive man in tiny wire-rimmed spectacles. His eyes are so narrow they look 
closed, and I wonder if he is sleeping. I can’t figure how he got through that hallway, except that he was 
born in here and grew to this size at the desk.
 “You want chicken?”
 “Yes. A live chicken.”
 “We no sell chicken.”
 “Aw, that’s bull. That’s all you do is sell chickens.”
 “Yes. But no single chicken.”
 “Oh, come on. One	damn	chicken. I’ll pay top price.” 
 This seems to attract his attention. “But why you want chicken? You some kind of pervert.” A 
statement. Not a question.
 “No, really. I just want to replace a chicken for my friend.”
 “You satanic chicken ritual,” he accuses. 
 What	 the? I didn’t think Chinese knew anything about Satanic rituals. I thought that was 
strictly an American tradition.
 “No-no-no-no. No ritual,” I reply. “I want the chicken to have a good life. To live free.”
 “You bleed chicken in pentagram. Bring the devil,” he accuses again.
 “No-no-no-no! No devil. Just a wonderful life in the barnyard with other chickens.”
 “More than one chicken in ritual?”
 “Nononono! No ritual. No bleeding. Only chicken love,” I promise. “Please. I’m not up to 
anything. I love chickens. Some of my best friends are chickens. Sell me a hen and I’ll be on my way.”
 The eyes of the spectacled man get even tighter together. His expansive smooth forehead 
wrinkles in consternation. 
 He motions to another fellow with a traditional pigtail down to the center of his back. They 
cackle together quietly for a moment, sounding like an electrical short in the wall behind them. 
 The big guy opens a desk drawer, pulling out a stack of forms. Pigtail disappears. The form is 
a mess of redundant statements that I must agree to.
 “This chicken will not be used for satanic purposes”—True.
 “The chicken will not be sexually abused”—True.
 “The chicken will not be used for ‘snuff film’ purposes”—True.
 “The chicken will not be sold to another for perverted services”—True.
 “The chicken will be treated with respect up to the time of cooking”—True.
 And so on. Falling just short of: “The prisoner chicken will be incarcerated under the rules 
of the Geneva Convention”; or: “The chicken will be given an apartment with a view and sent to the 
college of its choice”; or: “A trust fund for the chicken will be set up, and the chicken will not have to 
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work a day in its life.”
 I sign everything, attesting to my pure intentions. To my upstanding position of responsibility 
in the community. To my virtues as an animal lover, and rescuer from the poultry plant. 
 Pigtail comes back in with a cardboard box. Inside, a scratching and scuffling. Looking in, 
there is indeed a chicken. A live one. But the most miserable, plucked, sore-covered, pathetic-looking 
creature ever seen. An escapee from the hatchet. Maybe this one should have been whacked? Its life is 
already so far gone. It seems unworthy of any dinner table, but might have some value as one of those 
mummified bird delicacies the Chinese like.
 The big boss gives me a withering look, knowing in his mind that I am the sadistic ruination of 
this small foul. That soon enough the candles and pentagrams will be out with the bleed bowls in some 
dark and chanting room. 
 I hand him the three dollars. The premium price for this dazzling bird. Tucking the scuffling 
box under my arm, I head for what might be an exit, almost getting my face splattered by a flying naked 
chicken on the conveyor hooks.

viii.	Kaspar

 In the fall of 1823, Prince Kaspar shuffled about the palace like an injured slug. It was not clear 
what, if anything, that he understood. He would stare in great perplexity at a door, sometimes opening 
and closing it with blank-faced confusion.  
 The ladies of the court would cheerily greet him—“Good morning, Prince Kaspar!”—to which 
he would respond by heaving his head in their direction, a string of saliva flinging from his lip like a 
fishing line, grunting a little bit. 
 On top of that, Kaspar stank. After three scrubbings, his odor proved to be intractable. All 
those years of sitting in filth seemed to have saturated into him—down to the bone—to become now 
an endless source of effusive gagging stink. Now that he could be hugged—no one wanted to.
 As Kaspar clunked around in the halls, like a wooden chair that had been trained to walk, the 
members of the court felt exasperated as what to do with him. Some members of the military discussed 
the utility of getting rid of him, and installing a person of political savvy to the top position of power. 
 Meanwhile, rumors of the Prince had been circulating in the village, and about the countryside. 
There developed a cadre of citizens who were idealistic about the Prince, calling him the savior, the most 
holy of royalty, and for his immediate ascendency to the throne. Of course, the palace people could not 
stand the merest thought of this vegetable Prince sitting anywhere near the throne. 
 The townspeople came up to the palace gates in support of Kaspar the King. Waving signs and 
torches, they hollered for justice. To address their cries of pathos in a proper manner, the leaders of the 
crowd were promptly arrested. This action disbanded the mob of delusional hopefuls, who retreated 
back into their street-side hovels, grumbling loudly and shaking wooden pitchforks.
 Then the top ranks of the military and some of the court advisors met in secret, and conspired 
to be rid of this Kaspar forever. They planned to install a real government in his place. 
 But then it is discovered that Kaspar had been just outside their door, able to hear all the words 
of derision said about him. The	little	moron	had	been	spying	on	them.
 But	had	he	really? Just	what	could	the	Prince	understand? He showed no unusual facial expressions, 
or even any knowledge that he had understood a single word that was spoken. 
 The coup plotters discuss this matter to the point of nausea. What	to	do?	How	can	he	be	killed	
without	incurring	the	wrath	of	the	former	Queen?	She had attained a new level of power, with much of 
the palace personnel cleaving to her wisdom and experience. To thwart the Queen was to invite a death 
sentence. 
 But	how	could	the	nasty	thing	be	left	to	live?	What if he was able to convey to his mother the 
dangerous nature of his palace companions—the other half that hates him? What, oh	what, will it take 
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to be rid of this clown in the ranks?
 In the dark of a November night, Kaspar climbed into a wooden box, not unlike a coffin, to 
sleep the night. He has not adjusted to a soft bed—or even to sleeping horizontally. Sitting as he did, 
crouched over with his fused crooked spine, he slumbered a mindless sleep. But he was awakened by the 
rats. The little brown disease vectors scurried about his lap, their tiny weight and little hands pressing 
into him. And this was a joy for him, not terror, as for so many years, these rats had been his only 
friends. Little furry squeaking buddies with slimy hairless tails. Kaspar was in the bosom of his people. 
The Rat People.
 Strangely, the little fellas suddenly all drop to the floor. Here they swept around a bit, collecting 
some things, searching for others. Most proceed away—across the palace floor. Overcome with curiosity 
that is out of character for a certified idiot, Kaspar struggled to his crooked standing position and 
followed his buddies. 
 Down the hall they went, following a faint trail of grain, until they came to the doorway to 
the dungeon basement. A few rats lingered at the top of the stone stairs, the rest rushing down into the 
unseen. Kaspar peered with difficulty to follow the small migration, but his eyes were poor and cloudy.
 He felt a presence behind him, then a sharp kick to the shoulders. So instantaneous was the 
blow, that Kaspar had no grip on the stone-wall. Over he went with his bad balance, tumbling head 
first down the stone stairs. His misshapen body slammed every stair on the way down, smashing into 
the wall, splitting his skull, and collapsing into a lifeless mangled heap at the bottom. The unknown 
assassin vanished in the night. 
 King Kaspar will reign no more, even though he never had reigned.

ix.	Chicken

 I can’t see out of this box, but something is weird about the world. Sometimes I am going up, 
sometimes down, and often sideways as I am thrown from one side to the other. Eventually things settle 
down to a low roar of some gigantic machine with its accompanying vibration. I hear no other chickens 
around, and I can only wonder what kind of universe I have fallen into. 
 There is a great breathing and snuffling just outside my box. A great nose, probably twice my 
size, is snorkeling up a storm within inches of me—separated only by a quarter inch of cardboard. I 
hear an even larger monster in the machine with us, who occasionally explodes with “Get the fuck outta 
my way—or make my day!” and “Put your driver’s license back in the Cracker Jack box, asshole!” 
 What all this means is entirely unknown to me, but the box I’m in jerks back and forth with 
renewed energy during these expostulations. As I’m thrown from side to side for what seems like the 
thousandth time, the machine quiets down, comes to a stop, and the vibration is cut off. 
 “Stay! Stay!” I hear, as metal sounds of opening and closing around me, mixed with a high 
throaty whine and whimper, begging for attention.
 I am lifted through the air in my box. Odd animal odor is all around me. Monster smells. Then 
I feel the thud of ground. 
 The wall of the box disappears, and there before me is grass, dirt, and other massive chickens 
looking quizzically at me. I believe that I am in the “Country.” 
 No way I’m getting out of this box. This is sanctuary, Country or not, and there are deadly 
creatures out there. By the time I finish that thought, the box is upended and I slide out. Now I am 
naked in the world. The giant chickens close in and peck me a little until a massive foot shoos them out 
of the way, accompanied by much squawking and indignity.
 To my left is a cage wall. I scurry to this, and hug my partially plucked side to the wire. Here 
I can have some safety from the monsters. Here is a one-sided cage that should keep them all out. It is 
certainly a big cage, as I walk along the wire wall for what seems like miles. 
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x.	Charlie

 The three beautiful women were there when I pulled up. Also John and my sister, all in some 
state of expectation as to what this brother was up to, this kinda-crazy guy all dressed in white.
 “What’s in the box?” the assembled query me.
 “It is a beautiful exchange chicken, brought to live in harmony and productivity with your 
other barnyard fowl,” says I, as I am setting the box on the ground. After opening the side, and the 
paranoid chicken does not come out, then the ladies set to verbally analyzing the fine gift, and jesting 
over its shortcomings. 
 The oldest daughter snatches the box away, exposing the sheer beauty of this beast. It is half or 
less the size of the other locals, its feathers grey to yellow and mottled, many missing. Its tail a scraggle 
of a few remaining feathers, draped low and dragging in the dirt. 
 The stupid bird cowers next to an eight-inch fence in the driveway that is around a circular 
flowerbed. It only seems to see a few feet in front of it, so it continues around and around the little 
fence. The other big and healthy fluffy chickens wander off in disgust, uninterested in the ragged runt.
 “It reminds me of that medieval prince who was locked in a box for a dozen years,” states the 
oldest.
 “You mean Kaspar Hauser, who came out an idiot when rescued from the box?” says the 
middle beauty. And she is a beauty. Very sexy. Very American-style loveliness (pre-cellphone), with a 
hint of naughty and crazy. Always	the	middle	one. 
 She did a play called The	Beard where she made love on stage with all its nudity and juices fully 
in the face of the audience. The audience happened to include her parents, whose apoplexy seemed to 
last the next two years. This damsel was high on my radar due to her irreverence, and the sexy stories. 
 But the division-of-man conquest had already been decided among sisters, and I was the new 
property of the youngest. OK, no problem—she looked fine too—so	what	the	hell?
 “We should name the chicken after that guy. Kaspar Hauser. The chicken-chicken. Haha!” 
jokes this youngest lovely.
 “OK, it’s settled then. Chicken for chicken. The new and magnificent Kaspar Hauser,” I boast. 
Around me are withering looks.
 “Your chicken is about as magnificent as a dead opossum. Run over twice. I’ve never seen 
something so pathetic in my life. I didn’t know a chicken could live in this condition?” mocks the 
youngest one. 
 Well, I didn’t know people could live doing nothing with a million dollars, and smoke dope all 
day. But I can learn. There is something sharp and angular about this lady that repels me a little, but my 
hormones have me thinking the sexiest thoughts on the planet, and my pheromones are on red alert. 
 The beer bottles drain out one by one, and soon the darkening dusk has me entertaining 
the youngest sister in her house. Our talk is again all over the place, and long into the night. Being a 
consummate gentleman, I sleep on some old couch with my wolf dog. Dog hair is our blanket, and 
blankets the couch in the morning.
 We trundle outside to see how Kaspar fared through the night. The big beautiful hens would 
not let the runt into the rookery where they spent the night. But Kaspar had been too terrified to 
leave the side of the one wall cage during the night anyway. He just went around and around, like his 
namesake shuffling around the stone halls—to his doom. 
 As this is the countryside, it is shared with the wild beasts too, besides my wolf dog. In the 
night, coyotes prowl. Here in the yard, we have lain out a Thanksgiving dinner for the locals. The 
coyotes have rushed out of the bushes, and eaten Kaspar down to his toes in probably less than three 
bites. No gravy and no mashed potatoes. Consumed.
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 We find two ratty-yellowed feathers. These can only have come from Kaspar the chicken, as 
nothing in this verdant land is so weak and sickly.
 Over times of numerous apology, of acts that are suave and debonair, of generosity to the 
damsel (but no more chickens), the fairy tale turns true. She asks me to marry her within the year. A 
hippy wedding. Patchouli oil is banned from the gathering.

* * * * * *
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Tom	Sheehan

New Poem Breathing
    
Curry a new poem 
with a wire brush

toss vanity aside
when you dare to

hit it two or more swipes
with the same scrub brush

your mother kept the kitchen 
clean with, drag with a fine tooth comb

the kind she sought out nits
with when school was overrun

the way ant hordes might come
yet, fire ants from Brazil’s interior
       
the Amazon bone-dry
old wells besieged

* * * * * * 
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Raymond	Soulard,	Jr.

Labyrinthine
[a new fixtion]

vii.

Remember	some	things.	No, really. Remember	some	things.

The way to reunion, Abe’s Beach, & a path further along, is: remember	some	things.	

I thought this would happen after the Brothers reunited on Abe’s Beach, maybe even after they helped 
Gate-Keeper. 

But, no. They were Wobbled. At the Cave of the Beast, not by him, past him, deeper in, even deeper 
than the vision the Beast showed them of Unitive Time. 

I stop. Right there. Check my notebooks. Labyrinthine, this book, has the Beast’s claim that: “What 
happened to them all did not happen here.”

But Many	Musics, XI,	lv,	“Flow State,” has the lines about the Beast scattering them, “half-forgetting, 
half-dreaming” what they had seen in the Cave, that is, a vision of Unitive Time—

OK—so here’s where a mythopoeia has to smooth out its strange wrinkles—

I tend to think that the Beast did show them that vision of Unitive Time, but that the Wobble scattered 
them thusly—

And this may be why when, thus scattered, they all seemed to lose their memories, & thus have to 
remember	some	things. 
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I feel a soft hand on my shoulder & start. Asoyadonna smiling at me. Aunt nearby. Aunt’s Kitchen in 
the Pensionne. Oh. Her smaller table where we enjoyed flapjacks & good talk earlier. Oh.

“Sorry,” I say sheepishly. Smiling.
“But?” Donna asks.
I read them these recent lines, by way of answer. They listen very intently.

Donna’s pretty face a little tight. “Do I have to remember some things?” Knowing the answer.

I nod.
“You’re coming.”
“Only by way of my pen.”

Aunt speaks up now. “He’ll wait with me here.” Firm a decision. I nod agreeably. 

Donna sits across me. “The others to their remembering too?”
Nod.
“And this along the way to reunion at Abe’s Beach?”
Nod. Twice.
“To help the Gate-Keeper? And more?”
“Yes. All of this.”
“Are you sure, Raymond? Do you vow?”
“I do.”
She closes her pretty eyes & lets all this wash through her. A long quiet moment passes. 

Eyes open. Smile. Nod.

“I trust you. I vow as well. I’m sure each of my Brothers does too.”
I say nothing.

She stands. One more quick hug for Aunt, & she is gone. Like that.

Aunt sits across from me now. Smiles.
“Bend your head & heart & hand to it now, Scribbler. Tell.” A firm nod at this book. Suddenly she’s up 
& gone too. Just me now in her spotless kitchen. 

Me & my bookbags full of notebooks I call a mythopoeia.

How this works? Here’s the part I understand: I go reading through all the relevant pages, fixtion, 
poems, notes, & then see what comes next as I write it. Tell the story, & thus learn it too. I’m not a 
“little pencil in God’s hands,” as Mother Teresa said of herself. 

But I don’t hardly know next much either. The pleasure is seeing what comes from my black pen next. 
Fine or clumsy or awful, I’m ever curious, ever enjoy. 

So I won’t say I knew I’d be alone in this empty Kitchen, but it makes sense. Asoyadonna is away to 
remember	some	things, things for her, causes of her effect, as it were.

I can see too that what happens will most or all submerge me from view. Just my pen happily scribbling 
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away, me enjoying. 

Where did Asoyadonna go next? Let’s find out, by way of inquiring narrative . . . 

She returns to her bedroom, for a lingering moment to mull where	next? Despite uncertainty in all this, 
she feels happy, the kind down low & deep in the heart where it’s solid & heavy & sure to sty awhile. 

Lays back on her bed, even despite her fully laden clothes; just stops	before	going. A long while she stays, 
the light of day slowly passing as it does. Evening coming on, as it does.

The Star Spiral on her ceiling softly glows, each of its 36 flower-stars distinct & shaped uniquely. She 
remembers long ago Aunt & her father the Tinker affixing them up there. Their conversation was funny 
& somehow she recalls much of it. 

“These are the Many Worlds, Donna,” he said, as he puffed atop her bed, planting each one with his 
slow care on the ceiling.
“Pish,” laughed Aunt. “There’s many more than these.” She handed him up another flower-star.
“And, tis said, at the very center of these, far away & deep in outer space, a Carnival of Creatures, guised 
like stars, dances eternity away, & with any lucky enough to visit!” He smiled ’pon Asoyadonna merry 
& mischievous. She’d learned many of his stories were true by their own strange reck.
“Double-pish!” cried Aunt. “They are much too sensible & solid to bide by such aerie . . . poetry!” 
He laughed. “The Many Worlds are full	of	such	aerie	poetry,	sister! Who better than you to know this?”
She laughed, nodded, handed him the last of the flower-stars to affix. Offered her hand to help him 
off  the bed.
“Not enough, either,” she said lastly, softly, as they looked up at their completed task.
Asoyadonna had watched their doings from a corner of her room. They fetched her up to hug before 
parting.
Aunt gave her a sharp look, loving, & said, “Every one of these worlds is yours to know, if ye will.”
Her father the Tinker nodded his smile at this sentiment, & they parted her, arms ’round each other, 
as they often did. That walking embrace gave Donna a soft thrill of happiness every time. Countless 
were the instances when she would catch one of her later Brothers in such a one. Delighted them every 
time too. 
“Well,” she said aloud, knowing I was listening & scribbling too back there, “that’s one good thing to 
remember. Maybe something more to it than I knew then.”

She stands, walks over to her bookcases. One volume in mind, a blank one. Plucks it up, & sets back 
down on her bed. 

Dreamwalker among them carried the most books. He’d make them, like a hobby to do, almost like a 
nervous tick. Gift them along their travels.

There was one time when they were outnumbered, & by good, angry fighters too. Mistaken by the 
locals for marauders, of which there had recently been many. No moment to explain their travels, their 
complete lack of antagonism. Just	passing	through. 

No. They were set on hard, far out-numbered. Fled back to the nearest White Woods from this barren, 
rocky stretch. Were followed, swiftly. Fought to wound only; their King’s first directive. This seemed to 
anger the locals more. Heavy, swift, bearded men. Silent. Vicious. 
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They had tricks to help. Among them, a sense of where the White Woods thickened impossibly for 
pursuit, & yet passage possible. But a long, hard run thence. Skirmish after skirmish.

She’d got hurt. Not mortally, but not able to run swiftly. Dreamwalker & Roddy had carried her. 
Dreamwalker had blunted her pain by pulling her into his walking dream. Running, really. The pain 
was distant, somehow back there, where she was awake. 

She learned later that the King & Odom & Francisco had, at the King’s reluctant nod, lingered back, 
to buy them time, & killed many of them. Many. Till the rest finally broke off pursuit.

This kind of slaughter happened rarely. But she had been hurt, & there had been no choice. 

She’d been tended for days. Of course there had been Creatures to help, medicines, Thought Fleas 
nearby. 

They were long in what was a great, vast bed of Ferns. While she slept, the King & the others went back 
to bury the dead, a sign of respect, contrition. Roddy told her they had found no bodies. No signs of any 
fight. This happened sometimes too. They’d fought spectres more than once. Men were usually smart 
enough to run from battle with them.

One evening, Dreamwalker & the others came to her resting place, smiling, as not in awhile. He had 
one of his handmade books in his hands. A new one.

Smiled at her with all his long affection. “I made this, but Francisco did the decorations. And Roddy 
the writing on the front & back.” They were all smiling sheepish now as he handed it over.

Made of White Birch bark & twine, as was Dreamwalker’s wont, Francisco had bathed it in dark waters 
of crimson & blue, shot with threads of orange & yellow, green, violet, & indigo. 

Roddy’s elaborate hand had inscribed on the front:
It’s	OK	to	Be	Happy
You	Are	Not	Alone

Write	Something	Good
& on the back:

Nothing	is	Real.
Chop	Wood.	Carry	Water.

She now kisses this book, & holds it dear as every one of her far Brothers, & then into her knapsack. 
And a strange pencil too she’d noticed tucked in there, green & gold. Maybe one of Aunt’s last-minute 
items?

And, oh	goodness, a sack of Aunt’s plumpest earth Creatures, like other times. From loved one still close 
to her in this Pensionne, to loved ones far, such was her travel, & back here one far day too, if lucky.

Back then, when smaller, this Pensionne still her world, Asoyadonna had not known that most dwellings 
in the world were not like this well-loved home of hers, or the nearby Ancienne Coffeehouse.

That is, most buildings, most places, do not keep going in	& in	& in seeming perpetually. Had to train 
out of herself the shock of finding back	walls, endings to buildings. 
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But tis so, & tis so. She hoists her knapsack on her shoulder, & pulls her chamber door shut behind her. 
Hoping new victories earned by when next she’s returned.

Turned right into a hallway not usually there but alert & friendly to her occasional need & hmmming 
greeting. Opens to White Woods, so they seem, though too not yet outside. That required intent as 
well as hmmming. 

Her intent? Remember	some	things.	She’d started, it seemed, but what now?

Honey	Now	down	deep	 in	 that	 spaceship	 in	 the	 earth?	My	first	boy?	Loved	before	 I	understood	my	own	
malleable	nature?	The	mayor’s	son,	maybe	the	first	I	loved	with	all	of	me?

No. I	remember	them	already. 

The	White	Tiger?	I	remember	you	but	still	I	long	to	see	you.	

I sit. Right against a White Birch. My knapsack tumbles with a clump! nearby. 

Hardly a thought in it, I lean forward & pull my knapsack upright, dig in its main pocket for my 
Dreamwalker book & green-&-gold pencil.

Set back against my tree, & comfort into this moment. Study the crimson-&-blue washed colored 
covers, & their words. Some of them for right now. 

You	Are	Not	Alone.
Write	Something	Good.

Opens to the first page. Thinks of the many hours she’d watched dear Francisco at his work. A	picture,	
then?	Not	words?

She starts to try a sketch of the White Tiger, from long memory, deep heart. The long arching curve of 
his back, the sweetness of his face. Stops, or at least leaves off. Something in this pencil gifts her skill 
she does not possess otherwise. 

“I’m stalled,” she says aloud, to me. 
“Agreed,” I reply.
“I have nothing more urgent to remember. For now.”
“What then?”
She stands & looks at me arrived, my bookbag strapped on my shoulder, a quick kiss to the cheek of 
Aunt goodbye on my way hurried here. 
“The Festival?”
I nod. We set to walking, the White Woods out of doors now to our hmmming & clear intent.

Sounds & musics of the Rutabaga Festival & Fleastock not long in reaching our excited ears. 
Hands clasped, swinging, as we walk along.

“How’s the Gr.	Gr.	Br.	N.	going?”
“Hm. OK, I guess.”
“Just OK?”
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“I don’t feel as full a sense of . . . velocity . . . as I wish.”
“Why?”
“I’m not sure. Wondering if a map schemata might help.”
“Will it?”

I stop. “We have two choices here.”
Looks at me serious. “OK.”
“You continue now alone to the Festival.”
“Or?”
“We veer off from it, for now.”
“To where?”
“I’m not sure. But I think it would be more remembering.”
“Should I, we?”
“We will be back. But some more of this first.”
She nods. “OK. We’ll veer. Do you know the direction?”
I shake my head. “We’ll hmmm & concentrate on our task, & see whither the Woods brings us.”
She smiles. Nods. OK.

Next	move,	dude.

viii.

We walk the White Woods awhile together, neither bound nor not bound. As such, they let us pass 
while of course not arriving us anywhere. 

Come to a clearing, & seems a good moment to have a rest & think a moment. 

White Birch. We settle our knapsack & bookbag nearby. I pull out one notebook & sit us side by side 
to show Donna my notes. 

She sees by my charts that I have a tracker of all of her Brothers.

“We’re all bound for Abe’s Beach of Many Worlds. And going to pass through the Thought Fleas’ 
Rutabaga Festival & Fleastock.”
“And its Talent Show, yes.”
“Will I see any of them there?”
I think a long moment. “Probably not?”
“Because that would not serve the Narrative.”
“No. I think that the separate travels are part of the reunion to come.”
She’s quiet. Still. Thinking.
“So we each have to earn this reunion.”
“In a way, yes. But there’s more too.”
“What?”
Now I am quiet, harking up the words. AXWhite Woods quiet about us. Aware, as always, but quiet.

“I lost my intimate touch with all of you, over time. The kind of weightless knowledge that is needed. 
There’s the right way to do this, & any other way is wrong. Lesser.”
She nods. Listens.
“What all this work has become, it’s my master-work. My mythopoeia. I trust I can do it well, but I 
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cannot take doing it for granted.”
“Do you?”
“I don’t think so. But I cannot assume.”
She nods again. Waits more. I am quiet as these White Woods. Stay so.

Then, there is a distant sound. Not the Festival. Tis a music. Tis approaching, like a breeze. A kind of 
singing, but no singer to be seen.

And not one voice but many, braided together, a thick chorus of many flavors, different timbres & 
tones.

“Laaaaaa!” is what it sounds like as it nears us, arrives to our clearing, swirls delightfully all around us. 

Donna’s face is transfixed in joy. I know it’s because she hears among the many voices those of her 
Brothers. This is a song of Heroes & Hope, & Donna joins in, feeling intuitively that this Braided 
Perfect Laaaaaa! grows stronger with each new voice which joins it. She also gets that this	is	how	to reach 
out to her Brothers right now. 

So we both join in, & the Braided Perfect Laaaaaa! fills us high & low—

And then it seems to be diminishing a little bit, moving along elsewhere?

Donna stands, sudden. “Quick! Let’s follow!” Has her knapsack shouldered & tosses me my heavy 
bookbag. I realize she is serious, & for a moment wonder to let her go on by herself. Her fierce face 
dissuades me. I’m not one of her dearly beloved Brothers, but I matter to all this. She’s going to keep 
me around as this, these, narratives go along.

She runs, flat out, to follow the Perfect Braided Laaaaaa! & I clumsy make to follow. Never followed a 
speeding song before. Not sure it is quite possible. 

Yet we do prove able to keep up, & find we near closer when we keep up our Laaaaaa’ing too. As we 
do, our travel seems less like running & more like something else. Flying?	Floating?	Something. 

I wonder where our path is bound. Not worry, but more playful curiosity. 

Suddenly Donna shouts, “There’s something up ahead! Hurry!” I hear her footsteps for a few more 
moments & then a . . . ker-splash?

I push my slow lope till I see something sparkling ahead among the trees. Then I notice a half-tumbled 
sign I think she missed in her gallop: 
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And I come upon the clearing that featured in the Rutabaga Festival & Fleastock several turns ago. I 
want to check my notebooks for the details, but first I see down there in the Model Wide Wide Sea, the 
Model Islands at a great distance, Asoyadonna swimming & calling out. 

“Raymond!”

I cannot be sure that she can see me back up, here, but I know there is nothing I can do but join her.

From what I could recall, the 6 Model Islands had no one rule for entering. So I sort of bent down close 
to the Sea’s edge, making sure my bookbag of notebooks was zippered up every pocket, & sort of felt 
my way in. Fingers, hands, arms, legs, all of me entering the water till I was no longer at all where I had 
been, but now in the Model Wide Wide Sea, big as life to me.

Oh	gosh! I was now flapping & splashing about, swimming somehow urgent to do. Calmed myself from 
panic a bit, then more when I felt a hand reach out to me. Asoyadonna!

“Here we are!” she splashed & smirked.
“Yah,” I gurgled.
“It’s a long way to the nearest Island. Can you make it if we take it slow, with rests?”
I would have bravely said “yes,” no matter what I believed, when I suddenly saw a shiny speck in the 
sky, growing bigger every moment. 

“Look!” I called & splashed & pointed. “Calgary the Sea Dragon!”

He thwup!-thwup!-thwupd! over us a moment. “Need a ride, my friends?” We cheered & waved, & he 
landed on the water nearby. Took awhile, but we slowly climbed up his green-&-golden back to his 
great lovely shnoggin. 

To my wondering, he said, “Miss Flossie Flea always keeps some Model Guides on duty. Especially 
during the Festival. Folks do get curious! I believe the Kittys picked up some customers earlier today!”

Asoyadonna & I both marveled at this. “Can you bring us to the Island they went to?” I asked.

“Away we go!” cried Calgary in reply.

I motioned to Asoyadonna to sit right down on Calgary’s great shnoggin with me, & sort of tug up the 
scales around her, & settle among them. 

“New Safety Scales,” I explained. “Now Calgary can commence his suave soarings & swoopings without 
worry.”

Donna smiled & marveled at this way to travel securely as Calgary rised up higher & higher into the 
sky. I lost track a little of if we were over the Model Wide Wide Sea, or the actual one. For a lingering 
moment, as I excitedly pointed out for Donna to see too, among the White Woods in the far distance 
we could see the Thought Fleas Great Clearing. Its stages, the Kettle of Rutabaga Soup, the crowds of 
Festival goers. 

Then we sort of I guess began our deep diving swoop to the Model Island we were bound for. It was 
funny how again how the Model Islands & Wide Wide Sea became full-sized to our perspective, & 
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own sizes. 

Calgary landed on the Island’s Beach with perfect softness, & we made our slow way down from his 
shnoggin, to his scaly back, to his long tail, & then hopped off onto the sand. 

I think he then sized down to talk to us better.

“Thank you so much!” we both cried, & hugged as much of his beautiful green-&-golden head as we 
could. 

“Any time, my friends!” he said, as he stepped back & suddenly shot straight up into the blue, & was a 
moment later gone from view. Wow.

I think I now know where we’re bound, & I think I know why.

“We’re both bound to remember some things now.”
“You as well, Raymond?”
I nod. Think. “I should not be apart from what I am pressing on you & the others to do.”
“I suppose not.”
Silence.
“On then?”
Silence.
“Raymond?”

I nod finally. “My work seems best when no matter the preparation I take, how long or elaborate, I don’t 
know what next nearly nothing.” 
 
Take her hand. Walk into these White Woods.

To	be	continued	in	Cenacle | 120	|	June	2022

* * * * * *
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Notes	on	Contributors

AbandonView lives in the American Rust Belt. His artwork appears regularly in The Cenacle. Wondering 
what your freer path to come will be. More Art, of course! More of his work can be found at: http://
purigare.tumblr.com.

Algernon Beagle lives in Bags End. He is the Editor guy for Bags End	News. Delightful books made from 
the stories in his delightful newspaper appear regularly in The Cenacle. 

Arabian Nights is a collection of Middle Eastern folk tales compiled in Arabic during the Islamic	Golden	
Age. It is often known in English as the Arabian	Nights, from the first English-language edition 
(c. 1706–1721), which rendered the title as The	Arabian	Nights’	Entertainment (thanks to Wikipedia 
for this description).

Charlie Beyer lives in New Castle, Colorado. His prose appears regularly in The	Cenacle.	Regarding his piece 
in this issue & last, he notes that all the “Charlie” parts are true. Currently mulling writing a piece 
with an “impoverished mining engineer, a rageaholic bureaucratic phobic Mormon owner,  sneaky 
BLM agents, mine spies, and I’d have to throw in the ‘Women for Trump League.’” Do it, Charlie! 
More of his writings can be found at http://therubyeye.blogspot.com.

Ace Boggess lives in Charleston, West Virginia. His fiction & poetry appears regularly in The Cenacle. His 
story in this issue first appeared in Tulane	Review. His most recent book of poetry, Escape	Envy, was 
published in May 2021, by Brick Road Poetry Press. 

Michael Couvaras lives in London, England. He is a working film-maker (Strange Interfade Films), but also 
shares his wonderful photography on Instagram (http://www.instagram.com/michaelcourvarafilms). 

ElectroLounge Forums is a discussion community for contributors to The Cenacle, found at http://
electrolounge.boards.net/. Writers, artists, photographers, & readers are encouraged to request a 
membership (no charge) & visit these forums to meet, & perhaps join, those whose works fill the 
pages of The Cenacle.

Judih Weinstein Haggai lives at Kibbutz Nir Oz in Israel. Her haiku & recent longer poems appears 
regularly in The Cenacle.  Greatly enjoying discussing her recent longer poems with her! Her 2004 
poetry RaiBook, Spirit	World	 Restless, can be found at: http://www.scriptorpress.com/raibooks/
spiritworldrestless.html. She also hosts the excellent radio show of the same name on SpiritPlants 
Radio (spiritplantsradio.com).

Jimmy Heffernan lives in Salt Lake City, Utah. His prose appears regularly in The Cenacle. Jimmy’s 
most recent book, Tunnels	Through	Time:	Poems	 and	Observations, was published in May 2021 
by BookBaby. Jimmy’s “Dialogue” in this issue was derived from his “Writer’s Notebook” at the 
ElectroLounge	Forums.

Nathan D. Horowitz lives in Baltimore, Maryland. Chapters from his epic work-in-progress, Nighttime	
Daydreams, appear regularly in The	Cenacle.	Book 2 of  his published quadrilogy of Nighttime	
Daydreams	(Bat	Dreams) was published in 2019. Book 3 will be out soon. He also hosts the excellent 
radio show “Nighttime Daydreams” on SpiritPlants Radio (spiritplantsradio.com). Keep working 
toward your better days to come, Brother . . .
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Colin James lives in western Massachusetts. His poetry appears regularly in The Cenacle. Staying safe, always 
good. Thinking the New York Football Giants will be good this coming season, ha! 

Sam Knot lives in rural France. His poetry, prose, & artwork all appear regularly in The Cenacle. Working 
on expanding his & his wife’s nice little cottage, both physically & metaphoreally. Visit samknot.
com for more of his work. 

Tamara Miles lives in Elgin, South Carolina. Her prose & poetry & photographs appear regularly in The 
Cenacle. She also hosts the excellent poetry show, “Where the Most Light Falls,” on SpiritPlants 
Radio (spiritplantsradio.com). Congratulations for being elected the president of the Poetry Society 
of South Carolina! 

Jo Monea lives in  Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Jo’s poetry appears regularly in  The Cenacle. Jo is mulling 
over being in “a psycho-physical revolution,” for what-all may come of it.

Martina Newberry lives in Hollywood, California. Her poetry appears regularly in The Cenacle. Her new 
book of poetry, Glyphs, will be published in May 2022 by Deerbrook Editions. Our dialogue 
featured in this issue is one I hope goes & ever on. More of her writings can be found at: https://
martinanewberry.wordpress.com. 

Kenzie Oliver lives in Central Texas. Her work appears regularly in  The Cenacle. When not writing great 
poems & prose, she’s often in her garden, “growing peas, spinach, lettuce, tomatoes, corn, zucchini, 
a handful of herbs and flowers, and a new pair of peach trees.”

Epi Rogan lives in Cork, Ireland, though she is originally from Alaska. She is a very busy chef in Cork, when 
she is not out in the streets taking her brilliant photographs. More of her work can be found at: 
https://www.instagram.com/pieorgan/

Tom Sheehan lives in Saugus, Massachusetts. His poetry & prose appears regularly in The Cenacle. His most 
recent book of short stories, The	Horseman	Cometh	and	Other	Stories,	was published by Amazon 
Digital Services in December 2021. Recently said to me, with affection, “you are a piece of work.” 
By golly, Tom, so are you :)

Kassandra Soulard lives in Milkrose, Massachusetts. I cannot think of a sane other way I could have gotten 
through two years & counting of the COVID pandemic without her empathy, humor, & beauty.

Raymond Soulard, Jr. lives in Milkrose, Massachusetts. Listening to a lot of Joni Mitchell’s brilliant LPs 
lately, & my mind keeps lingering on: “And the seasons, they go round & round & round . . .”

Louis Staeble lives in Bowling Green, Ohio. Tells me that he “started photographing in high school many 
decades ago. I was already an audio visual nerd before I got the urge to be behind the still cold lens. 
I went from roll film to digital. I am always keen to do something different, things new and very 
exploratory.” More of his work can be found at: https://www.instagram.com/louiestaeble/

Timothy Vilgiate lives in Austin, Texas. His Rivers	 of	 the	Mind	 [A	Novel] is regularly serialized in this 
journal. He is soon off to present at the Cultural Studies Association, in Chicago, & the Alcohol & 
Drugs Historical Society, in Mexico City. The radio version of Rivers	of	the	Mind, an amazing work 
in any form, can be found online at: https://riversofthemind.libsyn.com. 

* * * * * *
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